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AICPA Peer Review Board 
Open Session Agenda 

Wednesday January 30, 2019 
Scottsdale, AZ 

Date: Wednesday, January 30, 2019 
Time: 9:30AM – 12:00PM Mountain Time 
Meeting room: Grande Ballroom D
Conference call number: External: 855 880 1246 (US Toll Free) AICPA Staff: 408 638 0968 
Meeting ID: 919 402 2199 

1.1 Welcome Attendees and Roll Call of Board** – Mr. Kindem/Mr. Parry  
1.2 Approval of Revisions to Chapter 3 of the Oversight Handbook* - Mr. Bluhm 
1.3 Approval of Revisions to Qualification Requirements for Technical Reviewers and RAB 

Members* - Mr. Bluhm 
1.4 Approval of Guidance for Program Administration Non-Compliance and Fair Procedures* - 

Mr. Bluhm 
1.5 Approval of Changes to the Summary Review Memorandum and Other Related Updates* - 

Mr. Pope 
1.6 Approval of Revised Guidance Related to Quality Control Material Reviews* - Mr. Pope 
1.7 Approval of Revisions to the RAB Handbook Related to Corrective Actions and 

Implementation Plans* - Mr. Pope 
1.8 Approval of Revised Guidance Related to SSARS No. 24* - Mr. Pope 
1.9 Task Force Updates* 

 Standards Task Force Report – Mr. Pope
o A – Update on Clarified Peer Review Standards*
o B – Update on Engagement Checklist Risk Assessment Questions*

 Oversight Task Force Report – Mr. Bluhm
o C – RAB Observations Summary*

 Education and Communication Task Force Report – Ms. Kerber
1.10 Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA) Model Rules on Peer Review* - Mr. Freundlich 
1.11 Operations Director’s Report** – Ms. Thoresen  
1.12 Report from State CPA Society CEOs** – Ms. Birmingham 
1.13 Update on National Peer Review Committee** – Mr. Fawley 
1.14 Other Business** - Mr. Parry 
1.15 For Informational Purposes*: 

A.  Report on Firms Whose Enrollment was Dropped or Terminated*  
B.  Approved 2019 Association Information Forms for Associations of CPA Firms* 
C.    Updates to the AICPA Peer Review Program Question & Answers* 
D.    Compliance Update - Firm Noncooperation* 

1.16 Future Open Session Meetings** 
A.    May 3, 2019 Open session – Durham, NC 
B.    August 8, 2019 Open session – Washington, DC 
C.    October 24, 2019 Open session - Teleconference 

* Included on SharePoint
** Verbal Discussion 
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Agenda Item 1.2 

Revisions to Oversight Handbook – Rewrite of Chapter 3 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
In August 2018, the Peer Review Board (PRB) approved revisions to Chapter 3 of the Oversight 
Handbook. The revisions were intended to remove outdated guidance and provide clarifying and 
revised guidance for use by Administering Entities (AEs) related to peer review oversight 
committees (PROCs). After PRB approval, we received feedback, including concerns from 
NASBA, State Boards of Accountancy (SBOAs) and AEs.  AICPA staff worked with NASBA staff, 
some SBOA Executive Directors and AEs to better understand the issues and develop new 
guidance that partially addresses the concerns communicated to us.   

Due to the extensive changes and shift in focus, Agenda Item 1.2A is a complete rewrite of 
Chapter 3. Although it does not include track changes from the August 2018 guidance, the August 
guidance is included for reference purposes (Agenda Item 1.2B). 

The revisions include: 
 Directing the guidance towards AEs.
 An introduction and background section, including confidentiality requirements imbedded

in the AICPA peer review program (PRP).
 Acknowledging that many state boards have an oversight requirement and they determine

who can serve on a PROC or as an administrative liaison.
 Clarifying that the AICPA determines what information is deemed confidential.
 Specifying the information an AE can provide to PROC members and state board

administrative liaisons.
 Reiterating to AEs the importance that certain peer review information must be kept

confidential.
 Additional information related to conflicts of interest.
 Updated confidentiality letters.

A revised confidentiality letter for PROC members (Agenda Item 1.2C) and a new confidentiality 
letter for administrative liaisons (Agenda Item 1.2D) are included.  

Oversight Task Force (OTF) Consideration 

The OTF considered what the best strategy would be for issuing revised guidance. The OTF 
recognizes there will likely be additional questions it will need to address after this meeting, 
considering this is the first time many will have had an opportunity to see the rewrite. 

Considering the feedback received to date, and the need for immediate revision, the OTF 
determined it is appropriate to issue revised guidance now, and continue to consider additional 
feedback received, and as appropriate, address again at future PRB meetings.  

The OTF anticipates that feedback received after this meeting would most likely be related to 
implementation, process efficiencies, further clarifications, etc., and there will not be changes to 
the overarching confidentiality requirements of the PRP since it is not within its or the PRB’s 
authority to make such changes. The OTF also believes that any further changes after this 
meeting would likely not be overly burdensome for the AEs. 
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Feedback Received 
Feedback was received from various NASBA staff, an advisory group of SBOA executive directors, 
and AEs. Additional feedback may be forthcoming. 
 
PRIMA Impact 
None. 
 
AE Impact 
AEs should review the guidance to determine if there is an immediate impact to any current 
procedures that include PROCs or administrative liaisons. AEs are not required to obtain new 
confidentiality letters until either (1) the annual letter needs to be signed or (2) when a new PROC 
member or administrative liaison is appointed by a state board. 
 
 Confidentiality letters are submitted with AE Plans of Administration. When a RAB observation is 
scheduled, staff reviews those letters. Except as noted in the guidance, if a PROC member is 
planning to attend a RAB meeting and there is no signed confidentiality letter, the PROC member 
will be prohibited from participating and the AE may receive a comment in its RAB observation 
report.  
 
Communications Plan 
Relevant stakeholders will receive targeted communications regarding this clarified guidance.  For 
example, how the confidentiality letters can be accessed, will be communicated to AEs through 
an administrative alert and during an AE monthly call.   
 
NASBA and SBOAs will be notified through a monthly communication issued by the AICPA State 
Regulatory and Legislative Affairs team.  
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
N/A 
 
Effective Date 
Effective upon approval and issuance by the PRB. 
 
Board Consideration 
Discuss and consider any additional feedback at the meeting and then approve revised Chapter 
3 (Agenda Items 1.2A, 1.2C and 1.2D). 
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Agenda Item 1.2A 
 

CHAPTER 3 
 

Confidentiality of Peer Review Information in the Regulatory Environment 
 
This guidance should be followed by all administering entities (AEs).   
 
A.  Introduction and Background 
 

1. When AICPA members passed a peer review bylaw requirement in 1988, it was done so 

with the understanding that, with few exceptions, information and results obtained from 

the peer review process would remain confidential. An implementing bylaw resolution 

allowed the AICPA Board of Directors to establish the “peer review board” to carry out 

peer review activities which do not conflict with the policies and standards of the AICPA.  

2. Over time, recognizing the remedial value of the peer review process, states boards of 

accountancy (SBOAs)  began incorporating peer review requirements into their state laws, 

regulations and administrative policies. 

3. SBOAs also began recognizing that one way a firm may meet those requirements was by 

undergoing an AICPA peer review program (PRP) review administered by entities 

approved and oversighted by the AICPA.  

4. Since SBOAs were relying on the effectiveness of the PRP and were requiring firm 

participation for licensure, some SBOAs communicated to the AICPA that they would like 

to perform due diligence over the PRP and its AEs. 

5. Although the AICPA Peer Review Board (PRB) was bound by confidentiality provisions 

imbedded into the peer review process, it fully supported SBOAs need and ability to 

monitor the PRP. 

6. With the confidentiality provisions in mind, and SBOAs communicating their objectives, 

the PRB was able to be transparent with peer review information to an individual or group 

monitoring the PRP for an SBOA with the mutual understanding and agreement that the 

PRB only has the authority to do this within the confidentiality parameters imbedded in the 

PRP.  

7. Working collaboratively, AEs and SBOAs that requested to do so, entered into an 

oversight relationship with the AE that allowed the SBOAs to monitor the AEs’ 

performance and determine if peer reviews were being administered, performed and 

reported on in accordance with the AICPA Standards for Performing and Reporting on 

Peer Reviews (Standards). The result of this collaboration was the establishment of SBOA 

peer review oversight committees (PROCs). 

8. The fundamental confidentiality provisions have not changed and neither the PRB, nor the 

AEs, may violate these provisions. This Chapter serves to better articulate the AEs 

responsibilities in such matters. 

9. SBOAs have information available through the PRP, such as the information provided in 

the AICPA Public File, through Facilitated State Board Access (FSBA) and permitted by 

Standards and related Interpretation 146-3. This Chapter’s focus is primarily on the types 

of confidential information that can be made available to PROCs solely for the purpose of 

oversighting an AE (information that would not otherwise be available to the PROCs). 

10. PROCs are established by SBOAs. It is solely up to the SBOA to determine who serves 

on its PROC. 
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11. Since PROC members have access to information not otherwise provided to those not 

involved in the PRP, AEs must avoid providing confidential information to PROC members 

who have a conflict of interest. In addition, those who are provided confidential information 

ordinarily must sign a confidentiality letter prior to receiving access to such information.  

12. The PRB does not expect a PROC member to sign a confidentiality letter if the PROC 

member is or may be required to divulge confidential information to the SBOA, 

administrative liaison or others. In such circumstances, the AE should not provide 

confidential information to a PROC member. 

13. Note that the signing of a confidentiality letter and/or recusal from meetings where 

confidential information is discussed is not a sufficient safeguard against a conflict of 

interest. PROC members or others with a conflict of interest should notify the AE when it 

becomes aware of such conflicts, and not be provided confidential information or allowed 

to attend such meetings.   

14. It is the policy and the goal of the PRB to assist SBOAs and PROC members in any way 

it can, provided the confidentiality requirements of the PRP are not violated.  

  
B. Peer Review Information – Publicly Available vs. Confidential 
 

1. Paragraph 146 of the Standards , indicates the AE and the AICPA may disclose the 

following information: 

 

a) The firm’s name and address, 

b) The firm’s enrollment in the program, 

c) The date of acceptance and period covered by the firm’s most recently 

accepted peer review; and 

d) If applicable, whether the firm’s enrollment in the program has been 

dropped or terminated. 

 

2. Any information not contained in Section B. 1 of this Chapter is confidential and should 

not be provided to anyone except as permitted in this Chapter.  

3. AEs must adhere to the paragraph 146 of the Standards and related interpretations. 

Communication, either verbal or written, of confidential information will result in non-

compliance with the applicable benchmark and may result in the PRB Oversight Task 

Force (OTF) administering fair procedures. 

4. Interpretation 146-3 allows firms to authorize the AE or AICPA to provide certain peer 

review information to third parties. The authorization must be in writing and information 

that may be provided to third parties must be objective. A toolkit has been developed to 

assist firms, (SBOAs and AEs with complying with the Standards and guidance.  

5. State law or regulations may require, or allow SBOAs to request or require  firms to submit 

or provide access to the following specific firm peer review documents to SBOAs: 

 

a) Peer review report which has been accepted by the AE, 

b) The firm’s letter of response accepted by the AE (if applicable), 

c) The acceptance letter from the AE, 

d) Letter(s) accepting the documents signed by the firm with the 

understanding that the firm agrees to take any actions required by the 

AE, if applicable; and 
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e) Letter signed by the AE notifying the firm that required actions have 

been appropriately completed, if applicable. 

 

6. To facilitate firms complying with SBOA laws or regulations or requests to provide the 

information listed in B. 5, firms may authorize the AE to submit the above documents to 

the SBOAs through Facilitated State Board Access (FSBA). When laws/regulations 

mandate the submission of documents through FSBA, firms still must authorize the AE to 

do so or their peer reviews will not be scheduled. The authorization is ordinarily made 

during the peer review scheduling process, but may also occur at other times.  

 

C. Statutory/Regulatory Oversight Requirements 
 

1. As most SBOAs require firms to enroll in the AICPA PRP (or other SBOA approved peer 

review programs), certain SBOAs also have a statutory/regulatory requirement or Board 

Policy to oversight the sponsoring organizations/AEs peer review programs that are 

intended to meet the SBOA’s peer review licensure requirements.  

2. AEs should have an understanding of the statutory/regulatory peer review requirements 

for all states where it administers reviews. When there may be statutory/regulatory 

differences with the guidance contained in this Chapter, the AE should immediately 

contact the AICPA. Contact should occur prior to the AE providing confidential information 

to individuals or allowing attendance at meetings where confidential information is 

discussed. 

3. SBOAs are encouraged to determine and communicate their oversight objectives to the 

AE along with the SBOA’s process for achieving those objectives. This will assist AEs in 

providing sufficient support to SBOAs in meeting those stated objectives.  

4. Ordinarily, SBOAs perform oversight through a peer review oversight committee (PROC). 

SBOAs determine the qualifications, selection and terms of PROC members.   

 

a) The PRB fully supports the SBOAs’ ability to establish an AE oversight process 

with the objective to report or make recommendations to SBOAs regarding AEs’ 

ability to administer the PRP in accordance with Standards and guidance. 

b) SBOA’s may choose to designate PROCs or PROC members from other state 

boards or national/regional PROCs to achieve the oversight objectives. In such 

situations, AEs are not required to change the presentation of firms’ peer reviews 

to RABs for acceptance, discussion, etc. even though the PROC member(s) may 

be representing SBOA(s) from states other than the state where the AE is 

located. 

c) Ordinarily, employees of SBOAs may not have access to confidential 

information1. However, SBOAs may choose to designate an individual 

(hereinafter referred to as an administrative liaison) or liaisons to facilitate the 

SBOAs ability to perform its oversight functions. The role of the administrative 

1 SBOAs generally are responsible for enforcement actions against CPAs and CPA firms. Accordingly, 
certain individuals associated with employees of such SBOAs may have a conflict of interest and may not 
be permitted access to confidential information. However, if an SBOA lacks such enforcement authority, 
and the individual employee otherwise has no conflict of interest, the AE may provide such 
individualemployee the same access to confidential information as a member of a PROC (who has no 
conflict of interest). Such an individualemployee would also be required to sign a confidentiality letter. 
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liaison is determined by the SBOA and may be an employee or designee of the 

state board.  However, an AE may not provide confidential information to them 

or allow them to attend meetings where confidential information is discussed  

When the administrative liaison is not a PROC member, they may only have 

access to peer review information in accordance with paragraph 146 of the 

Standards and certain documents and reports that do not contain confidential 

information. 

d) The guidance presented throughout this Chapter is not intended to prohibit a 

PROC member delegated the duty by SBOAs to read the documents in Section 

B.5. of this Chapter or use FSBA and report to the SBOA on the information 

contained in these documents. However, it would be considered a breach of 

confidentiality if a PROC member included information or made a 

recommendation to the SBOA regarding a specific licensee, firm or peer reviewer 

that was only available as a result of oversighting the AE. 

 

D. Independence and Conflicts of Interest (for Peer Review Purposes) 
 

1. AEs need to consider whether PROC members or potential PROC members have a 

conflict of interest or an impairment to independence. SBOAs may also want to consider 

what they believe may constitute a conflict of interest or impairments to independence 

from a regulatory perspective. AEs, SBOAs and, where appropriate, the AICPA should 

discuss these matters collaboratively when questions arise.  

 

2. Independence 

 

a) Independence of mind (fact) - The state of mind that permits those involved in 

the peer review process to not be affected by influences that compromise 

professional judgement, thereby allowing an individual to act with integrity and 

exercise objectivity and professional skepticism. 

b) Independence in appearance – The avoidance of circumstances that would 

cause a reasonable and informed third party, having knowledge of all relevant 

information, including safeguards applied, to reasonably conclude that the 

integrity, objectivity or professional skepticism of those involved in the peer 

review process had been compromised. 

c) Safeguards – Controls that eliminate or reduce threats to independence and may 

include a range of partial to complete prohibitions. 

 

3. Conflict of Interest 

 

a) A conflict of interest is a set of circumstances or a situation that creates a risk 

that the professional judgment or actions by an individual may be influenced by 

a secondary party or interest. The individual may have a competing interest or 

loyalty to a secondary party that may influence their professional judgement or 

decision, or  

b) A situation in which a person has a duty to more than one person or organization 

but cannot do justice to the actual or potentially adverse interests of both parties. 
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c) If no safeguards are available to eliminate the risk of an unacceptable threat or 

reduce it to an acceptable level, this would be considered a conflict of interest. 

i. In situations where the SBOA, AE or PRB determines that there is an 

unacceptable threat, then neither recusals, nor signing confidentiality 

letters are appropriate safeguards. 

 

E.  Confidentiality Letters  
 

1. PROC members (and administrative liaisons  that ordinarily are not given access to 

confidential information) are required to annually sign a confidentiality letter (Exhibit 3-1 and 

Exhibit 3-2) indicating they will not divulge any information to the SBOA or others that would 

identify any licensee, firm or peer reviewer or other information obtained from the oversight of 

the AE.  

 

2. AEs should maintain a current roster of PROC members and administrative liaisons as 

their signed confidentiality letters are subject to review during AE oversight visits, Report 

Acceptance Body (RAB) observations and other times deemed appropriate.  

 

a) Except as provided in E.2.bc), the AE may only provide a PROC member access 

to information allowed in paragraph 146 of the Standards and some statistical 

data/reports that do not contain confidential information when a PROC member 

fails to sign the confidentiality letter. 

b) Although administrative liaisons are not permitted to obtain confidential 

information, signing the confidentiality letter is an additional safeguard in case 

they inadvertently receive such information. 

c)b) In rare circumstances where state law or regulation specifically prevents 

individuals from signing confidentiality letters, the matter should be discussed 

with the SBOA and, where appropriate, the AICPA as to what other safeguards 

can be put in place, if possible, such that the PROC members may still be able 

view certain confidential information and possibly attend meetings.  

 

F.  Information Available to PROC Members and Administrative Liaisons 
 

      1.  The PRB determines what information may be made available to PROC members and    

           administrative liaisons.  

 

2. PROC members that have signed a confidentiality letter should have access to the same 

peer review information as those serving on AE peer review committees/RABs except in 

the following circumstances: 

 

a)  PROC members who are deemed by the SBOAs, AEs or PRB to have a 

conflict of interest (see Sections D and G of this Chapter). 

 i.   Signing confidentiality letters or recusals are not deemed as appropriate 

safeguards when there is a conflict of interest.   

b)  PROC members who do not sign confidentiality letters (when state law                          

     or regulation doesn’t specifically prohibit signing such letters). 
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c) When situations occur such that conflicts of interest are encountered with 

PROC members who otherwise do not have a conflict of interest (such as when 

the peer review of a firm of which the PROC member is associated is being 

considered for acceptance by a RAB). 

i. AEs should work collaboratively with SBOAs in identifying such 

situations. 

ii. AEs should request that PROC members recuse themselves from these 

situations and not participate in those portions of the meetings (should 

not be present, on the phone, etc.). 

 

3. PROC members and administrative liaisons may make reasonable requests for 

information that facilitates the PROC’s ability to perform its oversight functions, including, 

but not limited to: 

 

a) Standards, procedures, guidelines, training materials and similar documents 

prepared for use by reviewers, reviewed firms and AEs. 

b) AE peer review committee/RAB meeting schedules.  

c) Statistical data available. 

d) Benchmark, monitoring, RAB observation and various oversight reports and 

information (administrative liaisons may only obtain reports that do not contain 

specific identifying information). 

e) Other Peer Review Integrated Management Application (PRIMA) generated 

reports (administrative liaisons may only obtain reports that do not contain 

specific identifying information). 

 

G. PROC Members and Administrative Liaisons - Violations of Confidentiality Letters  

1. AEs must immediately report to the SBOA and, where appropriate, the AICPA, any known 

or potential violations of signed confidentiality letters by PROC members or administrative 

liaisons. For example, litigation against a firm or reviewer coming to the attention of the 

SBOA based solely on information the PROC member obtained as a result of AE oversight 

and reported to the SBOA would be a violation of the confidentiality letter.  If the AE is 

aware of a potential situation and uncertain if there is a violation, it should discuss with the 

SBOA and, where appropriate, the AICPA. 

 

a) Until a potential situation is resolved by the AE with the SBOA, and, where 

appropriate with AICPA Staff and/or the AICPA PRB OTF, individuals identified 

that may have potentially violated the confidentiality letter shall be considered to 

have a conflict of interest on all matters related to oversight and should not be 

given access to confidential information or be allowed to attend meetings where 

such information is discussed. 

 

H.  Examples of Conflict of Interest  
 
1. The following is a list of examples where the PRB has determined the PROC member has 

a conflict of interest or independence is impaired and should not be given access to 

confidential information or be allowed to attend portions of the meetings where such 
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information is discussed. 
 

a) Active SBOA members have a conflict of interest. Generally, aDue to practice 

mobility, an active SBOA member from one state is likely deemed to have a conflict 

of interest in all states, not just the state where serving on the SBOA.  

b) Individuals (employees, consultants, volunteers or others) who perform 

enforcement related work for regulatory or governmental bodies, professional 

organizations (including but not limited to an AICPA ethics committee, AICPA Joint 

Trial Board or state professional ethics committee) or similar groups or subgroups 

unless the individual can first demonstrate to the satisfaction of the PRB that: 

i. They are not performing enforcement work or otherwise significantly 

involved in such work; and  

ii. They are not involved in making recommendations to the SBOA, or have 

influence with the SBOA on any individual or firm licensure, enforcement, 

ethics or other similar matters or have access to such information; or 

iii. They only assist SBOAs with administrative matters such as assisting with 

writing their laws and regulations. 

c) Ordinarily when a PROC member is from the same firm as the technical reviewer, 

committee or RAB members of the AE being oversighted, unless appropriate 

safeguards are in place such as the PROC member not attending portions of AE 

meetings where information is prepared by or discussed by those individuals. 

However, there may be situations when the PROC member’s firm is from a 

different state and with appropriate safeguards the conflict of interest could be 

eliminated. AEs should discuss such situations with the SBOA or the PROC 

member’s firm, as the resolution of some conflicts could be achieved by either 

changing the PROC member or AEs not having a technical reviewer, committee 

or RAB member from the PROC member’s firm.  

d) A PROC member is deemed to have a conflict of interest when his or her firm’s 

peer review or reviews performed by his or her firm are being discussed. When 

this or similar situations occur, the AE should ensure the PROC members recuse 

themselves completely and not be present for (or on the phone) or participate in 

any discussions. This would also be true when the PROC member has a conflict 

of interest with the reviewing firm, reviewer or the reviewed firm, etc. for other 

reasons. In these situations, PROC members should also not be given confidential 

materials, correspondences, etc. prepared by the AE for the RAB related to the 

specific conflict. 

e) If there is any question as to whether a PROC member may have a conflict of 

interest, the matter should be brought to the attention of the SBOA and, as 

appropriate, the AICPA who may discuss the question with the OTF. This must be 

done prior to making confidential information available or allowing someone to 

attend a meeting. All relevant information should be provided including what 

appropriate safeguards are in place as applicable.  
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Agenda Item 1.2B 
 

CHAPTER 3 (PREVIOUSLY APPROVED AT AUGUST 2018 PRB MEETING) 
 

State Board of Accountancy Peer Review Oversight Committees (PROC) 
 

A. Statutory/Regulatory Requirement 
 

I. Several state boards of accountancy (SBOAs) have a statutory/regulatory requirement to 
oversight the sponsoring organizations/entities administering peer review programs that 
are intended to meet the SBOA’s peer review licensure requirements. Accordingly, since 
all SBOAs that require peer review accept the AICPA Peer Review Program (program), it 
is in the best interest of the program and our joint (with SBOAs) mandate to protect the 
public that we cooperate in the establishment of a mutually acceptable oversight process. 

II. In order to provide reasonable assurance that peer reviews are being conducted and 
administered in accordance with peer review standards, SBOAs may appoint a Peer 
Review Oversight Committee (PROC). 

III. SBOA’s may designate other state board PROCs or state board national/regional or 
similar PROCs to achieve the oversight objectives of an administering entity. 

IV. PROC members should meet all qualifications in Section B of this chapter.  
V. Administering entities should understand the statutory/regulatory requirements for all 

states it administers peer review. When there are statutory/regulatory differences with 
guidance contained in this chapter, the statute/regulatory guidance ordinarily takes 
precedence. If the administering entity becomes aware of such differences, it should 
contact AICPA staff to discuss. When the statute or regulations do not include guidance 
on peer review oversight committees, this guidance should be followed by the PROC and 
administering entity. 

 
B. Peer Review Oversight Committee (PROC) Qualifications 
PROC members shall: 

 
1. Not include individuals who are members or employees of any SBOA; any individuals who 

perform enforcement related work for regulatory or governmental bodies, professional 
organizations (including but not limited to an AICPA ethics committee, AICPA Joint Trial 
Board, or state professional ethics committee) or similar groups or subgroups. 

2. Not include individuals that are from the same firm as the technical reviewer, committee 
or RAB members due to potential conflicts of interest. Exceptions may be granted by the 
AICPA Oversight Task Force (OTF) if the board and administering entity can demonstrate 
appropriate safeguards are in place to address objectivity, independence (in appearance 
and fact), and other familiarity threats.  

3. Be required to annually sign a confidentiality agreement (Exhibit 3-1) indicating they will 
not divulge any information, except as allowable by law, to the board that would identify 
any firm, licensee, or peer reviewer/reviewing firm or other information obtained from the 
oversight of the administering entity. For example, if the law permits the board access to 
peer review reports, it would be acceptable for a PROC to inform the board that a firm 
received a consecutive non-pass report. It would not be acceptable for the PROC to 
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discuss or report to the board detailed information about the performance or acceptance 
of that review.  

a. Failure to sign a confidentiality agreement will limit the PROC access to only 
information allowed in paragraph .146 of the standards unless the firm has given 
the administering entity written permission to provide specific objective information 
to the PROC or board.   

 
C. Peer Review Oversight Committee Access and Responsibilities 
The administering entity may provide PROC members that meet the qualifications in Section B, 
access to the following: 
 

1. Standards, procedures, guidelines, training materials and similar documents prepared for 
the use of reviewers, reviewed firms, and administering entities. 

2. Administering entity peer review committee and report acceptance body (RAB) meetings 
and materials including minutes of such meetings. 

3. Statistical data available concerning the results of reviews including, but not limited to, the 
number and type of corrective actions required, and the number, nature and extent of the 
monitoring procedures applied. 

4. Reports such as, but not limited to, benchmark and monitoring reports, RAB observation 
reports, oversight reports performed on reviewers including enhanced oversights, and 
other oversight reports from the OTF. 

 
Procedures that may be performed by the PROC include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Visiting the sponsoring organizations of the approved peer review program; 
 Reviewing sponsoring organization procedures for administering the program; 
 Meeting with a sponsoring organization’s RAB during consideration of the peer review 

documents; 
 Reviewing the sponsoring organization’s compliance with the program. 

 
PROC members must recuse themselves and not participate in any discussion related to their 
firm’s peer review or if a conflict of interest with the reviewing firm, reviewer, or the reviewed firm 
exists.  
 
PROCs should provide the SBOA with a report on procedures, conclusions and 
recommendations, if applicable. To enhance the quality of the peer review program, the reports 
should be shared with the administering entity peer review committee and AICPA Oversight Task 
Force. Reports should not identify names of firms, reviewers, technical reviewers, committee 
members or anyone else involved in the administration or performance of peer reviews.  
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Agenda Item 1.2C 
Exhibit 3-1 

 
Illustrative Confidentiality Letter—State Board Peer Review Oversight Committee (PROC) 
 
[Date] 
 
[Address of PROC member] 
 
Dear [Mr./Ms.] [Last Name of PROC member]: 
 
On behalf of the [Name of Administering Entity] peer review committee, we welcome the [Name 
of State Board of Accountancy]) Peer Review Oversight Committee (PROC). We recognize that 
you have a responsibility to exert your efforts towards achieving the PROC’s objectives through 
various oversight procedures and reporting to the [insert name of state(s)] state board(s) of 
accountancy (board). The [Name of Administering Entity Peer Review Committee] supports and 
will assist with your efforts. 
 
Administering Entity Responsibilities 
As an administering entity of the AICPA peer review program (PRP), we have an obligation to 
adhere to the confidentiality requirements described in the AICPA Standards for Performing and 
Reporting on Peer Reviews (Standards). We are prohibited from providing confidential information 
unless you (1) annually sign a confidentiality letter, (2) agree to recuse yourself from portions of 
meetings when there is a conflict of interest or impairment to independence, and (3) agree not to 
divulge any information obtained solely from the oversight of the administering entity to a board 
or to anyone that would identify any firm, licensee, peer reviewer/reviewing firm or other 
information with the understanding that you are not prohibited from divulging information to the 
board as permitted in the Standards, Interpretations, and guidance and Facilitated State Board 
Access (FSBA).  
 
By signing this letter, you agree not to use any information obtained from the oversight of the 
administering entity in any way not related to meeting the objectives of the oversight and peer 
review process. If you violate the conditions of this confidentiality letter we have an obligation to 
report this to the board and, where appropriate, the AICPA, of any known or potential violations. 
Until such potential violation is resolved with the board and, if necessary, AICPA, we are 
prohibited from providing you access to confidential information or allow you to attend any 
meetings where such information is discussed. 
 
Please confirm your acknowledgement and agreement to adhere to the confidentiality 
requirements and your related responsibilities by signing this letter in the space provided and 
return it to me. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at [phone number]. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 [Administering Entity’s Peer Review Committee Chair] 
 
Signature:  ____________________________   Date: _________________________________ 
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By signing below, I acknowledge and agree to adhere to the confidentiality requirements and 
related responsibilities, including but not limited to: 
 
I acknowledge and agree that, as an administrative liaison of (Name of State Board of 
Accountancy), the following information may be provided to me: 

 The firm’s name and address. 
 The firm’s enrollment in the program. 
 The date of acceptance and period covered by the firm’s most recently accepted peer 

review. 
 If applicable, whether the firm’s enrollment in the program has been dropped or 

terminated. 
 Certain reports, such as Report Acceptance Body (RAB) Observation reports, and data 

that do not contain information that may identify a firm, licensee, or peer 
reviewer/reviewing. 

 Specific objective information once the firm has provided the (Name of Administering 
Entity) written permission.  
 

I also agree to sign a confidentiality letter annually. 
 
I further agree that if confidential information was inadvertently provided to or obtained by me, 
such information would not be divulged to the board or others. 
 
[Administrative Liaison] 
 
 
Signature: _____________________________ Date: ___________________________ 
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Agenda Item 1.3 
 

 
Proposed Revisions to Clarify Technical Reviewer and  
Committee Member Qualifications and Requirements 

 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
Staff is proposing revisions to clarify the technical reviewer and committee member qualifications 
and requirements in the Report Acceptance Body Handbook.   
 
Agenda Item 1.3A addresses technical reviewers and committee members that engage, or plan 
to engage, in certain activities that may prohibit them from serving as a technical reviewer or 
committee member. Individuals involved in enforcement areas of the profession who have a 
conflict of interest may not serve on a committee or report acceptance body.  
 
Agenda Item 1.3B includes revisions to the appointment and confidentiality letters for committee 
and RAB members.   The revisions reflect the changes in Agenda Item 1.3A. 
 
Agenda Item 1.3C is a new confidentiality letter for technical reviewers that are not employees of 
an administering entity. As a result of evolution, all technical reviewers are required to annually 
sign a confidentiality letter.  
 
Feedback Received 
Feedback received from various technical reviewers and CPAs on staff have been included in the 
revisions being presented.  
 
In addition, the Oversight Task Force (OTF) discussed if Agenda Item 1.3C, confidentiality letter 
for technical reviewers, should be signed by all technical reviewers (both consultants and 
administering entity (AE) employees). The OTF decided Agenda Item 1.3C was applicable to only 
technical reviewers that were not AE employees (consultants).  
 
The OTF requested staff propose revisions to the existing confidentiality letter for employees of 
AE which was approved at the August 2018 PRB meeting.  OTF suggested the proposed revisions 
should include the content of some of the bullets in the confidentiality letters in the agenda 
materials. The letter should be presented to the PRB at the May 2019 meeting.     
 
Communications Plan 
Relevant stakeholders will receive targeted communications regarding this clarified guidance.  For 
example, this item, including how the confidentiality letters can be accessed, will be 
communicated to administering entities through an administrator alert and during an AE biweekly 
call.  
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
Will be included in the next update to the manual.  
 
Effective Date 
Effective upon approval.  
 
Board Considerations 
Please review and approve the following agenda items: 
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1. Agenda Item 1.3A – Proposed Revisions Clarifying Technical Reviewer and Committee 
Member Qualifications and Requirements 

2. Agenda Item 1.3B – Committee or RAB Appointment and Confidentiality Confirmations 
3. Agenda Item 1.3C - Confidentiality Letter if Technical Reviewer is Not an Employee of 

the Administering Entity 
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Agenda Item 1.3A 
 

Proposed Revisions Clarifying Technical Reviewer and Committee Member 
Qualifications and Requirements 

 
Committee Member Qualifications 
The following revisions would be included in Section 1 (“Formation”) of Chapter 1 within the 
Report Acceptance Body (RAB) Handbook, which outlines activities that would prohibit 
individuals from serving on a Peer Review Committee or RAB. 
 

An administering entity appoints a peer review committee to oversee the administration, 
acceptance, and completion of peer reviews. The committee may decide to delegate a 
portion of the report acceptance function to report acceptance bodies (RABs), whose 
members are not required to be, but may be, members of the committee as well (sec. 
1000, Standards for Performing and Reporting on Peer Reviews, par. .132). It is 
recommended that the administering entity document its committee and RAB structure 
and relationship. 
 
The board prohibits the following iIndividuals that perform, or plan to perform, 
enforcement related work from serving on a committee or RAB.  This includes, but is not 
limited to, individuals currently serving asas a  a member, employee, consultant, 
volunteer (or other similar arrangement) of of:  
 A member of anTthe AICPA or state CPA society ethics committee,  
 Tthe AICPA Joint Trial Board,  
 Aa member of any state board of accountancy (or other regulatory agencyies, 
governmental bodies or similar groups or subgroups) are prohibited from serving on a 
committee or RAB. 
. 
 An individual performing enforcement related work for any of the prior mentioned. 

 
An individual should contact his or her their relevannt administering entity or AICPA peer 
review staff if there is uncertainty as to whether he or she may be is prohibited from 
serving on a peer review committee or RAB. 

 
 
Technical Reviewer Qualifications  
The following revisions would be included in Section 1 (“Technical Reviewer Qualifications”), 
Subsection C (“Independence, Confidentiality, and Conflict of Interest”) of Chapter 2 within the 
RAB Handbook.” The previous intent of the AICPA Peer Review Board (PRB) was that the 
guidance related to the prohibition of those performing enforcement related work from serving 
on a peer review committee or RAB also be applicable to technical reviewers. 

C. Independence, Confidentiality, and Conflict of Interest 

Individuals that perform enforcement related work as a member, employee, 
consultant, volunteer (or other similar arrangement) of the AICPA or state CPA 
society ethics committee, the AICPA Joint Trial Board, a state board of 
accountancy (or other regulatory agencies, governmental bodies or similar 
groups or subgroups) are prohibited from performing technical reviews.  
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An individual should contact his or her relevant administering entity or AICPA 
peer review staff if there is uncertainty as to whether he or she is prohibited from 
serving as a technical reviewer. 
 

Technical reviewers are subject to the same independence, confidentiality, and 
conflict of interest rules that apply to committee and report acceptance body 
(RAB) members. See guidance in chapter 1, sections V and VI. This includes, 
but not limited to, annually signing a confidentiality letter.  
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Agenda Item 1.3B 
 

The following exhibit is located in Chapter 1 of the RAB Handbook (Peer Review Program 
Manual Section 3300): 

Exhibit 1-1 — Committee or RAB Appointment & Confidentiality Confirmation 

[Date] 

[Name and Address of Committee Member] 

Dear [Mr. or Ms.] [Last Name of Committee or RAB Member]: 

It is my pleasure to formally notify you that you have been appointed to serve on the 
[Administering Entity Peer Review Committee] for the [period] committee year. We know 
you have many demands on your volunteer time. We appreciate your willingness to use 
a part of that time to serve our profession. We hope you benefit as much by your 
volunteer service as much as the committee benefits from having individuals willing to 
volunteer. 
Committee membership in a professional association such as the [Administering Entity] 
provides you with an opportunity to serve the accounting profession in various 
interesting and worthwhile assignments. If you accept membership on the committee,As 
a committee member, you have a responsibility to exert your efforts towards achieving 
the committee’s objectives through preparation for and attendance at its meetings and 
participation in its deliberations . In particular, youYou also have an obligation to adhere 
to the confidentiality requirements described in the AICPA’s Standards for Performing 
and Reporting on Peer Reviews (standards). Thus, you agree not to divulge keep 
information concerning each reviewedthat would identify any firm, orany ofits clients or 
personnel, peer reviewer/reviewing firm or other information including the findings of the 
review and the reviewed team that is obtained as a consequence of the review, 
confidential result of your responsibilities. You agree not to discuss or disclose such 
information to anyone not involved in carrying out the review or administering the AICPA 
Peer Review Program (program) or use it in any way not related to meeting the 
objectives of the Program. 

If you perform, or plan to perform, enforcement related work as a member, employee, 
consultant, volunteer (or other similar arrangement) of the AICPA or state CPA society 
ethics committee, AICPA Joint Trial Board, a state board of accountancy or other 
regulatory agencies, governmental bodies or similar groups or subgroups, you agree to 
notify the  [Administering Entity Peer Review Committee] immediately. Such involvement 
would prohibit you from serving on the committee. 

Please confirm your acceptance of this appointment and the responsibilities and 
obligations it entails by signing a copy of this letter in the space provided and returning it 
to me. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 
[Name] 
[Title] 
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I understand that each Committee or RAB member charged with the responsibility for 
accepting reviews should: 

 Be currently active in public practice at a supervisory level in the accounting 
or auditing function of a firm enrolled in the program, as a partner of the 
firm, or as a manager or person with equivalent supervisory responsibilities. 
To be considered currently active in the accounting or auditing function, a 
committee member reviewer should be presently involved in the accounting 
or auditing practice of a firm supervising one or more of the firm’s 
accounting or auditing engagements or carrying out a quality control 
function on the firm’s accounting or auditing engagements (Interpretation 
No. 132-1a). 

 Associated with a firm (or all firms if associated with more than one firm) 
that has received a report with a peer review rating of pass on its most 
recently accepted System or Engagement Review that was accepted timely, 
ordinarily within the last 3 years and 6 months. If a committee member’s 
firm’s most recent review was a Report Review, then the member is not 
eligible to be charged with the responsibility for acceptance of any peer 
reviews (Interpretation No. 132-1b). 

 trainedDemonstrate proficiency  in the standards, interpretations, and 
guidance of the program by completing training that meets the team captain 
training requirements established by the board within 12 months prior to 
serving on the committee or during the first year of service on the committee 
(Interpretation No. 132-1c). 

 Be an AICPA member in good standing, whether conducting report 
acceptance body duties for firms with or without AICPA members 
(Interpretation No. 132-1d). 

 Prohibited from Inform the administering entity when performing or I 
planning to performing enforcement related work including, but not limited 
to, serving as a member, employee, consultant, volunteer (or other similar 
arrangement) of: 

 The AICPA or state CPA society ethics committee 

 The AICPA Joint Trial Board 

 A state board of accountancy or other regulatory agencies, governmental 
bodies or similar groups or subgroups. 

 Adhere to the confidentiality requirements of the Standards for Performing 
and Reporting on Peer Reviews 
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 Mitigate familiarity1 threats that can exist among Committees/RABs, technical 
reviewers, peer reviewers and firms by following the safeguards in accordance 
with (Name	of	the	administering	entity) policy and procedures.  

 

I accept this appointment and the responsibilities and obligations, included but not 
limited to, those, outlined above. it entails 

Signed: _______________________________________ 

Date: __________ 

 

                                                        
1 Familiarity threats are defined as “the threat that, due to a long or close relationship with a client, a 
member will become too sympathetic to the client’s interests or too accepting of the client’s work or 
product” (ET 1.000.010.12). 
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Agenda Item 1.3C 
 

Confidentiality Letter if Technical Reviewer is Not an Employee of Administering 
Entity 

[Date] 

[Name and Address of Technical Reviewer] 

Dear [Mr. or Ms.] [Last Name of Technical Reviewer]: 

As a technical reviewer, you have a responsibility to meet all qualifications and 
an obligation to adhere to the confidentiality requirements described in the 
AICPA’s Standards for Performing and Reporting on Peer Reviews (standards). 
Thus, you agree not to divulge information that would identify any firm, its clients 
or personnel, peer reviewer/reviewing firm or other information obtained as a 
result of your responsibilities. You agree not to discuss or disclose such 
information to anyone not involved in carrying out the review or administering the 
AICPA Peer Review Program (program) or use it in any way not related to 
meeting the objectives of the Program. 

If you perform, or plan to perform, enforcement related work as a member, 
employee, consultant, volunteer (or other similar arrangement) of the AICPA or 
state CPA society ethics committee, AICPA Joint Trial Board, state board of 
accountancy or other regulatory agencies, governmental bodies, or similar 
groups or subgroups, you agree to notify the [Administering Entity Peer Review 
Committee] immediately. Such involvement would prohibit you from performing 
technical reviews.  

Please confirm your acceptance of the responsibilities and obligations it entails 
by signing a copy of this letter in the space provided and returning it to me. If you 
have any questions, please feel free to call me. 

Sincerely, 

[Name] 

[Title] 

I understand that as a technical reviewer charged with the responsibility to assist 
a RAB in its report acceptance and oversight functions, I should: 

 Demonstrate proficiency in the standards, interpretations, and guidance of 
the program by completing within the 12 month period preceding the 
commencement of the technical review 1 or more training courses that are 
applicable to the type of peer review being evaluated and that meet the 
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requirements of the team captain or review captain training established by 
the board (Interpretation No. 132-1a). 

 Demonstrate proficiency in the standards, interpretations, and guidance of 
the program by completing an introductory technical reviewer training 
course developed by the AICPA ordinarily within 12 months prior to 
serving as a technical reviewer. Additionally, I will complete or attend one 
of the following options in every calendar year thereafter: 

 a technical reviewer update training course developed by the 
AICPA 

 the annual Peer Review Conference 

 Be an AICPA member in good standing, whether conducting technical 
reviewer duties for firms with or without AICPA members (Interpretation 
No. 132-1d). 

 Participate in at least one peer review each year, which may include 
participation in an on-site oversight of a System Review (Interpretation No. 
132-1b). 

 Have an appropriate level of accounting and auditing knowledge and 
experience suitable for the work performed 

 Inform the administering entity when performing or planning to perform 
enforcement related work as a member, employee, consultant, volunteer 
(or other similar arrangement) of: 

 The AICPA or state CPA society ethics committee 

 The AICPA Joint Trial Board 

 A state board of accountancy or other regulatory agencies, 
governmental bodies or similar groups or subgroups. 

 Adhere to the confidentiality requirements of the Standards for Performing 
and Reporting on Peer Reviews. 

 Mitigate familiarity threats1 that can exist among Committees/RABs, peer 
reviewers, and firms by following safeguards in accordance with (Name of 
the administering entity) policy and procedures.  

                                                        
1 Familiarity threats are defined as “the threat that, due to a long or close relationship with a client, a 
member will become too sympathetic to the client’s interests or too accepting of the client’s work or 
product” (ET 1.000.010.12). 
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I accept this appointment and the responsibilities and obligations, included but 
not limited to, those outlined above.  

Signed: _______________________________________ 

Date: __________ 
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Agenda Item 1.4 

Guidance for Program Administration Non-Compliance 
and Fair Procedures 

Why is this on the Agenda? 

Background 
The evolution of peer review administration is part of the AICPA’s Enhancing Audit Quality 
(EAQ) initiative, with the objective to ultimately improve audit performance by increasing the 
consistency, efficiency and effectiveness of the AICPA Peer Review Program (Program) 
administration. 

As part of evolution, on February 2, 2018, the Peer Review Board (PRB) approved 
administering entity (AE) benchmarks. These benchmarks include qualitative, objective and 
measurable criteria which may be modified over time due to advances in technology and other 
factors. Beginning July 2, 2018, AEs are expected to self-monitor their performance against the 
benchmarks during the pilot period, which will run from July 2, 2018 – June 30, 2019. AEs will 
report their results to the Oversight Task Force (OTF) quarterly. During the pilot, OTF will 
monitor benchmarks and reporting requirements in addition to AE feedback to determine if 
modifications are needed. The AICPA and the OTF are committed to the success of every AE 
and may be called upon at any time to provide consultation or additional guidance. 

Agenda Item 1.4A – Program Administration Non-Compliance and Fair Procedures 
All AEs are expected to administer the Program in accordance with standards, 
interpretations, AE benchmarks and other guidance established by the PRB. The guidance in 
agenda item 1.4A describes categories of non-compliance, including the impact, and steps 
in fair procedures. Examples of non-compliance are also included but are not intended to be 
all inclusive. Exhibit 1 provides a flow chart and an illustrative example of fair procedures. 

It is important to note that AEs will have multiple opportunities to work with the AICPA and the 
OTF prior to undergoing fair procedures. The AICPA and the OTF want all AEs to succeed and 
will work closely with any AE that may experience issues with benchmark compliance. 

Feedback Received 
Both the Administrator’s Advisory Task Force (AATF) and the Technical Reviewer’s Advisory 
Task Force (TRATF) provided feedback in addition to external stakeholders. Their feedback 
was discussed by the OTF and applicable revisions were made to this final version. 

PRIMA Impact 
None. 

AE Impact 
AEs will be subject to fair procedures effective July 1, 2019. 

Communications Plan 
Once approved by the PRB, this guidance will be:  

 Posted in the Evolution folder on SharePoint
 Discussed on a future monthly AE call
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 Included in an administrative alert 
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
N/A 
 
Effective Date 
July 1, 2019 
 
Board Consideration 
The PRB should discuss and approve this guidance. 
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Program Administration Non-Compliance and Fair Procedures 

Administering entities (AEs) are required to develop policies and procedures to address how the AE will 
administer the AICPA Peer Review Program (Program) to comply with standards, interpretations, AE 
benchmarks and other guidance established by the Peer Review Board (PRB).   

AE responsibilities 
Each AE is responsible for monitoring compliance with guidance including reporting on benchmarks to 
the Oversight Task Force (OTF). The benchmarks include qualitative and measurable criteria which 
may be modified over time due to advances in technology and other factors. Although these 
benchmarks may seem new, they have always been expected and implied. The AICPA and the OTF 
are committed to the success of every AE and may be consulted throughout the process. 

If an AE is not in compliance with a benchmark, the AE should determine the cause of the non-
compliance. If a pattern of non-compliance exists for any individual benchmark, the AE should also 
explain the planned remediation and timing. The AICPA and the OTF can assist with tasks such as, 
root cause analysis, brainstorming, sharing best practices from other AEs and developing the 
remediation plan. 

Categories of non-compliance 
1. Matter – Typically one or more “no” answers regarding compliance with a benchmark on the AE

Benchmark Summary Form. 
2. Finding – One or more related matters that result from a condition in the AE’s administration or

compliance with it such that there is more than a remote possibility that the Program is not 
administered in compliance with standards, interpretations, AE benchmarks and other guidance 
established by the PRB. 

3. Deficiency – One or more findings that due to the nature, root cause or pattern, could create a
situation in which the AE would not have reasonable assurance of administering the Program in 
compliance with standards, interpretations, AE benchmarks and other guidance established by 
the PRB. 

Impact of non-compliance 
A pattern exists when consistent non-compliance with a benchmark results in a finding or deficiency. A 
pattern of non-compliance will require the AE to develop a remediation plan. When remediation is 
required, the CPA on staff should immediately take required actions, and the society’s or the 
organization’s CEO should oversee the remediation. The AICPA and the OTF can assist with the 
development of the remediation plan and timing. 

The OTF will consider the implications of non-compliance with administration of the Program, in 
addition to the nature, root cause and relative importance in the specific circumstances. An AE may 
move into probation status if the OTF determines the non-compliance is significant or the AE has an 
insufficient remediation plan. “Probation” status may require additional oversight and the AE could be 
responsible for reimbursing expenses incurred during the external oversight of the remediation. 

Fair procedures will be followed; which will provide the AE an opportunity via multiple steps to remedy 
the situation(s) that created the non-compliance. When appropriate and timely remediation is not 
achieved, a society (or an organization) may lose its qualification to be an AE.  
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Examples of non-compliance 
The examples of non-compliance listed below are not intended to be all inclusive. 

• Incomplete submission of the quarterly AE Benchmark Summary Form or Plan of Administration
(POA) resulting in OTF deferral 

• Submission of the quarterly AE Benchmark Summary Form or POA more than seven calendar
days after due date 

• Not completing the required annual minimum number of oversights by the due date
• OTF AE oversight report identifies a deficiency
• Engaging or using technical reviewers who do not possess appropriate experience and training
• Technical reviewer and Committee/RAB members not applying appropriate level of objectivity

and skepticism (familiarity threat)
• RABs accepting reviews without the presence of members who have current experience in

must-select engagements or fewer than three members
• Not appropriately addressing reviewer performance issues
• RAB observation report comments consistently repeated in subsequent observations
• Releasing confidential peer review information to an external party without written permission

from the firm
• Not responding timely to requests from the OTF or AICPA staff

Fair Procedures 
The process for fair procedures comprises multiple steps which includes required remediation. The 
OTF will ascertain the reasonableness of a remediation plan or help design it. If the OTF determines 
remediation is not successful, the AE’s qualification to administer the Program may be terminated. After 
one year, if an AE can demonstrate how the AE will comply with standards, interpretations, AE 
benchmarks and other guidance established by the PRB, the AE may be reinstated if approved by the 
PRB. 

Exhibit 1 provides a flow chart and an illustrated example of fair procedures. 

Steps in Fair Procedures: 

Step 1:  Increased monitoring performed remotely by AICPA staff. The OTF will evaluate the increased 
monitoring and determine if remediation is successful or proceed to Step 2. If remediation is successful, 
the AE will be in good standing. 

Below are examples of increased monitoring activities. 

• Accelerated RAB observations to include all reviews presented to RAB. (Second RAB
observation to occur no sooner than 30 days after the first.)

o Procedures include reviewing RAB materials, observing the RAB meeting and preparing
the report.

• Monitor status of open reviews monthly during this period.

Step 2:  Probation. Increased monitoring performed by AICPA staff and/or OTF member. Depending on 
the nature of the non-compliance and the oversight deemed necessary by the OTF, costs incurred 
because of the oversight could be the responsibility of the AE. These costs may include a reasonable 
hourly rate for AICPA staff and/or OTF member time and/or travel expenses. The OTF will evaluate the 
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increased monitoring and determine if remediation is successful or proceed to Step 3. If remediation is 
successful, the AE will be in good standing. 

Below are onsite activities that may occur with increased monitoring during the probation period. 
Multiple activities, including repetitions, may be required. As mentioned above, the AEs could be 
expected to reimburse the AICPA and OTF members for time and expenses incurred. Actual hours, 
rates and resulting costs may vary greatly. 

• Travel to AE for in-person observation (time estimate – 4 to 10 hours)
• RAB meeting observation – procedures include reviewing materials, observing the meeting and

preparing a report to the OTF (time estimate – 10 to 15 hours)
• Test AE’s compliance with administrative procedures (time estimate – 4 to 6 hours)
• Committee meeting observation (time estimate – 1 to 3 hours)

Step 3: Referral to OTF hearing panel to determine whether: 

• The AE’s qualification to administer the Program will be terminated (with its administration
transitioned to another AE), or

• The AE will be allowed to continue to remediate (i.e., return to Step 2).
• The OTF hearing panel will consist of the OTF chair and at least two OTF members.

Step 4: Appeal of OTF hearing panel decision to PRB. 

• An AE will have the right to appeal a decision of the OTF hearing panel to terminate the AE’s
qualification to administer the Program or continue remediation.

• Such request must be received within 30 calendar days of the date of the notice of the decision,
be in writing, emailed to AICPA staff and explain the AE’s reasons why the OTF hearing panel’s
decision should be modified or set aside.

• The PRB hearing panel will consist of at least three PRB members who do not also serve on the
OTF.
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Agenda Item 1.5 
 
 

SRM Revisions and Other Related Updates  
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda?  Staff proposes Peer Review Program Manual (PRPM) updates to:  
 
 Eliminate Data Already Captured by PRIMA, Update to PRIMA and Incorporate Other User Feedback:  

 PRP 4800 Summary Review Memorandum (SRM) – Attachment 1.5A 
 PRP 4900 Team Captain Checklist (TCC) – Attachment 1.5B 
 PRP 6300 Review Captain Summary (RCS) – Attachment 1.5C 

 
 Move PRP 4800 SRM’s “Scope of Work Performed” schedule to Practice Management Toolkit: 

The data captured is already captured in PRIMA.  We understand that some reviewers prefer to 
initially obtain (for instance, from potential peer review clients) or complete this schedule manually 
prior to PRIMA input.  However, maintaining the schedule in the PRPM has led to some confusion.  It 
will be moved to the Practice Management Toolkit and continue to include the reminder that the 
information must be completed in PRIMA.     

 
 Eliminate Documents from PRPM:   

The data captured in the following documents is already captured in PRIMA and it is not necessary 
to maintain them elsewhere: 
 PRP 4950a & b (MFC), 4960a & b (FFCs), 4850 DMFC), and similar Engagement Review 

documents 
 

Feedback Received 
Staff obtained feedback from the AATF, TRATF and STF.  
 
PRIMA Impact 
None expected 
 
AE Impact 
None expected 
 
Communications Plan 
A Reviewer Alert article will be sent out the month the updates are released.   
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
The next PRPM update; currently estimated to be April 2019. 
 
Effective Date 
For reviews commencing on or after May 1, 2019 
 
Board Considerations 
Review and approve proposed changes outlined in the Agenda items 1.5A through 1.5C.   
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                       Agenda Item 1.5A 

April 2019TBD 2018December 2017 

 

Page 1 

PRP Section 4800 

Summary Review Memorandum (SRM) 

SRM Summary 

 

Reviewed Firm’s Name 

Firm Number 

Review Number 

Peer Review Year End 

Commencement of Review 

Exit Conference 

When was the report submitted to the re-
viewed firm? 
What is the report rating?  was the general 
nature of the report? 

Pass    Pass with deficiency(ies)      Fail   

If the report was pass with deficiencies or fail, 
what were the reasons? 
Additional reasons: 

Additional reasons: 

Additional reasons: 

Additional reasons: 

Did the report have a scope limitation? Yes  No  

How many Matter for Further Consideration 
(MFC) forms were issued to the firm? 
How many Finding for Further Consideration 
(FFC) forms were issued to the firm? 
Team Captain 

Date 

GENERAL NATURE OF REPORT CODES: 

1. Pass 

3. Pass with deficiency(ies) 
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Page 2 

7. Fail 

REASON REPORT CODES: 

350. Leadership Responsibilities for Quality Within the Firm (the “Tone at the Top”) 

351. Relevant Ethical Requirements 

352. Engagement Performance 

353. Human Resources 

355. Monitoring 

Instructions 

.01 This section of the manual contains a summary review memorandum for System Reviews. The purpose of 
the summary review memorandum is to document (1) the planning of the review, (2) limited information 
related to the scope of the work performed, (3) the support for the type of report issued, and (4) items 
communicated to senior management of the reviewed firm that were not deemed of sufficient signifi-
cance to affect the report, including support for Findings for Further Consideration (FFC) forms. This 
documentation is required to enable the administering entity to exercise its oversight function in an ef-
fective and consistent manner. 

.02 The attached form, if properly completed, ordinarily should provide the documentation necessary to meet 
these objectives. If there is insufficient space to fully describe any matters, additional sheets should be 
used and attached to the form. 

.03 Questions regarding the use of this form or any other materials or about the review in general should be di-
rected to the staff of the administering entity or to such other individuals the administering entity may 
identify for that purpose. 

.04 This form must be completed on all AICPA Peer Review Program (PRP) System Reviews and must be 
submitted to the administering entity, whether those reviews are conducted by a review team formed by 
a firm under review or by an approved association of CPA firms. 

 

Planning 

Firm Description 

 

A. A&A Personnel Profile 

 Enter the number of personnel (including non-CPAs) that provide A&A services below.  Note: If 
the firm has more than one office, provide a breakdown by office and add additional sheets as nec-
essary. 

  Total Office 1 Office 2 Office 3 
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 A&A Partners (or equivalent)  
 A&A Managers (or equiva-

lent) 
 

 A&A Other Personnel fn 1   
 A&A Leased or Per Diem fn 2   
 Total A&A  
 Comments: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Indicate extent of industry specialization, if any: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

fn 1 The term personnel refers to all individuals who perform professional services for which the firm is responsible whether or not 
they are CPAs (previously referred to as professional staff). (Statement on Standards for Quality Control [SQCS] No. 8, A Firm's Sys-
tem of Quality Control [AICPA, Professional Standards, QC sec. 10]). 

 

fn 2 Leased and per diem staff are those who devote at least 25 percent of their time at the reviewed firm in performing audits, re-
views, compilations, preparation or other attest engagements or personnel who have the partner- or manager-level responsibility for 
the overall supervision or review of such engagements. 
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C. Identify service arrangements, if any, with non-CPA owned entities with which the reviewed firm is 
closely aligned through common employment, leasing of employees, equipment, facilities, or other 
similar arrangements: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Composition of Review Team 

A. Identify the team members who reviewed the following engagements, if applicable: 

 Audits Subject to the Single Audit Act: 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Other Audits Subject to Government Auditing Standards (GAS):  
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Employee Benefit Plans Audits Subject to ERISA: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 

 FDICIA Audits of Federally Insured Depository Institutions: 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Broker-Dealer Audits:   
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Service Organization Control (SOC) engagements:  
 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 Other team members not identified above, who:  
o reviewed engagements, or  
o were used to determine whether an engagement from a must-cover industry should be se-

lected for review:  
 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Any differences between the team members listed above and those approved in PRIMA to perform 
the peer review should be eliminated by adding/ deleting team members in PRIMA.   

A. Note: Select areas of experience for the levels of service, practice areas and industries relevant to the 
reviewed firm’s practice. 

In the Industries section, identify the team members’ experience that correlates to the firm’s three 
largest engagements or areas that represent 10 percent or more of the firm’s practice hours as noted 
on the scheduling form.   

Use the codes in “Codes Used in PRIMA” article in the PRIMA knowledge base “Help” screen at 
https://prima.aicpa.org . 
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1. Team Captain  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

2. Team Member  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

3. Team Member  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

4. Team Member  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  
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 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

5. Team Member  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

6. Specialist  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

7. Specialist  

 Levels of Service/ Practice Areas of Experience  

 

 Industry Areas of Experience  

 

 

Other Planning 
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A. Describe any matters of firm or individual regulatory noncompliance within the three years pre-
ceding the firm’s current peer review year-end and through the date of the exit conference. Dis-
cuss how the firm is addressing the matter, the effect on the firm’s accounting and audit practice, 
any consultations with the administering entity (AE), and the impact on your risk assessment and 
scope of the peer review. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 If any licensing exceptions are noted, prepare an MFC. Ensure the firm’s representation letter is 
tailored for significant matters (PRP Section 1000, paragraph .208, Appendix B, “Considerations 
and Illustrations of Firm Representations”).    
 
Guidance on the types of matters to be addressed: 

 1. Noncompliance with the rules and requirements of state board(s) of accountancy or other 
regulatory bodies by the firm or its personnel.

  (Consider applicable firm and individual licensing requirements in each state in which 
the firm or individualsit practiceds for the year under review.)

 2. Communications from regulatory, monitoring, or enforcement bodies relating to allega-
tions or investigations of deficiencies in the conduct of an accounting, audit, or attestation 
engagement performed and reported on by the firm or its personnel.

  (Consider communications from bodies such as PCAOB, SEC, GAO, Department of La-
bor, any state board of accountancy, AICPA or state society professional ethics commit-
tee, or any other government agency.) 

 3. Any restrictions or limitations on the firm’s or its personnel’s ability to practice public 
accounting that were imposed by or agreed to with other regulatory, monitoring, or en-
forcement bodies. 

B. If the firm was previously reviewed, read the prior report,  and any findings reflected in the FFC 
form(s) and the firm’s letter of response, if applicable.  representation letter, Discuss any relevant 
items with the firm and document the following: 
 

 Summary of the actions taken by the firm in response to any findings, deficiencies or sig-
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nificant deficiencies 

 Evaluation of whether the actions taken addressed the systemic cause of the finding, defi-
ciency, or significant deficiency 

 If the firm did not perform the actions documented in its prior review responses, evalua-
tion of whether sufficient alternative procedures were performed and if not, whether there 
are deficiencies in the firm’s system of quality control such as leadership responsibilities 
for quality within the firm (tone at the top) 

 Consideration of whether such matters require additional emphasis in the current review 
and how that will be done 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. If the firm or selected engagements have been or are currently being inspected or reviewed by a 
governmental or other regulator, or the PCAOB, discuss any findings, including those that may 
have been communicated orally or in draft form with appropriate firm personnel. Document the 
effects, if any, the findings could have on the planning and performance of review procedures. 
See Int. 40-1 and 40-2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

D.  1. If the firm uses quality control materials (QCM) developed by a third party, 
identify the provider(s) and the type of practice aids used. Briefly describe the 
extent to which the firm uses the provider’s materials, including areas that are 
either customized or in which firm developed materials are substituted. Also 
describe the firm’s procedures for updating and modifying these materials.
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  2. If the third-party QCM provider(s) underwent a QCM review under the Stand-
ards for Performing and Reporting on Peer Reviews (QCM review) or an ex-
amination of QCM under the SSAEs (examination of QCM), describe your 
consideration of the QCM review report(s). Document the QCM review scope 
of work and date of the engagementreview. If the provider received a report 
other than “pass,” dDetermine the impact of the report on the reviewed firm’s 
peer review risk and scope of work. See Int. 42-2 and 42-3.

   

   

   

   

   

   

  3. If the firm uses third-party QCM that were not subject to a QCM review, or exam-
ination of QCM, or were not included in the scope of either engagementa QCM 
review, describe the firm’s procedures for ensuring the reliability of the QCM. See 
Int. 42-3. 

   

   

   

   

   

   

  4. If the firm uses internally-developed QCM that did not undergo a separate 
QCM review or examination of QCM, summarize the firm’s procedures for the 
developing, updating, and ensuring the reliability of the QCM. See Int. 42-3.
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E. After evaluating the design of the firm’s system of quality control using the Guidelines for Re-
view of Quality Control Policies and Procedures (Sections 4500 and 4600), develop and docu-
ment a plan for the nature and extent of compliance testing to be performed using the Guidelines 
for Testing Compliance with Quality Control Policies and Procedures (Sections 4550 and 4650).

 

 

 

 

 

 

F. Document your risk assessment of the firm. Consider all of the risk assessment requirements and 
related guidance in the standards, interpretations, and supplemental guidance to develop a risk 
assessment to support your engagement selections. Specifically, this includes, but is not limited to 
PRP Section 1000, paragraphs .38–.63 and the related interpretations of section 1000 should be 
considered and documented. 

  

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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G. Briefly describe and assess the firm’s approach to ensuring completeness of the engagement list-
ing. This listing should include engagements with periods ending during the year under review 
whether issued or not. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

H. Briefly describe how the firm monitors non-attest services provided to attest clients and meets the 
documentation requirements to ensure independence is not impaired.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Based on your responses to the previous questions, describe your planned selection of office(s) 
and engagement(s) for review to reduce peer review detection risk to an acceptably low level. In-
clude how the scope covered a reasonable cross-section of the reviewed firm’s accounting and 
auditing practice, with greater emphasis on those engagements in the practice with a higher as-
sessed level of peer review risk. 
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J. If any of the following situations apply, provide the requested response/documentation: 
 If the review is performed at a location other than the reviewed firm’s office, describe the 

impact on the risk assessment of performing the review offsite. 
. 

 
the impact on the risk assessment, and 

the date the approval was granted from the administering entity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K.  If you plan to significantly reduce the scope of procedures to be performed based on in-
spection reliance, describe basis for and degree of reliance on the firm’s inspection pro-
gram. Inform the AICPA technical staff during peer review planning and document the 
discussion.  Reliance should not be placed on the firm’s inspection program when one was 
not performed during the current year. See Int. 45-1 and 45-2, and PRP Section 3100, 
Supplemental Guidance. 

 
 Reliance should not be placed on the firm’s inspection program when one was not per-

formed during the current year. See Int. 45-1 and 45-2; Supp. Guide. Sec. 3100.
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L.  Describe any significant deviations from AICPA peer review questionnaires and check-
lists. Explain the reason(s) for the deviations. See Int. 24-1.  Consultation with and ap-
proval from the administering entity is required prior to using alternative materials. Pro-
vide documentation of the approval below or attached.

 If documentation of approval was required prior to utilization of materials, note that it 
was obtained.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

MK. Were you requested not to review any engagements or certain aspects of functional areas? This 
includes limited access to records, such as personnel files and client acceptance documentation. 
Yes  No  

 If yes, complete the following questions: 

 1. Did the firm submit a written waiver request for this exclusion to its administering entity? 
Yes  No  

  See Int. 55-1 

  If the firm did not submit a waiver request for the exclusion to its administering entity, 
contact the administering entity. 

 2. Review the request and describe the reason for the request. Explain whether you were 
satisfied with the reason and document your risk assessment considerations.

  

  

  

  

  

  

 3. Review the exclusion waiver approval from the administering entity. Verify and docu-
ment that approval was obtained: 

  a. If the exclusion waiver approval was not obtained, contact the administering 
entity. 

  b. If the administering entity did not approve the exclusion waiver request due to 
scope limitation issues, describe the effect on the report to be issued.
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LN. Describe any inaccurate information included in differences between the Peer Review Infor-
mation (PRI).scheduling form and the engagement listing provided by the firm. If the differences 
are significant, consult with the AE and document your consultation.

 

 

 

 

 

 

MO. 1. Identify the level of service and industry of the engagement selected for review and not 
provided to the firm in advance (surprise engagement). See Int. 61-1

  

  

  

  

  

  

 2. Describe any deviation from this requirement, or revision to the original engagement se-
lected. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Scope of Work Performed 

 

Reminder:  This information must be completed in PRIMA.  You do not need to complete this chart in the 
SRM.  It is here as a resource, if needed. 

Population and Reviewed Statistics 

(Single or Multiple Office Firms) 
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Note: If the firm has multiple offices, provide additional information on the A&A practice and engagement se-
lections by office. 

 

 Population Reviewed 

 Hrs. No. of Engs. Hrs. fn 3 No. of Engs.
Engagements Subject to Government 
Auditing Standards (GAS): fn 4  

    

Single Audit Engagements  
All others subject to GAS  
Attestation Engagements (Ex-
amination, Review, or Agreed-
upon Procedures under GAS) 
Performance Audits 

Audit Engagements: 

    

Employee Retirement Income 
Security Act (ERISA): 

    

Defined Contribution 
Plans—(excluding 403(b) 
plans) 

 

Defined Contribution 
Plans—(403(b) plans only) 

 

Defined Benefit Plans  
ERISA Health and Welfare 
Plans 

 

Employee Stock Owner-  

                                                 

fn 3 For engagements on which not all of the significant audit areas were reviewed, include the engagement hours that relate to the 
portion of the engagement that was reviewed and note the fact in the comment section. 

 

fn 4 Includes all engagements of entities subject to Government Auditing Standards (the Yellow Book), including audits subject to the 
Office of Management and Budget Circular A-133, “Audits of States, Local Governments, and Nonprofit Organizations,” or Title 2 
U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements 
for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance), as applicable. If the engagements are other than financial audit engagements subject to the 
Yellow Book, for instance attestation or performance audits, please provide explanation in the comments section below. 
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ship Plans (ESOP) 

     

FDICIA Audits of Federally 
Insured Depository Institutions 
(with more than $500 million, 
but not more than $1 billion in 
beginning total assets) fn 5 
FDICIA Audits of Federally 
Insured Depository Institutions 
(with more than $1 billion in 
beginning total assets and re-
quired annual report on inter-
nal controls) fn 6 

 

Entities subject to SEC Inde-
pendence Rules: fn 7  

    

Carrying Broker-Dealers  
Non-Carrying Broker-
Dealers 

 

Other  
Other Audits Under State-
ments on Auditing Standards 

 

Audits Under PCAOB Stand-
ards, not covered by PCAOB 
permanent inspection program 

 

Statements on Standards for Account-
ing and Review Services (SSARSs): 

    

Reviews  
Compilations With Disclo-
sures 

 

Compilations Omit Disclo-
sures 

 

Preparation Engagements 
With Disclosures 

 

Preparation Engagements 
Omit Disclosures 

 

Statements on Standards for Attesta-
tion Engagements (SSAEs): 

    

     

Compilations of Prospective  
Financial Statements 

 

                                                 

fn 7 This only includes engagements that do not fall within the PCOAB’s definition of an SEC issuer, including non-issuer brokers, 
dealers, and investment advisors. 
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Examination of Service Or-
ganization Control Reports: 

    

SOC 1  
SOC 2  
SOC 3  

Examination Engagements  
Review Engagements  
Agreed-Upon Procedures En-
gagements 

 

Attest engagements under 
PCAOB standards, not cov-
ered by PCAOB inspection 

 

Other  
Total per engagement listing provided by 
the firm—All Engagements 

=========== ========= ========== ===========

Percentage of Auditing and Accounting 
Practice Reviewed 

 

Comments: 

Findings and Conclusions 

Specific Findings 

 

AH. Did the review disclose any situations that led the reviewers to conclude that an engage-
ment was not performed or reported on in conformity with professional standards in all ma-

Commented [SMR1]: The “specific finding” title and first 
4 questions were moved from previously being below “over-
all findings” to here, to improve the flow of the questions.  
This was not done in ‘track changes” so that you can see the 
other changes being proposed to the questions.
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terial respects (nonconforming)? fn 8  Yes  No  N/A  
If “Yes,” reflect in PRIMA and document the following for each nonconforming engage-
ment below: 

 1. Type of engagement reviewed, including level of service and industry 

  

  

 2. MFC number(s) where the reasons contributing to the nonconformity are documented 
and the disposition of those MFCs 

  

  

 3. Procedures performed to expand scope and the results of the procedures or explanation 
as to why scope expansion was not considered necessary

  

  

  

  

 4. The firm’s planned or taken remediation of the nonconforming engagement(s) 

  

  

  

  

 5. Describe your evaluation of the firm’s remediation, considering the following: 

a. Has the firm adequately described its consideration and avoided labeling 
the nonconformity as “an oversight” or “isolated”? 

b. If the firm has completed its remediation, 

i. was the firm’s remediation appropriate and in accordance with 
professional standards? 

ii. did you review the remediation? 

c. If the firm has not completed its remediation, 

i. is the firm’s planned remediation appropriate and in accordance 
with professional standards? 

ii. if the firm has determined it is appropriate to address the reason 
for nonconformity on future engagements only and does not plan 
to remediate the nonconforming engagement, are you comforta-

                                                 

fn 8 These situations should be reflected in the Review Summary in PRIMA as a nonconforming engagementon the “System Review 
Engagement Statistics Data Sheet,”, if applicable. Also, when there is a disagreement with the reviewed firm about these situations, 
the reviewers should consult with the administering entity or its designee. 
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ble this is an appropriate response? 

(1) Examples to consider: 

(a) If the firm says the omitted information was im-
material, have they confirmed it was immaterial 
or are they assuming it was? 

(b) Does the subsequent engagement being imminent 
really resolve any concerns about the previous 
engagement being nonconforming? 

iii. do you recommend a corrective action or implementation plan 
for the RAB to follow up on the remediation when completed? 

d. If the firm’s taken or planned remediation is not appropriate or in ac-
cordance with professional standards, have you considered the implica-
tions to the firm’s system of quality control such as tone at the top? 

 

 

BI. If the firm conducted internal inspection procedures for the current year, did it identify any 
nonconforming engagements? Yes  No  N/A  
If “Yes,” document the following for each nonconforming engagement:

 1. Type of engagement reviewed, including level of service and industry. 

  

  

 2. The firm’s scope expansion procedures and results of those procedures or explanation 
as to why scope expansion was not considered necessary

  

  

  

 3. The firm’s planned or taken remediation of the nonconforming engagement(s) 

  

  

  

 4. Evaluation of the firm’s remediation (See question above for considerations) 
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 5. Impact of the firm’s inspection results on the peer review engagement selection and 
conclusions 

  

  

  

CJ. For each engagement reviewed, were thereIf any of the bolded questions that were an-
swered “no”? in any engagement checklists (for example, sections 20,700 or 20,700A, Em-
ployee Benefit Plan Audit Engagement Checklist, or 21,300, SEC-Registered Broker-Dealer 
Audit and Attest Engagements Checklist) were answered “no,” If yes, did you conclude that 
the firm performed and/or reported on that engagement in conformity with applicable pro-
fessional standards in all material respects? Yes  No  N/A  If yes, explain your reason-
ing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DK. If financial statement preparation is identified as a non-attest service for engagements 
performed under Government Auditing Standards (refer to PRP Section 22,110 and 
22,120 Question GA108), and significant threats were not identified, did you conclude 
that the firm performed the engagement in conformity with applicable professional stand-
ards in all material respects? Yes  No  N/A If yes, explain your reasoning.

 

E.       If you found non-compliance with the Risk Assessment Standards, did you conclude that the firm 
performed/reported on that engagement in conformity with applicable professional standards in 
all materials respects?  Yes   No   N/A   If yes, explain your reasoning. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

  ___________________________________________________________________________ 

If no, explain how the non-compliance was addressed in the peer review considering guidance in 
PRP Section 3100 titled “Evaluation on Non-compliance with the Risk Assessment Standards”, 
effective for reviews commencing on or after October 1, 2019 through reviews commencing on or 
before September 30, 2021.   
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Overall Findings and Conclusions 

 

EF. Do you conclude that the firm’s system of quality control was suitably designed 
and complied with to provide the firm with reasonable assurance of performing 
and reporting in conformity with applicable professional standards in all mate-
rial respects, with respect to the following elements of quality control? If the 
conclusion is “no” with respect to any element of quality control, indicate with 
an “X” the applicable reporting implication column. Deficiencies and signifi-
cant deficiencies should be supported by MFC forms and summarized on the 
Disposition of MFC form (DMFC).  Responses below should agree to those 
submitted in PRIMA. 

 

      Reporting Implications 

    Conclusion Deficiency 
(PWD) 

Significant 
Deficiency 

(Fail)
    Yes No   

  1. Leadership responsibilities for quality 
within the firm (the “Tone at the 
Top”) 

  

  2. Relevant ethical requirements   
  3. Acceptance and continuance of client 

relationships and specific engage-
ments 

  

  4. Human resources   
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  5. Engagement performance   
  6. Monitoring   

FG. If you considered issuing a different type of report than the report issued, or if the technical re-
viewer or RAB is likely to require additional information regarding the basis for the type of re-
port issued, describe the situation fully, including the basis for your conclusions.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GH. If you identified nonconforming engagement(s), explain your evaluation of the following: 
 pervasiveness of the issues leading to nonconforming engagement(s) 
 systemic cause for the matter(s) noted 
 impact on the type of report issued.   

________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
________________________________________ 
 
IH.   If the systemic cause for any findings, deficiencies or significant deficienciesissues noted 
oin the previous review are repeated in the current report or FFC forms, describe the firm’s ac-
tions to prevent recurrence of the issue. Discuss the timing of such actions, what is different 
from previous actions, and whether you concur with the firm’s approach. Additionally, address 
whether the repeat is an indication of findings, deficiencies, or significant deficiencies in other 
elements of quality control, such as tone at the top.
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JD. If there were significant differences between the results of the firm’s most recent internal moni-
toring procedures and the peer review results, document your considerations of how the differ-
ences with systemic implications or that were individually significant impacted the peer review 
conclusions. 
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KE. For multi-office firms, if you concluded that the extent of noncompliance at one or more offices 
was significantly higher than the rest of the firm, briefly describe the situation and the impact on 
the peer review conclusions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LF. Describe the nature and extent of each issue to be discussed at the closing meeting, exit confer-
ence or communicated to senior management of the reviewed firm that was not deemed of suffi-
cient significance to include ion an MFC form, an FFC form, or in the report, or in other materi-
als included elsewhere in the peer review working papers.
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MLG1. Describe any situations encountered which require consultation with the administering entity or 
AICPA staff. Indicate name of person consulted and date.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Consulted: _____ Date: _____ 

 Examples of such situations: 

 a. When the firm has sold a portion of its non-attest practice to a non-CPA owned entity and 
entered into a service arrangement with that non-CPA owned entity to provide employees, 
office space, or equipment for which the firm remits a percentage of its revenues or profits.

 b. The review team feels it may not have the expertise required under the applicable Standards 
for Performing and Reporting on Peer Reviews to accomplish the required reviews of en-
gagements satisfactorily. 

 c. The review team determines that reliance upon the firm’s current year monitoring proce-
dures could significantly reduce the scope of the procedures it will perform (Interpretation 
45-2, “Considering the Firm’s Monitoring Procedures,” of paragraph .45 in PRP sSection 
1000 [sec. 2000]). 

 d. The reviewed firm is deemed to not be cooperating (Interpretation 5h-1, “Cooperating in a 
Peer Review,” of paragraph .05 in PRP sSection 1000 [sec. 2000]).

 e. The review team is considering whether to discontinue the review, for example, because of 
a lack of cooperation. 

 f. The review team and the reviewed firm have a disagreement on 

  
 the type of report to be issued, the FFC form(s) to be issued, or any other 
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substantive issue. 

 issues that may require the application of the guidance in AU-C section 585, 
Consideration of Omitted Procedures After the Report Release Date, and 
AU-C section 560, Subsequent Events and Subsequently Discovered Facts 
(AICPA, Professional Standards), or similar guidancematters with respect to 
engagements to compile or review financial statements or to examine pro-
spective financial statements. 

 g. There is any uncertainty about the report to be issued or the findings to be included in the 
FFC form(s). 

 h. When the firm has not obtained a waiver for excluding an engagement(s) or certain aspects 
of functional area(s) from the scope of the review.

 i. Difficulties in complying with the applicable Standards for Performing and Reporting on 
Peer Reviews. 

 j. Uncertainty of whether matters were isolated and difficulties in determining the cause for a 
finding. 

 k. The firm failed to perform or report in conformity with applicable professional standards in 
all material respects and the review team determines the cause of the failure should have 
been detected by the application of quality control policies and procedures commonly found 
in firms similar in size or nature of practice. That judgment can often be made by the re-
viewer based on personal experience or knowledge; in some cases, the reviewer will wish to 
consult with the administering entity before reaching such a conclusion. (par. .83d sec. 
1000) 

 l. A team captain who is considering whether a peer review report should be issued with an 
additional paragraph for a scope limitation due to a divestiture should consult with the ad-
ministering entity. (Interpretation 5c-1, “Acquisitions and Divestitures and Their Effect on 
Peer Review Scope,” of paragraph .05c in PRP Ssection 1000 [sec. 2000])

 m. If an engagement(s) within the team captain’s selection is not available for review, a compa-
rable engagement within the peer review year-end is also not available, nor is there a prior 
year’s engagement that may be reviewed, the team captain should consult with the adminis-
tering entity to determine the effects on the timing or year-end of the peer review, if any, 
and whether a report with a peer review rating with a scope limitation should be issued. 
(Interpretation 56-1, “Office and Engagement Selection in System Reviews,” of paragraph 
.56 in PRP sSection 1000 [sec. 2000]) 

 n. A reviewed firm is required to inform the reviewer of communications or summaries of 
communications from regulatory, monitoring, or enforcement bodies relating to allegations 
or investigations of deficiencies in the conduct of an accounting, auditing, or attestation en-
gagement performed and reported on by the firm. If the reviewed firm fails to discuss such 
communications with the reviewer, the reviewer should immediately consult with the ad-
ministering entity because this constitutes a failure to cooperate, and the firm would be sub-
ject to fair procedures that could result in the firm’s enrollment in the program being termi-
nated. (Interpretation 181-1b-1, “Communications Received by the Reviewed Firm Relating 
to Allegations or Investigations in the Conduct of Accounting, Auditing, or Attestation En-
gagements from Regulatory, Monitoring, or Enforcement Bodies,” of paragraph .181 in 
PRP Ssection 1000 [sec. 2000]) 

 o. A team captain or review team encounters difficulties in complying with the standards, es-
pecially in selecting engagements or offices for review. If the team captain finds that meet-
ing all ofall the selection criteria for selection of engagements results in an inappropriate 
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scope of the firm’s accounting and auditing practice, the team captain should consult with 
the administering entity about the selection of engagements for review. (Interpretation 56-
1,”Office and Engagement Selection in System Reviews” of paragraph .56 in PRP Section 
1000 [sec. 2000])Interpretation 56-1) 

NG2. Describe any situations where the Issue Advisory Hotline was consulted. Documentation should 
include the following: 

 a. Name of person consulted 

 b. Date of consultation 

 c. Explanation of the facts and circumstances of the issue(s) 

 d. Basis for concluding whether the selected engagement is non-conforming 

 e. Impact to the peer review as a whole 

 

 

 

NL. For findings, deficiencies, and significant deficiencies identified during the review, were 
you able to identify the systemic cause?  Yes  No  N/A  

In the rare circumstance it was not practicable to identify the systemic cause, document the 
reasons below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OM. Are you satisfied that the firm’s response on FFC form(s) and the letter of response are 
comprehensive, genuine, and feasible? (Please note that if it is not, the technical reviewer or 
RAB will request a revised response.) Yes  No  N/A   See Int. 97-1, 99-1, 99-2 and 
100-1. 

If no, explaindescribe any concerns. 
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PN. Based on the findings, if any, documented on FFC form(s), do you believe an implementa-
tion plan should be required of the firm by the report acceptance body? Yes  No  N/A  
  
If yes, describe the plan you would recommend, including timing, and how it integrates with 
the firm’s own planned actions (See PRP Section 3300 RAB Handbook, Chapter 4, Exhibit 
4-2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

QO. Based on the deficiencies and significant deficiencies, if any, documented in the report, do 
you believe a corrective or monitoring action should be required of the firm by the report 
acceptance body? Yes  No  N/A  If yes, describe the plan you would recommend, in-
cluding timing, and how it integrates with the firm’s own planned actions (See PRP Section 
3300 RAB Handbook, Chapter 4, Exhibit 4-2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

R. Provide any further information for the technical reviewer and/or Report Acceptance Body 
to assist in their evaluation of the peer review.   N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

System Review Engagement Statistics Data Sheet 
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Reminder:  This information must be completed in PRIMA.  You do not need to complete this chart in the 
SRM.  It is here as a resource, if needed. 

Firm Number ______________________________ 

Review Number ____________________________ 

I. Engagement Statistics 

 

 

Total No. 
Reviewed 

Total Not in 
Conformity 
With Appli-
cable Pro-
fessional 
Standards 
in All Mate-
rial Re-
spects 

Engagements Subject to Government Auditing Standards 
(GAS): 

  

Single Audit engagements 

All others subject to GAS 

Attestation Engagements (Examination, Review, 
or Agreed-upon Procedures under GAS) 
Performance Audits 

Audit Engagements: 

  

Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA):   

Defined Contribution Plans—(excluding 403(b) 
plans) 
Defined Contribution Plans—(403(b) plans only) 

Defined Benefit Plans 

ERISA Health and Welfare Plans 

Employee Stock Ownership Plans (ESOP) 
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Total No. 
Reviewed 

Total Not in 
Conformity 
With Appli-
cable Pro-
fessional 
Standards 
in All Mate-
rial Re-
spects 

 
FDICIA Audits of Federally Insured Depository In-
stitutions with more than $500 million, but not more  
than $1 billion in beginning total assets)  
FDICIA Audits of Federally Insured Depository In-
stitutions (with more than $1 billion in beginning to-
tal assets and required annual report on internal con-
trols)  
Entities subject to SEC Independence Rules:   

Carrying Broker-Dealers 

Non-Carrying Broker-Dealers 

Other 

Other Audits Under Statements on Auditing Stand-
ards 
Audits Under PCAOB Standards, not covered by 
PCAOB permanent inspection program 

Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Ser-
vices (SSARSs): 

  

Reviews 

Compilations With Disclosures 

Compilations Omit Disclosures 

Preparation Engagements With Disclosures 

Preparation Engagements Omit Disclosures 

Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements 
(SSAEs): 

  

Compilations of Prospective Financial Statements 

Examination of Service Organization Control Re-
ports: 

  

SOC 1 

SOC 2  

SOC 3 

Examination Engagements 
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Total No. 
Reviewed 

Total Not in 
Conformity 
With Appli-
cable Pro-
fessional 
Standards 
in All Mate-
rial Re-
spects 

Review Engagements 

Agreed-Upon Procedures Engagements 

Attest engagements under PCAOB standards, not 
covered by PCAOB inspection 
Other 

TOTAL—All Engagements 

II: Reasons and Action Summary 

List engagements not performed and/or reported in conformity with applicable profes-
sional standards in all material respects. 

 

Type of engagement reviewed Reason code Comments
  

  

  

  
   

REASON CODES For each engagement identified as not performed and/or reported in conformity 
with applicable professional standards in all material respects, the following reason codes should be 
used to identify the professional standards and regulations that were not complied with: 
 
Code Description 
A-133 OMB Circular No. A-133, Audits of States, Local Gov't, and NFP Org 

 AAG Accounting and Audit Guide 
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 AR-C Accounting and Review Services – Clarified 

 AT Attestation Standards 
 AU-C US Auditing Standards - Clarified 

 CFR Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Guidance 

 CT FASB Accounting Standards Current Text 

 ET Code of Professional Conduct 

 FASB FASB Accounting Standards Codification 

 FDI ACT Federal Deposit Insurance Act 

 FRFSME Financial Reporting Framework for Small- and Medium-Sized Entities 

 GAS Government Auditing Standards  

 GASB Codification of Govt'l Acctg and Financial Reporting Stds 

 GASB TB Govt'l Acctg Stds Board Technical Bulletin 

 HUD Consolidated Audit Guide for Audits of HUD Programs 

 Other (reviewer to enter description) 

 PCAOB Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
 QC Quality Control 
 SEC Securities and Exchange Commission 
 TPA AICPA Technical Practice Aids 

III: Exclusion Summary 

List engagements excluded from review. 

 

Type of engagement Excluded reason code Comments
 

 

 

EXCLUDED ENGAGEMENT REASON CODES 

1. Subject of litigation 

2. Subject of investigation by government agency 

3. Client imposed restrictions 

4. Other 
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PRP Section 4900 

Team Captain Checklist 

Click  to download in Excel format. 

 

Reviewed Firm’s Name 

Firm Number Review Number 

Instructions 

.01 This section of the manual contains a Team Captain Checklist for AICPA Peer Review Program System 
Reviews. It provides a basic overview of the way in which these reviews—regardless of firm size—are 
to be conducted. 

.02 The checklist steps should normally be completed in the order presented. Place an “X” in the appropriate 
column to indicate the step has been completed or if the step is not applicable. 

.03 Questions regarding the use of this checklist, any other materials, or about the review in general should be 
directed to the staff of the administering entity or to such other individuals the administering entity may 
identify for that purpose. 

.04 This checklist must be completed on System Reviews, whether those reviews are conducted by a review 
team formed by a firm engaged by the firm under review or by an authorized association of CPA firms. 

.05 This form should be completed for System Reviews commencing on or after April 1, 2014. 

Planning and Performing 

 

 Completed Not Appli-
cable

I. Prior to Accepting Peer Review Client   
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 1. Determine that reviewing firm, the review team, and any 
other individuals who participate on the peer review are 
independent and free from any obligation to, or interest 
in, the reviewed firm or its personnel.

  

 2. Determine your capability to perform a peer review:   
  

 Obtain and consider information about the 
firm to be reviewed, including size, nature 
of practice, industry specializations, and 
levels of service compared to your firm 

 Determine availability of peer reviewers 
with appropriate levels of expertise and 
experience to perform the review 

 Determine that all team members meet the 
qualifications to perform a peer review 

  

 3. Consult with the administering entity concerning any of 
the following matters which may affect your ability to 
perform the peer review. 

  

  
 If any proposed peer review team mem-

bers have received any communications 
from regulatory, monitoring, or enforce-
ment bodies relating to allegations or in-
vestigations of a peer reviewer or review-
ing firm’s accounting and auditing prac-
tice, and notifications of limitations or re-
strictions on a peer reviewer or reviewing 
firm to practice 

 If you or your firm performed an inspec-
tion, engagement review, quality control 
consulting, or other monitoring activities 
to the firm during the peer review year or 
the immediately preceding year 

 If you or any members of the review team 
provided the reviewed firm with quality 
control materials that have not undergone 
a QCM review an independence review 
under the Standards for Performing and 
Reporting on Peer Reviews or an exami-
nation of QCM under the SSAEs 

  

II. Planning the Review (see AICPA Standards for Performing 
and Reporting on Peer Reviews (sec. 1000) (Standards) para-
graph .106) 
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 4. Read recent Peer Review Alerts and those applicable to 
the types of engagements that will be reviewed (such as 
those that assist with the review of and conclusion on 
Yellow Book audits). 

  

 5. Communicate with the firm about the peer review timing, 
responsibilities, and administrative matters. Consider the 
following: 

  

  
 Confirm peer review year-end date. 

 Timing of review fieldwork and expected 
date of exit conference. 

 Due date of peer review, and whether it 
will need to request an extension from the 
administering entity (AE) or U.S. Gov-
ernment Accountability Office (GAO). 

 Confirm that the AE has confirmed re-
ceipt of peer review arrangements. 

 Ability to support electronic MFC form 
completion, and that it registered. 

 If the firm has had an acquisition of an-
other practice or portion thereof, or divest-
iture of a significant portion of its prac-
tice, including the sale of any portion of 
the firm’s non-attest practice to a non-
CPA owned entity during or subsequent to 
the peer review year, consult with the ad-
ministering entity prior to the com-
mencement of the review to determine the 
appropriate scope of the review and other 
actions that should be taken. 

 If it is cost prohibitive or extremely diffi-
cult to arrange for the review to be per-
formed at the reviewed firm’s office, con-
sider whether the circumstances can sup-
port requesting approval from the admin-
istering entity to perform the review at a 
location other than the reviewed firm’s of-
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fices. This request should be made prior to 
the commencement of fieldwork and will 
be approved by administering entities only 
in rare situations. A copy of the adminis-
tering entity approval should be kept with 
the peer review documents. 

 6. Obtain the results of the prior peer review from the firm 
or administering entity (see Standards paragraph .39) and 
consider whether the issues discussed in those documents 
require additional emphasis in the current review and, in 
the course of the review, evaluate the actions of the firm 
in response to the prior report. Document your considera-
tions in the Summary Review Memorandum. Documents 
to be obtained include the prior peer review:

  

  
 Report 

 Letter of response, if applicable 

 Letter of acceptance 

 FFC forms, if applicable 

 Firm representation letter 

  

 7. Inquire of the firm about the areas to be addressed in the 
written representations (see Standards paragraph .40):

  

  
 Consider whether the areas discussed re-

quire additional emphasis in the course of 
the review. 

 Discuss with firm management the recent 
clarification of noncooperation provisions 
regarding the omission or misrepresenta-
tion of the firm’s accounting and auditing 
engagements. Ensure that the firm under-
stands its responsibility for confirming in 
the representation letter the completeness 
of the engagement listing provided. Em-
phasize that failure to properly include 
engagements on the list could be deemed 
as failure to cooperate. This may result in 
termination from the peer review program 
and referral to the AICPA Professional 
Ethics Division for investigation of a pos-
sible violation of the AICPA Code of Pro-
fessional Conduct (see Interpretation 5h-
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1). 

 Discussions should be with members of 
management whom the team captain be-
lieves are responsible for and knowledge-
able about, directly or through others in 
the firm, the matters covered in the repre-
sentations, the firm, and its system of 
quality control. Such members of man-
agement normally include the managing 
partner and partner or manager in charge 
of the firm’s system of quality control. 

 8. Obtain a sufficient understanding of the nature and extent 
of the firm’s accounting and auditing practice and related 
quality control system to plan the review (see Standards 
paragraphs .41–.45): 

  

  
 Understanding of the firm’s accounting 

and auditing practice and system of quali-
ty control through inquiries of appropriate 
management and other personnel, review 
of the firm’s internal policies and proce-
dures, and review of the firm’s responses 
to questionnaires developed by the board. 

 Request the firm provide a copy of its 
quality control document. 

 Understanding should include knowledge 
about 

— the reviewed firm’s organization 
and philosophy, and 

— the composition of its accounting 
and auditing practice. 

 Sufficient understanding of the reviewed 
firm’s system of quality control with re-
spect to each of the quality control ele-
ments in SQCS No. 8 to plan the review. 
Quality control policies and procedures 
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applicable to a professional service pro-
vided by the firm should encompass the 
following elements: 

— Leadership responsibilities for 
quality within the firm (the tone at 
the top) 

— Relevant ethical requirements 
(such as independence, integrity, 
and objectivity) 

— Acceptance and continuance of 
client relationships and specific 
engagements 

— Human resources 

— Engagement performance 

— Monitoring 

 

Note: The nature, extent, and for-
mality of such policies and proce-
dures should be comprehensive 
and suitably designed in relation 
to the firm’s size, the number of its 
offices, the degree of operating au-
tonomy allowed its personnel and 
its offices, the knowledge and ex-
perience of its personnel, the na-
ture and complexity of the firm’s 
practice, and appropriate cost-
benefit considerations. 

 

 Knowledge about the design of the re-
viewed firm’s quality control policies and 
procedures in accordance with quality 
control standards established by the 
AICPA and how the policies and proce-
dures identify and mitigate risk of materi-
al noncompliance with applicable profes-
sional standards. 

 Understanding of monitoring policies and 
procedures since its last peer review and 
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their potential effectiveness. 

 Request the firm to provide 

— an engagement list. The list should 
contain all engagements (by name 
or by blind code number) with pe-
riods ending during the year under 
review whether issued or not and 
covered by the definition of an ac-
counting and auditing practice for 
peer review purposes. The list 
should contain the data described 
in question 8 of paragraph .36 in 
section 4100, Instructions to Firms 
Having a System Review, for each 
engagement. Discuss with the firm 
the process and related controls in 
place to ensure completeness of 
the engagement listing population 
including, but not limited to, all 
must-select engagements.  Ensure 
there are no differences between 
the engagement listing provided 
by the firm and the Peer Review 
Information (PRI) completed by 
the firm in PRIMA. 

— a list of the firm’s personnel, 
showing name, position, and years 
of experience (a) with the firm and 
(b) in total. 

 9. Meet with the managing partner or person responsible for 
the firm’s system of QC and discuss the following:

  

  
 Significant quality control risks within the 

firm and what the firm is doing to manage 
those risks 

 New clients or industries that the firm 
considers to have significant risk 
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 How the firm manages risk of economic 
dependency for the firm, its individual of-
fices and its partners 

 Significant factors considered when moni-
toring or making changes to the firm’s 
system of quality control 

 How the firm monitors and resolves issues 
related to difficult client engagement situ-
ations 

 How the firm management monitors and 
supports the firm’s quality control initia-
tives 

 Firm criteria for partner advancement and 
compensation and how that is communi-
cated to the firm 

 Engagements that offered significant risk 
or issues during the year 

 10. Assess peer review risk (see Standards paragraphs .46–
.52): 

  

  
 Consider assessed level of inherent and 

control risk when selecting offices and 
engagements to be reviewed. 

 Assessment of risk is qualitative and not 
quantitative. 

 Evaluate the firm’s quality control poli-
cies and procedures over its accounting 
and auditing practice in relation to the re-
quirements contained in SQCS No. 8. 

  

 11. Use the knowledge obtained from the foregoing to select 
the offices and the engagements to be reviewed and to 
determine the nature and extent of the tests to be applied 
in the functional areas (see Standards paragraphs .53–
.63): 

  

  
 Tests should be performed at the practice 

office(s) visited, and should include the 
following: 

— Review highest risk areas on se-
lected engagements, including ac-
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counting and auditing documenta-
tion, and reports 

— Review evidential material to de-
termine whether the firm has com-
plied with its policies and proce-
dures for monitoring its system of 
quality control 

— Review other evidential matter as 
appropriate 

 Office selections—consider the following 
factors when assessing peer review risk at 
the office level: 

— Number, size, and geographic dis-
tribution of offices 

— Degree of centralization of ac-
counting and auditing practice 
control and supervision 

— Review team’s evaluation, if ap-
plicable, of the firm’s monitoring 
procedures 

— Recently merged or recently 
opened offices 

— Significance of industry concentra-
tions and of specialty practice are-
as 

— Extent of non-audit services to au-
dit clients 

— Significant clients’ fees to practice 
office and partners 

 Engagement selections: 

— Attestation engagements with re-
port dates during the year under 
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review. 

— Reasonable cross selection of the 
reviewed firm’s accounting and 
auditing practice, with greater em-
phasis on those engagements with 
higher assessed levels of peer re-
view risk. 

— Provide the reviewed firm with the 
initial selections no earlier than 
three weeks prior to the com-
mencement of the peer review 
procedures at the related practice 
office or location. Request the firm 
to complete the profile sheets in 
the engagement checklists and to 
assemble the working papers and 
reports before the review begins. 

— At least one engagement from the 
initial selection to be reviewed 
should be provided to the firm 
once the review commences and 
not provided to the firm in ad-
vance. This engagement would or-
dinarily be an audit. 

 If the firm performs any of the following 
types of engagements, then at least one of 
each of the following types that the firm 
performs is required to be included in the 
sample of engagements selected for re-
view (Interpretation 63-1 [sec. 2000]): 

— Engagements subject to the Gov-
ernment Auditing Standards (the 
Yellow Book). (If the engagement 
selected is of an entity subject to 
GAS but not subject to the Single 
Audit Act and the firm performs 
engagements of entities subject to 
the Single Audit Act, at least one 
such engagement should also be 
selected for review. The review of 
this additional engagement may 
exclude those audit procedures 
strictly related to the audit of the 
financial statements. See Interpre-
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tation 63-1a.) 

— Audit engagements pursuant to the 
Employee Retirement Income Se-
curity Act (ERISA). 

— Federally insured depository insti-
tution engagements with more 
than $500 million in total assets 
subject to Section 36 of the Feder-
al Deposit Insurance Act. 

— Audits of broker-dealers.  If a firm 
performs the audit of one or more 
carrying broker-dealers, at least 
one such audit engagement (and 
the related attestation engagement) 
should be selected for review. It is 
also expected that if a firm’s audits 
of broker-dealers include only 
non-carrying broker-dealers, the 
team captain select at least one 
such engagement (including the 
related attestation engagement) for 
review. 

— Examinations of service organiza-
tions (SOC 1 and SOC 2 engage-
ments). 

 Confirm that the firm understands SEC 
independence implications and impacted 
engagements with the firm, as applicable. 
(For example, are there any regulatory 
bodies that require compliance with SEC 
independence rules, i.e. CFTC, or for in-
vestment advisers, specific states?) 

 Confirm that the firm understands its re-
sponsibilities concerning engagement(s) 
or certain aspects of functional areas it 
wishes to exclude from selection. If in a 
rare situation the firm has legitimate rea-
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sons for the exclusion, confirm that it has 
requested and obtained a waiver for the 
exclusion(s) from the administering entity 
prior to the commencement of the review. 

III. Performing the Review:   

 12. Review the firm’s design and compliance with its system 
of quality control. The review should cover all organiza-
tional or functional levels within the firm (see Standards 
paragraphs .53–.54): 

  

  
 Prepare the applicable checklist in section 

4500 “Guidelines for Review of Quality 
Control Policies and Procedures for a Sole 
Practitioner with No Personnel” or 4600 
“Guidelines for Review of Quality Con-
trol Policies and Procedures for Firms 
with Two or More Personnel”, AND 4550 
“Guidelines for Testing Compliance with 
Quality Control Policies and Procedures 
for a Sole Practitioner with No Personnel”  
or 4650 “Guidelines for Testing Compli-
ance with Quality Control Policies and 
Procedures for a Firm with Two or More 
Personnel”” 

 Interview firm professional personnel at 
various levels and, if applicable, other 
persons responsible for a function or ac-
tivity to assess their understanding of, and 
compliance with, the firm’s quality con-
trol policies and procedures. Complete 
section 4700, Staff Interview Question-
naire, as applicable. 

 Develop a general plan for the nature and 
extent of conducting compliance tests of 
engagements. 

 Prepare, if applicable, the checklist, sec-
tion 5100, Guidelines for Review and 
Testing of Quality Control Policies and 
Procedures For Non-CPA Owned Entities 
Closely Aligned With a CPA Firm. 

  

 13. Review highest risk areas on selected engagements, in-
cluding the relevant accounting, audit, and attestation 
documentation and reporting (see Standards paragraphs 
.64–.65): 
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 Perform procedures to determine the re-

viewed firm has appropriately 

— identified the highest risk areas on 
each audit engagement selected for 
the peer review, 

— performed the necessary audit pro-
cedures related to the identified 
highest risk areas, and 

— documented the auditing proce-
dures performed in these highest 
risk areas. 

  

 14. Conclude on the review of engagements (see Standards 
paragraphs .66–.67): 

  

  
 Conclude the review by documenting 

whether anything came to its attention that 
caused it to believe that the engagement 
was not performed and/or reported on in 
conformity with applicable professional 
standards in all material respects. (Int. 66-
1) 

 Promptly inform the firm when an en-
gagement is not performed and/or report-
ed on in conformity with applicable pro-
fessional standards, and remind the firm 
of its obligation under professional stand-
ards to take appropriate action. (Int. 67-1) 

 Consider whether the firm’s taken or 
planned remediation is in conformity with 
professional standards. 

  

 15. Obtain the written representations from the reviewed 
firm (see Standards paragraph .05(f) and appendix B):

  

  
 Describe matters significant to the peer 

review. 
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 Ensure the minimum applicable represen-
tations are made. (Appendix B, .208.1) 

 Should be obtained for the entire firm and 
not for each individual engagement the 
firm performs: 

— Firm management’s refusal to fur-
nish written representations to the 
team captain or review captain 
constitutes a failure to cooperate 
with the reviewer and thus the ad-
ministering entity and with the 
AICPA Peer Review Board, and 
the firm would be subject to fair 
procedures that could result in the 
firm’s enrollment in the program 
being terminated. (Int. 5h-1) 

 The written representation should be 

— addressed to the team captain. 

— dated the same date as the peer re-
view report. 

— signed by those members of man-
agement whom the team captain 
believes are responsible for and 
knowledgeable about matters cov-
ered in the representations, the 
firm, and its system of quality con-
trol. 

 16. Reassess the adequacy of the scope of the review based 
on the results obtained to determine whether additional 
procedures are necessary (see Standards paragraph .68):

  

  
 If the review team concludes there was a 

failure to reach an appropriate conclusion 
on the application of professional stand-
ards in all material respects on one or 
more of the reviewed engagements, the 
review team should consider whether the 
application of additional peer review pro-
cedures is necessary. 

 Document this consideration in the work-
ing papers. 
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 Apply additional procedures to determine 
whether the failure is indicative of a pat-
tern of such failures, whether it is a signif-
icant deficiency in the design of the re-
viewed firm’s system of quality control or 
its compliance with the system, or both. 
Procedures may include the following: 

— Expansion of scope to review all 
or relevant portions of one or more 
additional engagements or aspects 
of functional areas 

— Same industry 

— Supervised by same individual 

— Other characteristics associated 
with the failure to perform and/or 
report in conformity with profes-
sional standards 

 Reviewer may conclude that further pro-
cedures are unnecessary because of com-
pensating controls or other reasons. 

 17. Prepare and submit the MFC forms and Disposition of 
MFC (DMFC) forms via PRIMA (see Standards para-
graphs .73–.74).: 

  

  
 The MFC forms are subject to review and 

oversight by the administering entity: 

— Access PRISM to create MFC 
form(s) or indicate no MFCs are 
necessary 

  

 18. Aggregate and systemically evaluate the matters (see 
Standards paragraphs .75–.86):

  

  
 Review team must aggregate matters not-

ed during the peer review, and determine 
whether the matters were the 
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— result of the design of the re-
viewed firm’s system of quality 
control, or 

— failure of its personnel to comply 
with the firm’s quality control pol-
icies and procedures. 

 Design matters exist when the reviewed 
firm’s system of quality control is not de-
signed properly. For example, the system 
of quality control 

— is missing a quality control policy 
or procedure, or 

— existing quality control policies 
and procedures, even if fully com-
plied with, would not result in en-
gagements performed and/or re-
ported on in accordance with pro-
fessional standards in some re-
spect. 

 Compliance matters exist when a properly 
designed quality control policy or proce-
dure does not operate as designed because 
of the failure of the personnel of the re-
viewed firm to comply with it: 

— The review team should consider 
the likelihood that noncompliance 
with a given quality control policy 
or procedure could have resulted 
in engagements not being per-
formed and/or reported on in con-
formity with applicable profes-
sional standards in all material re-
spects. 

 Where there is indication that a matter(s) 
could be a finding, and/or the firm failed 
to perform and/or report in conformity 
with applicable professional standards in 
all material respects, the review team must 
determine the systemic cause of the find-
ing or failure (Int. 83-1). Causes that may 
be systemic and affect the type of peer re-
view report issued include the following: 
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— The failure related to a specialized 
industry practice, and the firm had 
no experience in that industry and 
made no attempt to acquire train-
ing in the industry or to obtain ap-
propriate consultation and assis-
tance. 

— The failure related to an issue cov-
ered by a recent professional pro-
nouncement, and the firm had 
failed to identify, through profes-
sional development programs or 
appropriate supervision, the rele-
vance of that pronouncement to its 
practice. 

— The failure should have been de-
tected if the firm’s quality control 
policies and procedures had been 
followed. 

— The failure should have been de-
tected by the application of quality 
control policies and procedures 
commonly found in firms similar 
in size or nature of practice. That 
judgment can often be made by the 
reviewer based on personal expe-
rience or knowledge; in some cas-
es, the reviewer will wish to con-
sult with the administering entity 
before reaching such a conclusion. 

 A finding or failure may be the result of 
an isolated human error, and therefore, 
would not necessarily mean that a peer re-
view report with a peer review rating of 
pass with deficiencies or fail should be is-
sued. 

 The review team must consider the pattern 
and pervasiveness of matters and their 
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implications for compliance with the 
firm’s system of quality control as a 
whole, in addition to their nature, system-
ic causes, and relative importance in the 
specific circumstances in which they were 
observed. 

 19. Determine the relative importance of matters (see Stand-
ards paragraphs .69–.72):

  

  
— A matter is a result of the peer reviewer’s 

evaluation of the design of the reviewed 
firm’s system of quality control and/or 
tests of compliance with it. 

— Tests of compliance include in-
spection, inquiry, and observation 
performed by the reviewing en-
gagements and testing other as-
pects of the reviewed firm’s sys-
tem of quality control. 

— Matters are typically one or more 
“no” answers to questions in peer 
review questionnaire(s) that a re-
viewer concludes warrants further 
consideration in the evaluation of a 
firm’s system of quality control. 

— A matter is documented on a MFC 
form. 

— Depending on the resolution of a matter 
and the process of aggregating and evalu-
ating peer review results, a matter may 
develop into a finding. Findings will also 
be evaluated and, after considering the na-
ture, systemic causes, pattern, pervasive-
ness, and relative importance to the sys-
tem of quality control as a whole, may not 
get elevated to a deficiency. A matter may 
develop into a finding and get elevated to 
a deficiency. That deficiency may or may 
not be further elevated to a significant de-
ficiency. 

— A finding is one or more related matters 
that result from a condition in the re-
viewed firm’s system of quality control or 
compliance with it such that there is more 
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than a remote possibility that the reviewed 
firm would not perform and/or report in 
conformity with applicable professional 
standards. 

— A peer reviewer will conclude 
whether one or more findings are a 
deficiency or significant deficien-
cy. 

— If the peer reviewer concludes that 
no finding, individually or com-
bined with others, rises to the level 
of deficiency or significant defi-
ciency, a report rating of pass is 
appropriate. 

— A finding not rising to the level of 
a deficiency or significant defi-
ciency is documented on a FFC 
form in PRIMA. 

— The MFC and FFC forms are sub-
ject to review and oversight by the 
administering entity. During that 
time, the aAdministering entity 
will evaluate firmFFC form re-
sponses for appropriateness and 
responsiveness, and determine if 
any further action is necessary. 

— A deficiency is one or more findings that 
the peer reviewer has concluded, due to 
the nature, systemic causes, pattern, or 
pervasiveness, including the relative im-
portance of the finding to the reviewed 
firm’s system of quality control taken as a 
whole, could create a situation in which 
the firm would not have reasonable assur-
ance of performing and/or reporting in 
conformity with applicable professional 
standards in one or more important re-
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spects. 

— It is not a significant deficiency if 
the peer reviewer has concluded 
that except for the deficiency or 
deficiencies, the reviewed firm has 
reasonable assurance of perform-
ing and reporting in conformity 
with applicable professional stand-
ards in all material respects. 

— Such deficiencies are communi-
cated in a report with a peer re-
view rating of pass with deficien-
cies. 

— A significant deficiency is one or more 
deficiencies that the peer reviewer has 
concluded results from a condition in the 
reviewed firm’s system of quality control 
or compliance with it such that the re-
viewed firm’s system of quality control 
taken as a whole does not provide the re-
viewed firm with reasonable assurance of 
performing and/or reporting in conformity 
with applicable professional standards in 
all material respects. 

— Such deficiencies are communi-
cated in a report with a peer rating 
of fail. 

 20. Form conclusions on the type of report to issue (see 
Standards paragraphs .87–.90):

  

  
 The team captain must use professional 

judgment in determining the type of peer 
review report to issue. This judgment re-
quires the consideration of several factors, 
including 

— an understanding of the firm’s sys-
tem of quality control and the na-
ture, systemic causes, pattern, and 
pervasiveness of matters, and 

— their relative importance to the 
firm’s system of quality control 
taken as a whole, including limita-
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tions on the scope of the review. 

 A report with a peer review rating of pass 
should be issued when the team captain 
concludes that the firm’s system of quality 
control for the accounting and auditing 
practice has been suitably designed and 
complied with to provide the firm with 
reasonable assurance of performing and 
reporting in conformity with applicable 
professional standards in all material re-
spects. 

— There are no deficiencies or signif-
icant deficiencies that affect the 
nature of the report and, therefore, 
the report does not contain any de-
ficiencies or significant deficien-
cies. 

— In the event of a scope limitation, 
a report with a peer review rating 
of pass (with a scope limitation) is 
issued. 

 A report with a peer review rating of pass 
with deficiencies should be issued when 
the team captain concludes that the firm’s 
system of quality control for the account-
ing and auditing practice has been suitably 
designed and complied with to provide the 
firm with reasonable assurance of per-
forming and reporting in conformity with 
applicable professional standards in all 
material respects with the exception of a 
certain deficiency or deficiencies that are 
described in the report. 

— These deficiencies are conditions 
related to the firm’s design of and 
compliance with its system of 
quality control that could create a 
situation in which the firm would 
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have less than reasonable assur-
ance of performing and/or report-
ing in conformity with applicable 
professional standards in one or 
more important respects due to the 
nature, systemic causes, pattern, or 
pervasiveness, including the rela-
tive importance of the deficiencies 
to the quality control system taken 
as a whole. In the event of a scope 
limitation, a report with a peer re-
view rating of pass with deficien-
cies (with a scope limitation) is is-
sued. 

 A report with a peer review rating of fail 
should be issued when the team captain 
has identified significant deficiencies and 
concludes that the firm’s system of quality 
control is not suitably designed to provide 
the firm with reasonable assurance of per-
forming and reporting in conformity with 
applicable professional standards in all 
material respects or the firm has not com-
plied with its system of quality control to 
provide the firm with reasonable assur-
ance of performing and reporting in con-
formity with applicable professional 
standards in all material respects: 

— In the event of a scope limitation, 
a report with a peer review rating 
of fail (with a scope limitation) is 
issued. 

 21. Conduct a closing meeting with senior members of the 
reviewed firm to discuss the review team’s comments; 
matters, findings, deficiencies, and significant deficien-
cies identified; MFCs and related FFCs; and the type of 
report to be issued and the deficiencies or significant de-
ficiencies to be included in such report and to resolve any 
disagreements (see Standards paragraphs .91–.92).

  

 22. After the firm responds to matters, findings, deficiencies, 
and significant deficiencies, assess the firm’s response 
for any impact to the peer review.  Conduct an exit con-
ference to discuss the results of the review to be submit-
ted to the administering entity (see Standards paragraphs 
.91–.92). 

  

 23. Prepare a written report on the results of the review and   
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provide a copy to the reviewed firm within 30 days of the 
exit conference date, or by the firm’s peer review due 
date (whichever is earlier) (see Standards paragraphs 
.94–.96). 

 24. Review and provide comments to the reviewed firm on 
its response to the report, and FFC forms, if applicable 
(see Standards paragraphs .97–.101):

  

  
 If the reviewed firm receives a report with 

a peer review rating of pass with deficien-
cies or fail, the reviewed firm should re-
spond in writing to the deficiencies or sig-
nificant deficiencies identified in the re-
port in a letter of response addressed to 
the administering entity’s peer review 
committee. 

 The reviewed firm should respond to all 
findings not rising to the level of a defi-
ciency or significant deficiency on the re-
lated FFC forms. 

 The firm’s letter of response and/or re-
sponse to a finding should describe the 
firm’s actions taken or planned to remedi-
ate deficiencies and significant deficien-
cies in the firm’s system of quality control 
and nonconforming engagements, if any, 
and the timing of the remediation. 

 Illustrative letters of response are located 
in Appendixes F, H, J, and L. 

25. Consider PRP Section 3400 Technical Review-
er’s Checklists for a system review to anticipate 
the technical reviewer’s procedures and possible 
questions. 
 

 

  

 256. Submitend the appropriate working papers via PRIMA to 
the administering entity within 30 days of the exit con-
ference or by the firm’s peer review due date, whichever 
is earlier. 
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 For all reviews, submit a copy of the fol-

lowing: 

— The report and letter of response, 
if applicable 

— Summary Review Memorandum 

— DMFC form, if not submitted via 
PRISM 

— The FFC forms, as applicable 

— The MFC forms, if not submitted 
via PRISM 

— The 22,100—Part A, Supplemental 
Checklist(s) for Review of Single 
Audit Act/ A-133 Engagement(s), 
or 22,100—Part A – UG, Supple-
mental Checklist(s) for Review of 
OMB Single Audit Engagement(s) 
(Uniform Guidance), if applicable 

— The engagement profile(s) for sin-
gle audit engagements reviewed, if 
applicable 

— The firm’s representation letter 

— Appendix A “Explanation of No 
Answers” for the PRPM Section 
4500 or 4600 “Guidelines for Re-
view of Quality Control Policies 
and Procedures” and 4550 or 4650 
“Guidelines for Testing Compli-
ance with Quality Control Policies 
and Procedures”, if applicable (if 
“no” answers) 

— Appendix A "Explanation of No 
Answers" for the PRPM Section 
4400 Supplemental Guidelines for 
Review of Quality Control Poli-
cies and Procedures for Engage-
ments Performed in Accordance 
with GAS (Yellow Book) Dec 
2011 Rev. 
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 Note that other working papers on these 
reviews are subject to oversight proce-
dures, which may be requested at a later 
date. 

 For reviews administered by the National 
PRC, also submitinclude all other working 
papers incorporated by reference, includ-
ing the engagement checklists, Guidelines 
for Review and Testing of Quality Control 
Policies and Procedures, quality control 
document and related practice aids, Team 
Captain Checklist, staff interview, focus 
group, or other interview sessions, plan-
ning documents, and any other relevant 
documents. 
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PRP Section 6300 

Review Captain Summary 

Click  to download in Excel format. 

REVIEW CAPTAIN SUMMARY 

 

Reviewed Firm’s Name                                _______________________________________________ 

Firm Number                                                _______________________________________________ 

Review Number                                           _______________________________________________ 

Peer Review Year End                                 _______________________________________________ 

Commencement of Review                          _______________________________________________ 
Exit Conference                                            _______________________________________________ 
On what date was the Engagement Review completed? 

When was the report submitted to the reviewed firm? 

What was the report ratinggeneral nature of the report?                         Pass     Pass with deficien-
cy(ies)       Fail    
 

Did the report have a scope limitation? Yes  No  

How many Matter for Further Consideration (MFC) forms were issued to the firm? 

How many Finding for Further Consideration (FFC) forms were issued to the firm? 

Review Captain 
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Date  

GENERAL NATURE OF REPORT CODES: 

1. Pass 

3. Pass with deficiency(ies) 

7. Fail 

INSTRUCTIONS 

.01 The checklist steps should normally be completed in the order presented. Place an “X” in the appropriate 
column to indicate the step has been completed or if the step is not applicable. 

.02 Questions regarding the use of this checklist, any other materials, or about the review in general should be 
directed to the staff of the administering entity or to such other individuals the administering entity may 
identify for that purpose. 

.03 This checklist must be completed on engagement reviews and submitted to the administering entity, whether 
those reviews are conducted by a review team formed by a firm engaged by the firm under review or by 
an authorized association of CPA firms. 

.04 The reviewer can make additional comments in the Notes section (sec. VI), as necessary. The reviewer 
should reference the question number related to each comment. If additional space for comments is 
needed, additional documents can be submitted. Items to be discussed at the closing meeting and exit 
conference should be noted in this section. 

.05 After reviewing the selected engagements and discussing the findings with the reviewed firm, the Engage-
ment Statistics Data Sheet (sec. VII) should be completed. This form should be completed based on the 
following guidance. 

.06 Part I asks for information concerning the number of engagements reviewed and the number of engage-
ments not performed and reported on in conformity with applicable professional standards in all material 
respects. This ordinarily occurs when deficiencies, individually or in aggregate, exist that are material to 
understanding the report or the financial statements accompanying the report, or represent omissions of 
a critical accounting or attestation procedure required by professional standards. See appendix E, "Areas 
of Common Noncompliance With Applicable Professional Standards," of section 6200. 

.07 When deficiencies are encountered on a review, reference should be made to Statements on Standards for 
Accounting and Review Services (SSARS) No. 19, Framework for Performing and Reporting on Com-
pilation and Review Engagements, or SSARS No. 21, Statements on Standards for Accounting and Re-
view Services: Clarification and Recodification (AICPA, Professional Standards), as applicable. 

.08 Part II asks the reviewer to describe the reasons why he or she concluded that one or more engagements 
were not performed and/or reported on in conformity with applicable professional standards in all mate-
rial respects. If the reviewer indicates in part I that any engagements were considered to have not been 
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performed and/or reported on in conformity with applicable professional standards in all material re-
spects, then part II should describe why each engagement was deemed as such. 

.09 To assist the reviewer in noting the applicable reasons, several reason codes have been provided. 

.10 After entering the reason code, the reviewer should provide a brief description of the deficiency noted. 

.11 Part III asks for a list of any engagement(s) that the reviewed firm asked the reviewer not to review and the 
reasons why the reviewed firm made such a request. On an Engagement Review, such requests will be 
rare. If this occurs, the reviewer should consider issuing a report with a scope limitation. 

PLANNING AND PERFORMING 

 

 Completed Not Applicable 

I. Prior to Accepting Peer Review Client:   

 1. Determine that the reviewing firm, the review team, and 
any other individuals who participate on the peer review 
are independent and free from any obligation to, or inter-
est in, the reviewed firm or its personnel.

  

 2. Determine your capability to perform a peer review:   
  

 Obtain and consider information about the 
firm to be reviewed, including size, nature 
of practice, industry specializations, and 
levels of service compared to your firm 

 Determine availability of peer reviewers 
with appropriate levels of expertise and 
experience to perform the review 

 Determine that all team members meet the 
qualifications to perform a peer review 

  

 3. Consult with the administering entity concerning any of 
the following matters which may affect your ability to 
perform the peer review: 

  

  
 If any proposed peer review team mem-

bers have received any communications 
from regulatory, monitoring, or enforce-
ment bodies relating to allegations or in-
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vestigations of a peer reviewer or review-
ing firm’s accounting and auditing prac-
tice, and notifications of limitations or re-
strictions on a peer reviewer or reviewing 
firm to practice 

 If you or your firm performed inspection, 
engagement review, quality control con-
sulting, or other monitoring activities to 
the firm during the peer review year or the 
immediately preceding year 

II. Planning the Review:   

 4. Communicate with the firm about the peer review timing, 
responsibilities, and administrative matters:

  

  
 Confirm the firm’s ability to support elec-

tronic MFC form completion (as applica-
ble), and that it registered. 

 Discuss with firm management the recent 
clarification of noncooperation provisions 
regarding the omission or misrepresenta-
tion of the firm’s accounting and auditing 
engagements. Ensure that the firm under-
stands its responsibility for confirming in 
the representation letter the completeness 
of the engagement listing provided. Em-
phasize that failure to properly include 
engagements on the list could be deemed 
as failure to cooperate. This may result in 
termination from the peer review program 
and referral to the AICPA Professional 
Ethics Division for investigation of a pos-
sible violation of the AICPA Code of Pro-
fessional Conduct (see Interpretation No. 
5h-1). 

 Discussions should be with members of 
management whom the review captain be-
lieves are responsible for and knowledge-
able about, directly or through others in 
the firm, the matters covered in the repre-
sentations, the firm, and its system of 
quality control. Such members of man-
agement normally include the managing 
partner and partner or manager in charge 
of the firm’s system of quality control. 
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 Confirm that the firm did not perform any 
engagements under Statements on Audit-
ing Standards (SASs), Government Audit-
ing Standards, examinations under State-
ments on Standards for Attestation En-
gagements (SSAEs), or engagements per-
formed under PCAOB standards. If the 
firm performed engagements under any of 
these standards, a system review will be 
required. 

 The Review Summary statistics in 
PRIMA and Engagement Summary Form 
or engagement listing, if provided by the 
firm, should include engagements with 
periods ending during the year under re-
view whether issued or not. 

 Ensure there are no If there is a significant 
differences between the Peer Review In-
formation (PRI) completed by the firm in 
PRIMA, firm’s scheduling information 
and the Review Summary statistics in 
PRIMA and Engagement Summary Form 
or the engagement listing, if provided by 
the firm. , document the situation, includ-
ing any consultation with the administer-
ing entity. 

 Obtain the representation letter from the 
reviewed firm. The letter should be dated 
the same date as the peer review report. 

 If the firm has had an acquisition of an-
other practice or portion thereof, or divest-
iture of a significant portion of its prac-
tice, including the sale of any portion of 
the firm’s non-attest practice to a non-
CPA owned entity during or subsequent to 
the peer review year, consult with the ad-
ministering entity prior to the com-
mencement of the review to determine the 
appropriate scope of the review and other 
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actions that should be taken. 

 Discuss with the firm any allegations or 
investigations of deficiencies (including 
litigation) in the conduct of an accounting, 
audit, or attestation engagement per-
formed and/or reported on by the firm, 
whether the issues relate to the firm or its 
personnel within the three years preceding 
the firm’s current peer review year-end. 

 Inquire whether the firm and its personnel 
are appropriately licensed as required by 
the state board(s) of accountancy in the 
state(s) in which the firm and its personnel 
practice. 

— Obtain documentation of the firm 
license in the state in which the 
practice unit is domiciled (main 
office is located). The license 
should have been active during the 
peer review year and through the 
earlier of reviewed engagements’ 
issuance dates or the date of peer 
review fieldwork. 

— If any exception was noted, the re-
view captain should add an adden-
dum to the Review Captain Sum-
mary explaining the effect on the 
firm’s accounting practice and on 
the performance of the review. 

— If the firm does not have the appli-
cable license(s) for the period 
when the engagements selected for 
review were issued, the representa-
tion letter should be tailored to 
provide information on the areas 
of noncompliance. An MFC 
should also be created and elevat-
ed to an FFC. 

 5. Read recent Peer Review Alerts and those applicable to 
the types of engagements that will be reviewed (such as 
those that assist with the review of and conclusion on en-
gagements performed under SSARS).

  

 6. Obtain the results of the prior peer review from the firm 
or administering entity (see paragraph .106 of section 
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1000, Standards for Performing and Reporting on Peer 
Reviews), and consider whether the issues discussed in 
those documents require additional emphasis in the cur-
rent review. Documents to be obtained include the prior 
peer review: 

  
 Report 

 Letter of response, if applicable 

 Letter of acceptance 

 FFC forms, if applicable 

 Firm representation letter 

  

 7. Select the engagements for review (see paragraphs .104–
.105 of section 1000): 

  

  
 The engagement listing should include 

engagements that have periods ended dur-
ing the peer review year. For financial 
forecasts or projections and agreed upon 
procedures, the list should include en-
gagements that have report dates during 
the year under review. 

 One engagement should be selected from 
each of the following areas of service per-
formed by the firm: 

— Review of financial statements 
(performed under SSARSs) 

— Compilation of financial state-
ments, with disclosures (per-
formed under SSARS) 

— Compilation of financial state-
ments that omits substantially all 
disclosures (performed under 
SSARS) 

— Engagements performed under the 
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SSAEs other than examinations 

 One engagement should be selected from 
each partner, or individual of the firm if 
not a partner, responsible for the issuance 
of reports previously listed. 

 Selection of preparation engagements 
should only be made in the following in-
stances: 

— One preparation engagement with 
disclosures (performed under 
SSARS) should be selected when 
performed by an individual in the 
firm who does not perform any 
engagements included above or 
when the firm’s only engagements 
with disclosures are preparation 
engagements 

— One preparation engagement that 
omits substantially all disclosures 
(performed under SSARS) should 
be selected when performed by an 
individual in the firm who does 
not perform any engagements in-
cluded above or when the firm’s 
only omit disclosures engagements 
are preparation engagements 

— One preparation engagement 
should be selected if needed to 
have at least two engagements se-
lected for review 

 Ordinarily, at least two engagements 
should be selected for review. 

 The preceding criteria are not mutually 
exclusive. The objective is to ensure that 
one engagement is selected for each part-
ner and one engagement is selected from 
each of the areas of service performed by 
the firm listed in the previous list. There-
fore, one of every type of engagement that 
a partner, or individual if not a partner, re-
sponsible for the issuance of the reports 
listed in the previous list performs does 
not have to be reviewed as long as, for the 
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firm taken as a whole, all types of en-
gagements noted in the previous list per-
formed by the firm are covered. 

 There is a presumption that all engage-
ments otherwise subject to the peer review 
will be included in the scope of the re-
view: 

— In the rare situations when exclu-
sions or other limitations on the 
scope of the review are being con-
templated, a review captain should 
carefully consider the implications 
of such exclusion. 

— This includes communicating with 
the firm and the administering en-
tity the effect on the review and on 
the ability of the review captain to 
issue a peer review report. 

 8. Request the firm to provide (see paragraph .107 of sec-
tion 1000): 

  

  
 A copy of the financial statements or in-

formation and the accountant’s report, 
specific background information, repre-
sentations about each engagement, and the 
firm’s documentation required by appli-
cable professional standards. The client’s 
name may be masked and assigned a code 
number. 

 A completed engagement questionnaire 
that includes engagements within the peer 
review year-end (appendix B, “Engage-
ment Questionnaire,” of section 6100). 

  

III. Performing the Review:   

 9. Perform any procedures deemed necessary to conclude 
that nothing came to your attention that caused you to 
believe that the engagements submitted for review were 
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not performed and/or reported on in conformity with ap-
plicable professional standards in all material respects. 
An Engagement Review includes the following (see par-
agraph .108 of section 1000): 

  
 Consideration of the financial statements 

or information and the related account-
ant’s report on the compilation, review, 
and preparation engagements performed 
under SSARS and engagements per-
formed under SSAEs. 

 Consideration of the documentation on the 
engagements performed via reviewing the 
Engagement Questionnaire, representa-
tions made by the firm, and inquiries. 

 Review of all other documentation re-
quired by applicable professional stand-
ards on the engagements. 

 Complete supplemental checklists for all 
required engagements submitted for re-
view. If supplemental checklists are not 
completed, provide explanation in the 
Notes section (sec. VI). 

 Document within the Notes section (sec. 
VI), consultation with the Issue Advisory 
Hotline and/or the Administering Entity, 
if applicable. 

 Obtain documentation of individual li-
censes for practitioners in charge of en-
gagements reviewed in the state in which 
the individual(s) primarily practice public 
accounting. The license(s) should have 
been active during the peer review year 
and through the earlier of reviewed en-
gagements’ issuance dates or the date of 
peer review fieldwork. 

— If any exception was noted, the re-
view captain should add an adden-
dum to the Review Captain Sum-
mary explaining the effect on the 
firm’s accounting practice and on 
the performance of the review. 

— If the practitioner does not have 
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the applicable license(s) for the pe-
riod when the engagements select-
ed for review were issued, the rep-
resentation letter should be tai-
lored to provide information on the 
areas of noncompliance. An MFC 
should also be created and elevat-
ed to a deficiency or significant 
deficiency, as applicable. 

 10. Determine the relative importance of matters (see para-
graphs .110–.111 of section 1000):

  

  
 A matter is noted as a result of evaluating 

whether an engagement submitted for re-
view was performed and/or reported on in 
conformity with applicable professional 
standards. 

— The evaluation includes reviewing 
the financial statements or infor-
mation, the related accountant’s 
reports, and the adequacy of pro-
cedures performed, including re-
lated documentation. 

— Matters are typically one or more 
“No” answers to questions in peer 
review questionnaire(s). 

— A matter is documented on a MFC 
form. 

 A finding is one or more matters that the 
review captain has concluded result in fi-
nancial statements or information, the re-
lated accountant’s reports submitted for 
review, or the procedures performed, in-
cluding related documentation, not being 
performed and/or reported on in conformi-
ty with the requirements of applicable 
professional standards: 
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— A review captain will conclude 
whether one or more findings are a 
deficiency or significant deficien-
cy. 

— If the review captain concludes 
that no finding, individually or 
combined with others, rises to the 
level of deficiency or significant 
deficiency, a report rating of pass 
is appropriate. 

— A finding not rising to the level of 
a deficiency or significant defi-
ciency is documented on a FFC 
form. 

 A deficiency is one or more findings that 
the review captain concludes are material 
to the understanding of the financial 
statements or information and/or related 
accountant’s reports or that represent 
omission of a critical procedure, including 
documentation, required by applicable 
professional standards. When a deficiency 
is noted, the review captain concludes that 
at least one but not all engagements sub-
mitted for review were not performed 
and/or reported on in conformity with ap-
plicable professional standards in all ma-
terial respects: 

— When the review captain con-
cludes that deficiencies are not ev-
ident on all of the engagements 
submitted for review, such defi-
ciencies are communicated in a re-
port with a peer review rating of 
pass with deficiencies. 

 A significant deficiency exists when the 
review captain concludes that deficiencies 
are evident on all of the engagements 
submitted for review: 

— When a significant deficiency is 
noted, the review captain con-
cludes that all engagements sub-
mitted for review were not per-
formed and/or reported on in con-
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formity with applicable profes-
sional standards in all material re-
spects. Such significant deficien-
cies are communicated in a report 
with a peer review rating of fail. 

 11. Consider the need for MFC forms, Disposition of MFC 
(DMFC) forms, and any related FFC forms:

  

  
 If no MFC form(s) are necessary, indicate 

as such in PRISM. 

 Access PRIMAPRISM to prepare any 
MFCs form to document all possible mat-
ters on the engagements or other items 
that require additional information or ex-
planation of facts from the reviewed firm. 
Obtain the firm’s response to each MFC. 

 After considering the firm’s MFC re-
sponses, access PRIMA to prepare any 
FFCs (If a matter in a MFC form is ele-
vated to a deficiency or significant defi-
ciency, it is communicated in the report it-
self). Obtain the firm’s response to each 
FFC. 

 The reviewed firm’s response should 
describe the actions taken or planned 
to remediate the finding, if applicable.   

 The MFC and FFC forms are subject to 
review and oversight by the administering 
entity. During that time, the administering 
entity will evaluate firm responses for ap-
propriateness and responsiveness, and de-
termine if any further action is necessary. 

: 

If a matter in a MFC form is ele-
vated to a deficiency or significant 
deficiency, it is communicated in 
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the report itself. 

Firm submits letter of response re-
garding actions planned or taken 
and the timing of those actions by 
the firm, which is evaluated for 
appropriateness and responsive-
ness. 

Obtain the firm’s response to each 
FFC form in writing and indicate 
the response and resolution on the 
FFC form: 

The reviewed firm’s response 
should describe the actions 
planned or taken to remediate the 
finding; the person(s) responsible 
for implementation; the timing of 
the implementation; and, if appli-
cable, additional procedures to en-
sure that the finding is not repeat-
ed in the future. 

Administering entity, after the re-
view captain has reviewed and 
evaluated, will evaluate FFC form 
responses for appropriateness and 
responsiveness, and determine if 
any further action is necessary. 

 12. Form conclusions on the type of report to issue (see par-
agraphs .117–.119 of section 1000):

  

  
 A report with a peer review rating of pass 

is issued when the reviewer concludes that 
nothing came to his or her attention that 
caused him or her to believe that the en-
gagements submitted for review were not 
performed and reported on in conformity 
with applicable professional standards in 
all material respects. 

— There are no deficiencies or signif-
icant deficiencies that affect the 
nature of the report and, therefore, 
the report does not contain any de-
ficiencies, or significant deficien-
cies. 
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— In the event of a scope limitation, 
a report with a peer review rating 
of pass (with a scope limitation) is 
issued. 

 A report with a peer review rating of pass 
with deficiencies is issued when the re-
view captain concludes that nothing came 
to his or her attention that caused him or 
her to believe that the engagements sub-
mitted for review were not performed and 
reported on in conformity with applicable 
professional standards in all material re-
spects except for the deficiencies that are 
described in the report. When a deficiency 
is noted, the review captain concludes that 
at least one but not all engagements sub-
mitted for review were not performed 
and/or reported on in conformity with ap-
plicable professional standards in all ma-
terial respects. 

— The deficiencies are one or more 
findings that the peer reviewer 
concludes are material to the un-
derstanding of the report or finan-
cial statements or represents omis-
sion of a critical procedure, includ-
ing documentation, required by 
applicable professional standards. 

— A report with a peer review rating 
of pass with deficiencies is issued 
when at least one, but not all, of 
the engagements submitted for re-
view contain a deficiency. 

— In the event of a scope limitation, 
a report with a peer review rating 
of pass with deficiencies (with a 
scope limitation) is issued. 

 A report with a peer review rating of fail
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is issued when the review captain con-
cludes that, as a result of the deficiencies 
described in the report, the engagements 
submitted for review were not performed 
and/or reported on in conformity with ap-
plicable professional standards in all ma-
terial respects. 

— A report with a peer review rating 
of fail is issued when deficiencies 
are evident on all of the engage-
ments submitted for review. 

— The review captain should not ex-
pand scope beyond the original se-
lection of engagements in an effort 
to change the conclusion from a 
peer review rating of fail in these 
circumstances. 

— In the event of a scope limitation, 
a report with a peer review rating 
of fail (with a scope limitation) is 
issued. 

 If a FFC form(s) was issued and any find-
ings in those forms caused you to consider 
issuing a report with a peer review rating 
of pass with deficiencies or fail but not re-
sult in such a report being issued, describe 
such findings fully, indicating the basis 
for the conclusion in the Notes section 
(sec. VI). 

 If a firm submits a request to its adminis-
tering entity for a waiver for an exclusion 
of certain engagement(s) and the adminis-
tering entity concludes that scope has 
been limited due to circumstances beyond 
the firm’s control, consider issuing a re-
port with a scope limitation paragraph: 

— If the administering entity con-
cludes that there is not a legitimate 
reason for the requested exclusion, 
and the firm continues to insist on 
the exclusion, consider whether 
this is a matter of noncooperation 
and consult with the administering 
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entity. 

 Consult with the administering entity 
whenever the review captain and the re-
viewed firm have a disagreement on a 
significant issue, including the type of re-
port to be issued. 

IV. At the Conclusion of the Review:   

 13. Discuss the following with the firm and document the 
items discussed in the Notes section (sec. VI):

  

  a. At the closing meeting: 

 Preliminary peer review results, 
including any matters, findings, 
deficiencies or significant defi-
ciencies, and the type of report to 
be issued. 

 The firm’s requirement to respond 
to the MFC form(s), FFC form(s), 
or the deficiency(ies) or significant 
deficiency(ies) included in the 
peer review report. 

 Other suggestions and observa-
tions for the firm to consider. For 
example, implications of upcom-
ing changes in professional stand-
ards, operational or efficiency 
suggestions, and minor areas for 
improvement considerations. 

b. At the exit meeting: 

 Peer review results, including any 
changes to the information com-
municated at the closing meeting 
after consideration of the firm’s 
responses to MFCs, FFCs, and de-
ficiencies, and significant defi-
ciencies in the report. 
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 Potential implications of the Re-
port Acceptance Body (RAB) ac-
ceptance such as corrective actions 
(for deficiencies and significant 
deficiencies) and implementation 
plans (for findings) that may be 
imposed by the RAB, if applica-
ble. The review captain should al-
so discuss with the firm the impli-
cations of these steps on the ac-
ceptance and completion of the 
peer review and the firm’s enroll-
ment in the program. 

 Peer review noncooperation impli-
cations of consecutive non-pass 
report ratings, if applicable (see in-
terpretations). 

— If any items were discussed 
with the partner(s) of the 
firm that were not deemed 
of sufficient significance to 
include in a MFC or FFC 
form, provide an explana-
tion in the Notes section 
(sec. VI). 

 14. Prepare a written report on the results of the review and 
provide a copy to the reviewed firm within 30 days of the 
exit conference, or by the firm’s peer review due date 
(whichever is earlier) (see paragraph .120 of section 
1000): 

  

  
 Remind the firm that it should not publi-

cize the results of the review or distribute 
copies of the report to its personnel, cli-
ents, or others until it has been advised 
that the report has been accepted by the 
administering entity. 

  

 15. Describe the firm’s taken or planned remediation of non-
conforming engagements. Do you concur with the firm’s 
response? 

  

 16. Review and provide comments to the reviewed firm on 
its response to the report, if applicable (see paragraphs 
.123–.127 of section 1000): 

  

  
 If the reviewed firm receives a report with 
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a peer review rating of pass with deficien-
cies or fail, the reviewed firm should re-
spond in writing to the deficiencies or sig-
nificant deficiencies identified in the re-
port. 

— The letter of response should be 
addressed to the administering en-
tity’s peer review committee. 

— The firm’s draft responses should 
be provided to the review captain 
as soon as practicable to allow the 
review captain sufficient time to 
assess the firm’s response prior to 
the exit conference. 

— The letter should describe the ac-
tions planned or taken by the re-
viewed firm to remediate the find-
ings, deficiencies or significant de-
ficiencies, including timing of the 
remediation and additional proce-
dures to ensure the finding, defi-
ciency, or significant deficiency is 
not repeated in the future. 

— The review captain should review 
and evaluate the responses on the 
FFC forms and letter of response 
prior to the exit conference. The 
firm’s letter of response should be 
finalized and dated as of the exit 
conference date and provided to 
the review captain. The review 
captain should include the firm’s 
letter of response with his or her 
report and working papers submit-
ted to the administering entity. 

 Illustrative letters of response are located 
in appendixes O and Q. 
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17. Consider PRP Section 3400 Technical Reviewer’s 
Checklists for an engagement review to anticipate the 
technical reviewer’s procedures and possible questions.  

 178. Submitend the appropriate working papers to the admin-
istering entity via PRIMA within 30 days following the 
exit conference, or by the firm’s peer review due date, 
whichever is earlier: 

  

  
 For all reviews, submit a copy of the fol-

lowing: 

— The report and letter of response, 
if applicable. 

— Engagement Summary Form. 

— Engagement Questionnaire (com-
mittee appointed review team 
[CART] reviews only). 

— Review Captain Summary. 

— Reviewer’s Engagement Check-
lists (CART reviews only). 

— FFC forms, as applicable. 

— MFC forms, submitted electroni-
cally or a hard copy, as applicable. 

— DMFC Form, submitted electroni-
cally or hard copy, as applicable. 

— The firm’s representation letter. 

 For committee appointed review team 
[CART] reviews only, make arrangements 
with the administering entity regarding the 
Engagement Questionnaire and Review-
er’s Engagement Checklists 

 Note that other working papers on these 
reviews are subject to oversight proce-
dures, which may be requested at a later 
date. 

 For reviews conducted by committee-
appointed review captains, submit your 
bill to the administering entity. Make sure 
the bill includes the federal employer 
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identification number for Form 1099 pur-
poses, when applicable. 

 For reviews administered by the National 
Peer Review Committee, also include all 
other working papers incorporated by ref-
erence, including the engagement ques-
tionnaires and checklists and planning 
documents, and any other relevant docu-
ments. 

V. After the Review’s Acceptance and Completion:   

 189. After the review has been accepted, return the financial 
statements and other information to the firm or shred the 
documents. 

  

 

VI. NOTES 

Question 
Number Notes 
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VI. NOTES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

VII.  ENGAGEMENT REVIEW ENGAGEMENT STATISTICS DATA SHEET 

Reminder:  This information must be completed in PRIMA.  You do not need to complete this 
chart in the Review Captain Summary.  It is here as a resource, if needed. 

Firm Number Review Number 

Part I: Engagement Statistics 

 

 Total No. Re-
viewed 

Total Not in Con-
formity With Appli-
cable Professional 
Standards in All 

Material Respects

Statements on Standards for Accounting 

and Review Services (SSARSs): 

  

Reviews  
Compilations with disclosures  
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 Total No. Re-
viewed 

Total Not in Con-
formity With Appli-
cable Professional 
Standards in All 

Material Respects
Compilations omit disclosures  
Preparation Engagements with disclosures  
Preparation Engagements omit disclosures  

Statements on Standards for Attestation Engage-
ments (SSAEs): 

  

Compiled financial forecast and projection  
Reviews of written assertions  
Agreed-upon procedures  
Other  

TOTAL—All Engagements  

Part II: Reasons and Action Summary 

List engagements not performed and/or reported in conformity with applicable professional standards in 
all material respects. 

 

Type of engagement 
reviewed Reason code Comments 

   

  

  

  

  

REASON CODES For each engagement identified as not performed and/or reported in conformity 
with applicable professional standards in all material respects, the following reason codes should be 
used to identify the professional standards and regulations that were not complied with: 
 
Code Description 

 AAG Accounting and Audit Guide 
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Part III: Exclusion Summary 

List engagements excluded from review. 

 

Type of engagement Excluded reason code Comments 
   

 

 

 

 

EXCLUDED ENGAGEMENT REASON CODES 

1. Subject of litigation 

2. Subject of investigation by government agency 

3. Client imposed restrictions 

4. Other 

 AR-C Accounting and Review Services – Clarified 

 AT Attestation Standards 
 AU-C US Auditing Standards - Clarified 

 CFR Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Guidance 

 CT FASB Accounting Standards Current Text 

 ET Code of Professional Conduct 

 FASB FASB Accounting Standards Codification 

 FDI ACT Federal Deposit Insurance Act 

 FRFSME Financial Reporting Framework for Small- and Medium-Sized Entities 

 GAS Government Auditing Standards  

 GASB Codification of Govt'l Acctg and Financial Reporting Stds 

 GASB TB Govt'l Acctg Stds Board Technical Bulletin 

 HUD Consolidated Audit Guide for Audits of HUD Programs 

 Other (reviewer to enter description) 

 PCAOB Public Company Accounting Oversight Board 
 QC Quality Control 
 SEC Securities and Exchange Commission 
 TPA AICPA Technical Practice Aids 
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Agenda Item 1.6 
 

Revised Guidance Related to Quality Control Material (QCM) Reviews 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
 
We need to provide interpretations which will provide guidance to peer reviewers on how to consider the 
results of an examination of Quality Control Materials under the SSAEs (QCM Examination). The QCM 
Examination will be replacing the QCM Reviews performed under AICPA Peer Review Standards.  Many 
firms rely on third party QCM as an integral part of their system of quality control, and peer reviewers rely 
on the results of QCM Reviews when evaluating the design of the firm’s system of quality control.   
 
The QCM Task Force is working on transitioning guidance from traditional QCM Reviews to guidance for 
QCM Examinations.  Guidance for practitioners performing this type of engagement will be included in 
an AICPA “Guide” issued under the authority of the Auditing Standards Board. The guidance will address 
technological advances in the delivery of QCM, be nimble enough to address future advances, and be 
as rigorous as traditional QCM Reviews, if not more so.   
 
The Peer Review Standards’ Interpretations already include guidance for peer reviewers on how to 
evaluate the results of a QCM Review when considering the design of a reviewed firm’s system of quality 
control and the reliability of the QCM used by the reviewed firm.  
 
The proposed revisions assume that a QCM Examination will address the same overall objective that the 
QCM are “reliable” that is currently addressed in QCM Reviews.  These proposed revisions to the 
guidance are a short-term step until all the QCM Review guidance can be reevaluated.  The 
interpretations will be revised again after the QCM Examination guide is closer to completion.     
 
Feedback Received 

 Both the QCM task force and the Standards task force have discussed these proposed changes 
at recent meetings.  Feedback from these groups has been incorporated into the proposal outlined 
in agenda item 1.6A. 
 

 QCM Examination of OnPoint PCR:  The AICPA has been involved in developing OnPoint PCR, 
which combines AICPA methodology and guidance with CaseWare’s dynamic new cloud 
platform, to provide QCM to support the performance of preparation, compilation and review 
(PCR) engagements under the Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services.  
The AICPA continues to work with CaseWare in developing the “Dynamic Audit Solution” (DAS) 
software. To avoid any concerns about the AICPA’s objectivity in conducting practice monitoring 
and its involvement with traditional QCM reviews, the AICPA will be hiring an independent 3rd 
party to perform a QCM Examination of OnPoint PCR, (and later, of DAS).  When the QCM 
Examination of OnPoint PCR is performed, related guidance will still be in the development and 
review processes, however feedback from this examination will be used in developing the final 
version of the QCM examination guidance.  

PRIMA Impact 
None. QCM processes are outside of PRIMA. 
 
AE Impact 
None. AE procedures will not change. 
 
Communications Plan 
Staff has informed the providers who currently obtain a QCM Review of this QCM project and are 
soliciting their input.   
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Staff will develop a reviewer alert article informing peer reviewers of any approved guidance changes 
and will share the article with known QCM providers.   
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
The updates will be included in the next manual production (expected in April 2019). 
 
Effective Date 
Guidance is effective upon approval by the Peer Review Board. 
 
Board Consideration 
Review and approve proposed guidance changes outlined in Agenda Item 1.6A.   
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Agenda Item 1.6A 

 

Standards .208 Appendix A (conforming change) 

19. A QCM review performed under AICPA Peer Review Standards (QCM Review) is a study and 
appraisal by an independent evaluator (known as a QCM reviewer) of a provider’s materials, as well as 
the provider’s system of quality control to develop and maintain the materials (hereinafter referred to as 
provider’s system).) requiring the issuance of an opinion that provides reasonable assurance. This is 
not a review performed under Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services (SSARS), 
nor a review performed under Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs).  The 
QCM reviewer’s objective is to determine whether the provider’s system is designed and complied with 
and whether the materials produced by the provider are appropriate so that user firms can rely on the 
materials. The scope of a QCM reviewReview only covers materials related to accounting and auditing 
engagements under U.S. professional standards. The scope does not include SEC or PCAOB 
guidance, nor does it cover materials for tax or consulting services. 

Understanding the Firm’s System of Quality Control  

42-1 
Question—Paragraph .42 of the standards requires the review team to obtain a sufficient 
understanding of the reviewed firm’s system of quality control. How should the review team 
address elements of the system that reside outside of the firm?  
 
Interpretation—The review team should inquire of the firm regarding elements of the system of 
quality control residing outside of the firm, for instance, membership in associations, joint 
ventures, non-CPA owned entities, alternative practice structures, arrangements with outside 
consultants, third party QCM, or CPE (including whether they are peer reviewed) and other. The 
inquiries should include how they influence the firm’s system of quality control, for instance by 
providing consultation opportunities, CPE, and monitoring services. These elements should be 
considered and documented within the risk assessment. 

42-2 

Question—How should the review team evaluate the firm’s quality control policies and 
procedures for the adequacy of the QCM used by the reviewed firm? 

Interpretation—To plan the review, the review team should obtain a sufficient understanding of 
the reviewed firm’s system of quality control, including how the firm uses QCM to promote 
consistency in the quality of engagement performance. 

Firm’s Policies and Procedures 

As a part of obtaining the understanding of the system of quality control, the review team should 
understand the firm’s policies and procedures for adopting, developing, updating, modifying, 
and maintaining QCM that are purchased from a third party or developed internally and 
determine if those policies and procedures are appropriately designed and implemented. 

Reliability 

The review team should understand the firm’s policies and procedures for determining the 
reliability of the QCM utilizedused by the reviewed firm and determine if those policies and 
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procedures are appropriately designed and implemented. The review team should also 
determine that the firm’s QCM are reliable. If the QCM, whether developed by a third party or 
internally developed, underwent a separate QCM review, then the results of that review should 
be considered as per Interpretation No. . Provider’s QCM review results may be obtained from 
the AICPA’s website, the provider, or the reviewed firm (which could also be the provider)..  

If the QCM did not undergowere subject to a separate QCM review under AICPA Peer Review 
Standards (QCM review), or an examination of QCM under the Statements on Standards for 
Attestation Engagements (SSAEs), the report results should be considered as per Interpretation 
No. 42-3. The report may be obtained from the provider or the reviewed firm.  Some providers 
will choose to make the report available on the AICPA’s website. 

If the QCM were not subject to a QCM Review or a QCM Examination, then the team captain 
should consult paragraphs .167–.175-176 for the procedures typically performed in assessing 
QCM for a QCM review performedthe reliability of QCM for a providerQCM Review. This step 
applies whether the QCM were obtained from a third party or were internally developed. 

The objectivesoverall objective of those procedures areis to determine whether the provider’s 
system for the development and maintenance of the QCM was suitably designed and was being 
complied with during the year under review to provide firms with reasonable assurance that the 
materials are reliable aids to assist firms in conforming with all those components which are 
integral to the professional standards the materials purport to encompass. The procedures 
fromin paragraphs.167175–.176 need to be adapted to the review team’s use during a peer 
review of a reviewed firm. The team captain should use professional judgment in determining 
the extent of the procedures that need to be performed to evaluate the reliability of the QCM. 
Further, if the QCM were obtained from third parties, the team captain may be limited in his or 
her ability to assess the provider’s system for the development and maintenance of the QCM 
and its compliance with that system. Therefore, there is a greater focus on whether the QCM is 
reliable. 

Suitability 

The review team should understand the firm’s policies and procedures for determining the 
suitability of the QCM utilizedused by the reviewed firm, and determine if they are appropriately 
designed, implemented, and suitable for the firm. Examples of factors to be considered include 
whether the QCM: 

 cover the practice areas and industries of the firm. 

 are used for the intended type of client and users. 

 are used by the firm as intended by the QCM’s instructions and guidance (see 
Interpretation No. 176-1 for further guidance). 

 contain an appropriate level of explanatory guidance for the users. 

 are updated withto reflect current professional standards. 

Any weaknesses noted in the system of quality control as a result of the preceding procedures 
should be considered when the team captain assesses other aspects of the firm’s system of 
quality control. This includes the firm’s compliance with quality control standards established by 
the AICPA and how the firm’s policies and procedures identify and mitigate the risk of material 
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noncompliance with applicable professional standards. The weaknesses should also be 
considered when the team captain prepares histhe risk assessment, determines scope, 
performs his functional testing, concludes on the peer review, and considers the systemic 
causes for matters, findings, deficiencies and significant deficiencies. 

   

 

 

42-3 

Question—Many firms rely on third party QCM as integral portions of the firm’s system of quality 
control. Some third -party providers elect to undergosubject their QCM reviews.to a QCM review 
under AICPA Peer Review Standards, or an examination of QCM under the SSAEs. How 
should the review team of a reviewed firm evaluate the results of a QCM review or examination 
report on QCM under the SSAEs in its consideration of the design“reliability” of a reviewed 
firm’s system of quality control?QCM as discussed in Interpretation 42-2?  

Interpretation— 

QCM Reviews Under AICPA Peer Review Standards 

An independent QCM review entails an assessment of the provider’s system of quality control to 
develop and maintain the QCM, and an assessment of the resultant materials. 

The QCM review report includes opinions on the 

 provider’s system to develop and maintain reliable aids (see paragraph .175). 

 reliability of the specific QCM covered by the review. 

The review team’s evaluation of the design of the reviewed firm’s system of quality as it relates 
to the QCM materials should assess the 

 reliability of the QCM and 

 the firm’s policies and procedures for adopting, updating, and modifying the provider’s 
QCM. 

The review team should obtain the QCM review results (that is, the report or letter of response, 
if applicable) to consider the impacteffect on the reviewed firm’s system of quality control. The 
provider’s QCM review resultsreport may be obtained from the AICPA’s website, the provider, or 
the reviewed firm.  Some providers will choose to make the report available on the AICPA’s 
website. 

The review team should carefully compare the specific QCM utilizedused by the firm with 
thosethe materials and elements opined on withinidentified in the QCM report. The provider 
determines which QCM are included withinin the scope of the QCM review and may not include 
all material published by the provider in the scope of athe QCM review. The specific QCM 
opined on inthat is the subject of the QCM review report will be listedidentified in the first 
paragraph of the QCM review report or in an addendum to the report.  If the provider obtained a 
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QCM review, but the specific QCM used by the reviewed firm were not included in the scope of 
the QCM review report, the review team will need to perform procedures to evaluate the 
reliability of the QCM. See Interpretation No. 42-2 for additional information. 

Other scoping factors to consider include the following: 

 The QCM review report is applicable to the substance and content of the specified QCM 
regardless of the different formats or media through which it could be made available or 
marketed (for example, print or electronic form), unless specified in the QCM review 
report. 

 QCM will often have different elements, such as written guidance, practice aids, letter 
templates, sampleillustrative completed aids or templates, and continuing professional 
education modules. The QCM report will identify specific exclusions or inclusions if only 
a particular element or portion of a guide (for example, practice aids) is opined 
onincluded in the scope of the QCM review report. 

The review team should also consider the QCM review’s report rating of the QCM review as it 
relates to the QCM used by the firm. 

 If the provider received a pass report, then the review team can place reliance on the 
provider’s QCM review rating, ordinarily, these results with respect to that portion of the 
reviewed firm’s design of its systemwill help lower control risk. This should be reflected 
in the review team’s discussion of control risk in the overall peer review risk assessment. 
Ordinarily, a pass QCM report on materials that are integral to the firm will help lower 
control risk. 

 If the provider received a pass with deficiencies or fail report rating, the review team 
should first determine whether the deficiency(ies) impactedaffected the reliability of one 
or more of the QCM listed in the report. Next, the review team should consider the 
reasons for the deficiencies identified in the report and assess their relevance toused by 
the reviewed firm. Once this assessment is made, the review team can determine the 
degree of reliance it can place on the provider’s results. and the effect of that deficiency.  

o If a deficiency is impactingaffects the reliability of one or more QCM used by the 
reviewed firm, the review team should determine whether the reviewed firm has 
mitigated the risk that its reliance on the QCM may lead to the firm not 
addressingresult in the firm’s failure to address one or more integral components 
of professional standards in its performance of audit or attest engagements. 

o If a deficiency is onin the provider’s system of quality control but does not directly 
affect the separate opinion on the reliability of the QCM, or is specific to QCM 
that are not used by the reviewed firm (for example, a deficiency related to an 
employee benefit plan manual, but the firm only uses a construction manual from 
that provider), then once this assessment is made, the review team can 
determine the degree of reliance it can place on the provider’s results.it may not 
affect the reliability of the QCM used by the reviewed firm.   

The impact (or lack thereof)evaluation of a pass with deficiencies the QCM review report 
and its effect on the reliability of the QCM used by the reviewed firm should be fully 
explained and documented in the discussion of control risk in the overall peer review risk 
assessment. 
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If the provider received a fail report, no reliance can be placed on the results and the 
review team should evaluate and document the impact on the reviewed firm’s system of 
quality control in the peer review risk assessment.  The review team will also need to 
consider the impacteffect on the peer review scope of the peer review if the firm fully 
relied on QCM that areis not reliable aids. 

If applicable, the review team should review the definitions of deficiencies and significant 
deficiencies in QCM reviews provided in paragraph .178 to further understand the impact 
toeffect on the reviewed firm . 

If the provider obtained a QCM review, but the specific QCM used by the reviewed firm were not 
opined on in the QCM report, the review team will need to perform the appropriate procedures 
to evaluate whether the QCM were suitably designed. See Interpretation No. 42-2 for additional 
information. 

The review team should always obtain the most recently accepted QCM review report. and 
consider (a) the version date of the materialsQCM used relative to the period covered by the 
QCM review report and (b) the amount of time that has passed since the period covered by the 
QCM review report in determining the degree of reliance that can be placed on the QCM review 
results. 

Factors to consider include the following: 

 The issuance of new professional standards 

 Changes in regulatory requirements 

 Changes in economic conditions that affect the provider 

 Limitations or restrictions on authors of the materials 

 Any substantial changes or updates to the materials 

Regardless of the degree of reliance placed on the provider’s QCM review results, the review 
team is still responsible for determining which forms, checklists, or programs are used by the 
reviewed firm as a part of its system of quality control, how often the materials are updated, the 
degree of reliance that the reviewed firm placed on the materials,QCM and assessing the 
reviewed firm’s compliance with theirthe use of the QCM. The results of the provider’s QCM 
review should weighbe considered in the assessment of control risk and be documented in the 
risk assessment. 

These considerations and their effect on the review team’s evaluation of QCM should be 
documented in the peer review risk assessment. 

For additional information on QCM reviews, please see paragraphs .154–.204 and appendix A 
of the standards. 
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Examination of QCM Under the SSAEs 

An alternative to a QCM review may be an examination of QCM under the SSAEs (examination) 
(See Interpretation 156-1). The effect of the examination on the peer review depends on the 
scope and results of the examination.  The following guidance is based on the examination of 
QCM utilizing the same guidance as described in paragraphs .154-.155 and .175-.176.  Such 
engagements are not QCM reviews under AICPA Peer Review Standards however the results 
of such engagements may be used by the review team to evaluate the reliability of the QCM 
used by the reviewed firm.   Procedures to evaluate the results of the examination of QCM 
under the SSAEs are ordinarily similar to those for a QCM review but different procedures may 
be necessary based on the nature of the engagement performed.  

It is anticipated that the examination of QCM would conclude whether the QCM are reliable 
based on reliability criteria for QCM that are attached to the examination report. 

The review team should obtain the examination report on the QCM so that the review team can 
consider the effect of the report on the reviewed firm’s system of quality control. The report may 
be obtained from the provider or the reviewed firm.  Some providers will choose to make the 
report available on the AICPA’s website. 

The review team should compare the specific QCM used by the firm with the materials and 
elements identified in the examination report. The provider determines which QCM are included 
in the scope of the examination and may not include all material published by the provider in the 
scope of the examination. The specific QCM that is the subject of the examination will be 
identified in the examination report and the provider’s written assertion. If the provider obtained 
an examination, but the specific QCM used by the reviewed firm were not included in the scope 
of the examination report, the review team will need to perform the procedures to evaluate 
whether the QCM were reliable. See Interpretation No. 42-2 for additional information. 

Other scoping factors to consider include the following: 

 The examination report is applicable to the different formats or media through which it could 
be made available or marketed (for example, print or electronic form), unless otherwise 
specified. 

 QCM will often have different elements, such as written guidance, practice aids, letter 
templates, illustrative completed aids or templates and continuing professional education 
modules. The examination report should identify the QCM covered by the report and identify 
specific exclusions or inclusions if only a particular element or portion of a guide (for 
example, practice aids) is included in the scope of the examination.   

The review team should also consider the type of opinion expressed in the examination report 
as it relates to the QCM used by the firm. 

 If the provider received an unmodified opinion, ordinarily, these results help lower control 
risk.  This should be reflected in the peer review team’s discussion of control risk in the 
overall peer review risk assessment. 
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 If the provider received a qualified opinion, adverse opinion, or a disclaimer of opinion, 
the review team should first determine whether the issue(s) affected the reliability of the 
QCM used by the reviewed firm and the effect of those issues.   

o If an issue affects the reliability of QCM used by the reviewed firm, the review team 
should determine whether the reviewed firm has mitigated the risk that its reliance on 
the QCM may result in the firm’s failure to address one or more integral components 
of professional standards in its performance of audit or attest engagements. 

o If an issue affects the reliability of QCM however is specific to QCM not used by the 
reviewed firm (for example, an issue related to an employee benefit plan manual, but 
the firm only uses a construction manual from that provider), it may not affect the 
reliability of the QCM used by the reviewed firm.   

The review team should consider that use of a report on an examination of QCM under 
the SSAEs may be restricted to users who have sufficient knowledge and understanding 
of the QCM.   

The evaluation of the examination of QCM under the SSAEs report and its impact on the 
reliability of the QCM used by the reviewed firm should be fully explained and 
documented in the discussion of control risk in the overall peer review risk assessment.  
The review team will also need to consider the impact on the peer review scope if the 
firm fully relied on QCM that are not reliable aids. 

The review team should always obtain the most recently issued examination of QCM under the 
SSAEs and consider (a) the version date of the materials relative to the period covered by the 
report and (b) the amount of time that has passed since the period covered by the report in 
determining the degree of reliance that can be placed on the examination results. The team 
captain (and reviewed firm) should consider if the QCM used by the reviewed firm was covered 
by a previously issued examination report. Issues identified during an examination in the QCM 
version used by the reviewed firm, may not be identified in a later examination report. 

Factors to consider include the following: 

 The issuance of new professional standards 

 Changes in regulatory requirements 

The reviewer should consider the differences between a QCM review and an examination of 
QCM under the SSAEs, and how they affect the team captain’s evaluation of the reliability of the 
QCM: 

 Guidance for QCM reviews is included in AICPA Peer Review Standards and includes 
detailed guidance for the nature of the procedures performed and the results reached.  
Guidance for an examination of QCM under the SSAEs would fall under SSAE guidance, 
which does not specifically address QCM reviews.   

 QCM reviews are administered by the National PRC, which has established procedures for 
the: 

o qualifications and approval of QCM reviewers, including performance monitoring and 
cooperation matters 
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o oversight of QCM reviews, and acceptance by the National PRC 

o handling of disagreements and cooperation matters with the provider 

Therefore, for an examination of QCM under the SSAEs, the team captain should carefully 
consider the following to determine how they affect the evaluation of the reliability of the QCM: 

 Qualifications of the independent third-party performing the examination 

 Nature of the procedures performed including the reliability criteria used  

 Scope of the procedures, including which QCM were covered 

 Results of the procedures, including any identified issues and their relevance to the 
reviewed firm. 

 

Based on the team captain’s professional judgment, the extent of procedures to evaluate the 
reliability of QCM under Interpretation No. 42-2 may be reduced after considering certain factors 
identified in this interpretation. Regardless of the degree of reliance placed on the results of the 
provider’s examination of QCM under the SSAEs, the review team is still responsible for 
determining which forms, checklists, or programs are used by the reviewed firm as a part of its 
system of quality control, how often the materials are updated, the degree of reliance that the 
reviewed firm placed on the materials, and assessing compliance with their use. The results of 
the provider’s examination should weigh in the assessment of control risk and be documented in 
the risk assessment. 

These considerations and their effect on the review team’s evaluation of QCM should be 
documented in the peer review risk assessment. 

156-1 

Question—A QCM provider may engage an independent third-party to perform procedures to 
evaluate the reliability of QCM.   If the QCM provider requests a QCM review under AICPA Peer 
Review Standards (QCM review), then guidance at standards paragraphs .154 to .205 are 
followed.    If the provider instead requests an examination of QCM under the SSAEs, what 
guidance should be followed by the QCM provider and the independent third-party practitioner?  
 
Interpretation—The QCM provider and independent third-party practitioner should follow 
guidance in the Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs), specifically 
AT-C sec. 105 (Concepts Common to All Attestation Engagements) and AT-C sec. 201 
(Examination Engagements) and related interpretations.    The engagement should be designed 
using the same guidance as described at paragraphs .154-.156, .158-.159 and .170-.171.  Such 
engagements are not QCM reviews under AICPA Peer Review Standards however the results 
of such engagements may be used by the review team to evaluate the reliability of the QCM 
used by the reviewed firm.   
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Agenda Item 1.7 
 
 

Revision to Allowable Corrective Actions and Implementation Plans 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
The EAQ Steering Committee identified specific areas of focus for 2019 which include; auditing 
estimates, risk assessment, internal control and documentation.  As part of the effort to improve 
audit quality in these areas, teams within the AICPA are developing CPE that specifically 
addresses the issues that are commonly found in these areas as well as general expectations 
for audit procedures.   

The changes to this guidance would allow RABs to require firms to take either these specific 
CPE courses or an alternate course with substantially the same content, approved by the RAB, 
when significant deficiencies, deficiencies and findings are identified related to these areas.  
Refer to Agenda 1.7A for the changes that would be made to the lists of allowable corrective 
actions and implementation plans, which are found in Chapter 4 of the RAB HB.     

PRIMA Impact 
Administering entities will need to update the CPE corrective action or implementation plan text 
in PRIMA as necessary when these specific courses are assigned. 
 
AE Impact 
RABs will be the group assigning these corrective actions and implementation plans.  
 
Communications Plan 
These changes would be communicated via Reviewer Alerts (as reviewers should be aware of 
the change as they recommend CPE) and through all training courses and potentially other 
mediums.  Communications targeting RAB members, technical reviewers and administrators will 
also be drafted.  
 
Effective Date 
If the changes are approved, they would go into effect upon approval, 
 
Board Consideration 
Review and approve the changes to the RAB HB as outlined in Agenda Item 1.7A.  
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Agenda Item 1.7A 

Exhibit 4-2 — Suggested Actions and Allowable Plans 

System Review Peer Review Rating—Pass With Deficiencies or Fail 

 

Deficiency	or	Significant	Deficiency 
Suggested	action(s)	to	be	performed	as	
soon	as	reasonably	possible 

Deficiency or significant deficiency 
related to engagement performance  Require the firm to hire an 

outside party acceptable to the 
RAB to perform a team captain 
revisit fn 6  

 Require members of the firm to 
take specified types of and 
amounts of CPE. 1 

 Allow firm members 
responsible for the applicable 
type of engagement(s) not 
performed or reported on in 
accordance with professional 
standards to pass the related 
AICPA Advanced Certificate 
Exam, if applicable, in lieu of 
CPE. fn 7 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to the 
RAB to perform pre-issuance 
reviews of certain types or 

                                                        

fn 6 RAB should allow flexibility and allow the firm to elect to have an accelerated review in lieu of team captain 
revisit or post-issuance review. 

fn 7 This option is only allowable for firms who have engagements in certain industries that were identified in the 
peer review as not per-formed or reported on in accordance with professional standards in all material respects and a 
related AICPA Advanced Certificate exists. 

1If the deficiency or significant deficiency relates to an area where prevalent nonconformity has been identified 
through the AICPA Enhancing Audit Quality Initiative, then specific CPE to address the common areas of 
noncompliance should be required by the RAB. The AICPA courses located on the Peer Review page of the AICPA 
website provide the content intended to meet this requirement. Either the AICPA course or an alternative course 
with substantially the same content as the AICPA course should be required by the RAB. 
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Deficiency	or	Significant	Deficiency 
Suggested	action(s)	to	be	performed	as	
soon	as	reasonably	possible 

portions of engagements and to 
report quarterly to the RAB on 
the firm’s progress 

 Require post-issuance review 
of a subsequent engagement by 
an outside party fn 8  

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to the 
RAB to review the firm’s 
remediation of an engagement 
not performed or reported on 
in conformity with professional 
standards in all material 
respects 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to the 
RAB to review the firm’s 
completion of its intended 
remedial actions outlined in its 
letter of response or evaluate 
the appropriateness of 
alternative actions 

 Require the firm to join an 
AICPA audit quality center 
applicable to the type of 
engagement(s) not performed 
or reported on in accordance 
with professional standards in 
all material respects fn 9  

                                                        

fn 8 See footnote 6. 

 

fn 9 This option is only allowable for firms who have governmental and employee benefit plan engagements that 
were identified in the peer review as not performed or reported on in accordance with professional standards in all 
material respects. In addition the firm must be eligible to enroll in the respective audit quality center. This action 
may not be in lieu of any other corrective action deemed appropriate by the committee and must be used in 
conjunction with other corrective actions 
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Deficiency	or	Significant	Deficiency 
Suggested	action(s)	to	be	performed	as	
soon	as	reasonably	possible 

Deficiency or significant deficiency 
related to design or noncompliance of 
another element of the quality control 
system 

Tailor corrective action accordingly, such as 
the following: 

 Require submission of 
monitoring or inspection 
report 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to the 
RAB to perform pre-issuance 
reviews of certain types or 
portions of engagements and to 
report periodically to the RAB 
on the firm’s progress 

Finding for Further Consideration Form(s) fn 10  

 

Finding 
Allowable	plans	to	be	performed	as	soon	
as	reasonably	possible 

Engagements not performed or reported 
on in conformity with professional 
standards in all material respects and 
there are: 

 initial finding(s) on must 
select industry, or 

 repeat finding(s) for any 
industry 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to 
the RAB to perform pre-
issuance or post-issuance 
reviews of certain types or 
portions of engagements 
focusing on the areas 
identified in the finding 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to 
the RAB to review the firm’s 

                                                        
 

fn 10 These are the only situations in which implementation plans are appropriate. Further, these are the only 
plans allowable. If the RAB believes a different implementation plan is necessary, what has been reported as 
a finding should more likely be reported as a deficiency in the report. 
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Finding 
Allowable	plans	to	be	performed	as	soon	
as	reasonably	possible 

internal monitoring or 
inspection report 

 Require members of the firm 
to take specified types of and 
amounts of CPE.2 

 Require firm to submit 
monitoring or inspection 
report to the RAB 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to 
the RAB to review the firm’s 
remediation of an engagement 
not performed or reported on 
in conformity with 
professional standards in all 
material respects 

 Require the firm to hire an 
outside party acceptable to 
the RAB to review the firm’s 
completion of its intended 
remedial actions outlined in 
its response on the FFC form 
or evaluate the 
appropriateness of alternative 
actions 

                                                        
2 If the finding relates to an area where prevalent nonconformity has been identified through the AICPA Enhancing 
Audit Quality Initiative, then specific CPE to address the common areas of noncompliance should be required by the 
RAB. The AICPA courses located on the Peer Review page of the AICPA website provide the content intended to 
meet this requirement. Either the AICPA course or an alternative course with substantially the same content as the 
AICPA course should be required by the RAB. 
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Finding 
Allowable	plans	to	be	performed	as	soon	
as	reasonably	possible 

Engagement(s) indicate the following: 

 Repeat findings fn 11  
 Require members of the firm 

to take specified types of and 
amounts of CPE. 3 

 Require firm to submit 
monitoring or inspection 
report to the RAB 

 Failure to possess 
applicable firm license(s) 

 Submit proof of valid firm 
license(s) 

 

                                                        

fn 11 The guidance for allowable plans as discussed previously in this section must be followed, even in instances 
when the same finding is included on more than two reviews. However, in these instances, the RAB should consider 
a more rigorous implementation plan, including the adequacy of the amount and nature of required continuing 
professional education (CPE). For example, the RAB may determine that more than eight hours of CPE is necessary 
and may require 24 hours or change the nature of the required courses. Another example would be for the RAB to 
require both CPE and submission of the firm’s monitoring report to the RAB. 

 

3 If the finding relates to an area where prevalent nonconformity has been identified through the AICPA Enhancing 
Audit Quality Initiative, then specific CPE to address the common areas of noncompliance should be required by the 
RAB. The AICPA courses located on the Peer Review page of the AICPA website provide the content intended to 
meet this requirement. Either the AICPA course or an alternative course with substantially the same content as the 
AICPA course should be required by the RAB. 
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Agenda Item 1.8 
 

Revised Guidance Related to SSARS No. 24 
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
The Standards Task Force would like the Board to consider proposed revisions to Interpretation 
6-8 as a result of the issuance of SSARS No. 24.  Among other items, SSARS No. 24 added a 
new AR-C section entitled Special Considerations—International Reporting Issues (AR-C Section 
100) to provide requirements and guidance when an accountant is engaged to perform a 
compilation or review and: 

 The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with a financial reporting 
framework generally accepted in another country or  

 The compilation or review is to be performed in accordance with both SSARSs and 
another set of compilation or review standards 

 
As a result, the STF is proposing modifying peer review guidance as indicated in Agenda Item 
1.8A. 
 
Communications Plan 
A reference to these changes will be included in a Reviewer Alert article that will be sent out the 
month the changes are published.   
 
Manual Production Cycle (estimated) 
The proposed changes would be included in next Peer Review Program Manual (PRPM) update, 
currently estimated to be April 2019. 
 
Effective Date 
The proposed changes would be effective upon being published in the next PRPM update, 
currently estimated to be April 2019. 
 
Board Consideration 
Review and approve proposed guidance changes outlined in Agenda Item 1.8A. 
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Agenda Item 1.8A 

Engagements Performed or Reported Under International Standards 

6-8 

Question—Is an engagement performed under the ISAs, any other standards issued by the 
IAASB or any other audit or assurance standards outside of the U.S. (“international 
standards”) included in the scope of the peer review? 

Interpretation—Yes, an engagement performed under international standards would be 
included in the scope of the peer review. Under U.S. professional standards, the 
engagement would comply with elements of both the international standards and U.S. 
professional standards. However, the peer reviewer should only test compliance with the 
U.S. professional standards described in paragraph .06 of the peer review standards (that 
is, engagements performed under SASs, SSARS, SSAEs, Government Auditing 
Standards, and PCAOB standards not subject to PCAOB permanent inspection). Testing 
of compliance with any international standards is not included in the scope of the review. 

The peer reviewer should inquire of the firm during planning about whether any 
engagements were performed under international standards. If yes, the peer reviewer 
should inquire if the firm understands professional guidance for reporting on statements 
for international use, specifically addressing the following issues:.  

the peer reviewer should conclude whether the firm’s classification for an engagement’s 
report of “distribution in the U.S.,” “distribution only outside of the U.S.,” or “limited 
distribution in the U.S.” was appropriate and reasonable. Then, the peer reviewer should 
determine that the appropriate general, fieldwork, and reporting (if applicable) aspects of 
U.S. professional standards were followed. A misunderstanding of U.S. professional 
guidance for reporting on statements for international use increases the risk of an 
engagement not performed and reported on in accordance with professional standards 
(for instance, financial statements made available on the Internet may not reasonably be 
considered ‘limited’ distribution in the U.S.).. 

The peer reviewer should consult with AICPA program staff for further guidance, if 
necessary. 

 

 For	audit	engagements. AU-C section 910, Financial	Statements	Prepared	in	
Accordance	With	a	Financial	Reporting	Framework	Generally	Accepted	in	
Another	Country (AICPA, Professional	Standards), indicates that if a U.S. 
auditor reports on U.S. entity financial statements that are used only outside 
of the United States, he or she should comply with generally accepted 
accounting standards (GAAS), except for requirements related to the form 
and content of the report. He or she should determine whether the 
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application of GAAS requires special consideration in the circumstances of 
the engagement. However, when the audited financial statements of the 
entity are intended for use in the United States, then all GAAS standards must 
be followed, including the reporting standards. 

 For	review	and	compilation	engagements	performed	in	accordance	with	SSARS	
No.	19, Interpretation Nos. 13–15 of AR section 80, Compilation	of	Financial	
Statements (AICPA, Professional	Standards, AR sec. 9080 par. .49) and 
Interpretation Nos. 8–10 of AR section 90, Review	of	Financial	Statements 
(AICPA, Professional	Standards, AR sec. 9090 par. .29), conformed for SSARS 
No. 19, Framework	for	Performing	and	Reporting	on	Compilation	
Engagements (AICPA, Professional	Standards), provide paralleling guidance 
to AU-C section 910. Any distribution in the United States would lead to the 
requirement to follow SSARS No. 19 reporting standards. 

 For	engagements	performed	in	accordance	with	SSARS	No.	21, paragraph .A24 
of AR-C section 60 indicates that the accountant may also conduct the 
compilation or review in accordance with both SSARSs and  

— International Standard on Related Services 4410 (Revised), 
Compilation	Engagements, 

— International Standard on Review Engagements 2400 (Revised), 
Engagements	to	Review	Historical	Financial	Statements, or 

— Compilation or review standards of a specific jurisdiction or country. 

In such cases, in addition to complying with each of the AR-C sections relevant to 
the engagement, it may be necessary for the accountant to perform additional 
compilation or review procedures in order to comply with the other compilation 
or review standards. 

In addition, Interpretation No. 1, “Considerations Related to Reviews Performed 
in Accordance With International Standard on Review Engagements (ISRE) 2400 
(Revised), Engagements to Review Historical Financial Statements,” of AR-C 
section 90, Review of Financial Statements (AICPA, Professional Standards, AR-
C sec. 9090 par. .01-.02), states that in circumstances in which the accountant’s 
review report states that the review was conducted in accordance with SSARSs 
and another set of review standards, the practitioner should comply with both sets 
of standards. 

 For	any	other	types	of	engagements. If not directly addressed in the applicable 
professional standards, reference should be made to the SAS or SSARS 
guidance. 

In all cases, the peer reviewer should conclude whether the firm’s classification for an 
engagement’s report of “distribution in the U.S.,” “distribution only outside of the U.S.,” 
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or “limited distribution in the U.S.” was appropriate and reasonable. Then, the peer 
reviewer should determine that the appropriate general, fieldwork, and reporting (if 
applicable) aspects of U.S. professional standards were followed. A misunderstanding of 
U.S. professional guidance for reporting on statements for international use increases the 
risk of an engagement not performed and reported on in accordance with professional 
standards (for instance, financial statements made available on the Internet may not 
reasonably be considered ‘limited’ distribution in the U.S.). 

The peer reviewer should consult with AICPA program staff for further guidance, if 
necessary. 
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Agenda Item 1.9 
 

Task Force Updates 
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
Each of the following task forces of the PRB will provide this information to the Board at each 
open session meeting to gather feedback on the nature and timing of agenda items that will be 
considered in the future. The items included in this report represent an evergreen list that will be 
continually updated to be responsive to feedback received. 
 

Standards Task Force 
 

Accomplished since last PRB meeting: 
 Continued discussions related to the project to clarify the peer review standards.  

o For additional information, see Agenda Item 1.9A 
 Approved revisions to the SRM to remove duplicate information requested in PRIMA and 

other related updates 
 Approved revisions to Interpretation No. 6-8 as a result of the issuance of SSARS No. 24 
 Approved revisions to peer review audit engagement checklists related to questions on 

risk assessment 
o For additional information, see Agenda Item 1.9B 

 Approved revisions to guidance related to QCM reviews 
 Approved revisions to the RAB Handbook related to corrective actions and 

implementation plans 
 Discussed revisions to guidance related to referrals for AICPA PRB hearing panels 

 
 
Upcoming tasks: 

 Continued focus on the clarity project 
o For additional information, see Agenda Item 1.9A 

 Continued consideration of QCM review guidance revisions 
 Continued consideration of revisions to guidance related to referrals for AICPA PRB 

hearing panels 
 A discussion of how peer review guidance should address Cybersecurity advisory 

services 
 Assessment of potential guidance needed in response to further PRIMA enhancements 
 The potential development of a Risk Assessment Toolkit in narrative form 

 
Oversight Task Force 

 
Accomplished since last PRB meeting: 

 Approved Report Acceptance Body (RAB) observation reports, see agenda item 1.9C 
 Reviewed administering entity (AE) responses to RAB observation reports 
 OTF members conducted AE oversight visits 
 Approved responses from AEs to AE oversight visit reports 
 Conditionally approved AEs to administer the Program until April 1 when AEs report on 

compliance with 2018 oversight requirements 
 Approved CPA on staff waiver requests for 2019 
 Reviewed AE benchmark reports and feedback received 
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 Approved guidance for Program administration non-compliance and fair procedures 
 Monitored Enhanced Oversight results 
 Reviewed sample of Enhanced Oversight reports for consistency 
 Discussed type of feedback issued by AEs as a result of the Enhanced Oversights 
 Monitored reviewer performance 
 Approved revisions to Oversight Handbook Chapter 3 – Confidentiality of Peer Review 

Information in the Regulatory Environment 
 
Upcoming tasks: 

 Approve RAB observation reports 
 Approve responses from AEs to AE oversight visit reports 
 Approve, conditionally approve or defer AE plans of administration for 2019 
 Review AE benchmark summary forms and feedback received 
 Revise AE benchmarks based on results from the pilot period and feedback received 
 Develop rules of procedures for Program administration non-compliance 
 Monitor results of Enhanced Oversights 
 Develop guidance for AE benchmark violations and fair procedures 
 Monitor reviewer performance 
 Clarify Oversight Handbook Chapter 3 – Confidentiality of Peer Review Information in 

the Regulatory Environment as necessary 
 

Education and Communication Task Force 
 

Accomplished since last PRB meeting: 
 Continued monitoring of progress related to various initiatives to improve the peer 

reviewer pool, based on Staff analyses of peer reviewers by state, including must-select 
reviewers.   

 Continued monitoring of peer review website content and implementing changes where 
appropriate.  

 Updating content for various live seminar offerings including: 
o Peer Review Update for State Societies 
o Becoming a Peer Review Team Captain/Review Captain 
o Are You Ready for Your Firm’s Peer Review? 

 Finalized content updates for various on-demand offerings including (now live in the 
AICPA Store): 

o Peer Review Update for Team/Review Captains 
o Must Select Update for EBP Reviewers 
o Must Select Update for Governmental Reviewers 

 Continue to issue appropriate communications on an as needed basis related to various 
Peer Review initiatives 

 
Upcoming tasks: 

 Continue to plan for the 2019 conference including: 
o Finalizing the general session agenda, including potential concurrent session 

topics 
o Finalizing all necessary session materials including: 

 Concurrent session presentations 
 Session presentation for each stakeholder group (for example, peer 

reviewers, committee members, technical reviewers) 
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 Conference Cases 
 Develop session materials for sessions at other AICPA Conferences including: 

o EBP Conference (satisfies the EBP must-select training requirement) 
o Engage (satisfies the Team/Review Captain ongoing training requirement) 
o NFP Industry Conference (satisfies the Gov’t must-select training requirement) 

 Update initial training courses:  
o Initial Training Course for New RAB Members 
o Initial Training Course for New Technical Reviewers 

 Develop a new must-select course for reviewers of broker dealer engagements 
 Implement changes to the process for issuing Reviewer Alerts to ensure appropriate 

communication frequency and effectiveness of content.  
 Ongoing efforts to implement various action items designed to improve the peer reviewer 

pool. 
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Agenda Item 1.9A 
 

Update on Clarified Peer Review Standards 
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
As discussed during several recent Peer Review Board meetings, the Standards Task Force has 
begun a project to clarify peer review guidance to benefit all peer review stakeholders.  The STF 
would like to update the PRB on the progress made on this project so far.  

 Exhibit A Clarity Process with Assignments – provides a detailed plan of the clarity project 
with a projected timeline for completion, responsible party, and status for each step.  

o Current and incoming PRB members compose each sub task force. The 
composition of each sub task force is included in Exhibit A. 

 
The following is a summary of the meetings related to the clarity project since the last PRB 
Meeting:  
 

 October 29, 2018 – The sub task force* met and reviewed a working draft of PR-C sec. 
320, which contains guidance for firms related to engagement reviews. They approved the 
section with revisions to be presented at a future meeting. 

 November 8, 2018 – The entire STF met approved a detailed plan of next steps related to 
the project, Exhibit A.  Additionally, they approved the detailed inventory of guidance to be 
included in the project, and the drafting guidelines to be used while developing the clarified 
standards. 

 January 29, 2019 – The entire STF will have met to review proposed PR-C secs. 220 and 
320. 

 
Currently scheduled future meetings 

 March 6, 2019 – The entire STF will meet, however, the agenda has not been finalized. 
 
* Sub Task Force members: Dawn Brenner, Paul Brown, Jerry Cross, and Barbara Lewis 
 
Board Considerations 
The purpose of this item is to provide an update on progress made to date related to the project 
to clarify the peer review standards and related guidance. 
 
While the task force is not seeking specific feedback on any given item presented at this time, 
PRB members and observers are invited to ask any questions or provide any commentary 
deemed necessary. 
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Exhibit A 
Standards Task Force 
Clarity Project with Assignments 
11/02/2018 
 

 Major Process Steps:  

A. Create and pre-map inventory 
B. Map content from inventory to Guidance 
C. Draft content 
D. Review content     Steps C-D should be performed by PR-C section.1  
E. Expose Guidance 

 

Activity Performed By Pre-requisite(s) Timing Status 

(A) Create and Pre-Map Inventory  

(1a) Create a complete 
inventory of the Peer 
Review Program Manual 
(PRPM) peer review 
literature that will comprise 
the Guidance.  

(1b) Create a complete 
inventory of the Additional 
Guidance peer review 
literature and determine how 
the Guidance will link to this 
content.   

 Jennifer Gum 

 Standards Task 
Force to approve 
both inventories.   

None 

 

 

Jan 2018  Complete in the 
linked file (but 
continue to 
monitor) 

 To Do: 
Determine how 
the Additional 
Guidance will 
be incorporated 
into the 
Standards.  

(2) Framework  Jennifer Gum None July 2018  Complete 

                                                        
1 Step C does not need to be complete for the entire inventory before D and E can occur. 
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Activity Performed By Pre-requisite(s) Timing Status 

(3) Pre-map inventory to 
PR-C section (i.e., break 
inventory into useable 
pieces).  

 Jennifer Gum- to be 
divided into areas 
that can be 
delegated 

 Standards Task Force 
approved inventory 

 STF approved 
framework 

Nov 8, 2018  Approved, 
linked in Step 
1a.  Will 
continue to 
monitor and 
update.

(4) Create sub-task forces   Jennifer Gum  Pre-mapped inventory 
(3) 

Dec 2018-Jan 
2019 

 Complete Dec 
2018 

(5) Assign staff to 
appropriate sections 

o Meet with 
Ads/STMs  

 Jennifer Gum  Pre-mapped inventory 
(3) 

Dec 2018-Jan 
2019 

 Complete Dec 
2018 

(B) Map Content from Inventory to the Guidance  

(6) Create a mapping 
document for each PRPM 
inventory. Columns: Current 
PRPM paragraph, PR-C 
sec. and par., and 
comments. 

 Jennifer Gum  Approved pre-mapped 
inventory 
 

 STF approved 
framework 

December 2018  Complete 
December 
2018 

 PRP 3300 to 
be completed 
after January 
changes 
completed 

 Did not map 
PRP 10000 – 
Monitoring 
Guidance 
 

(7) Review (make 
corrections as needed) 
mapping document to 

 Kim’s Group  Mapping document (6) Between 
December 2018 
and March 2019 
(can occur 

 In process 
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Activity Performed By Pre-requisite(s) Timing Status 

current PRPM for 
completeness and accuracy  

concurrently with 
drafting content) 

(C) Draft Content   

(8) Create drafting 
guidelines 

 Jennifer Gum 

 STF to approve 

 Nov 8, 2018  Approved 11/8 

(9) Draft content for the 
Guidance in accordance 
with the following guidelines:  

a) Drafting guidelines   
b) Style guidance 
c) AICPA editorial 

guidance 

 Various – see 
following chart for 
sub-task force 
composition 

 

 

 STF approved drafting 
guidelines.  

1st draft due May 
2109 

PR-C secs. 220 
& 320 scheduled 
for STF review 
1/29/2019. 

(D) Review Content   

(10) Review 1st draft. Sub 
task force review includes 
consideration of; 

a) technical accuracy 
b) adherence to the 

guidelines described in 
Item (9) above 

c) completeness check 
from mapping 
documents to 
proposed section 

 Staff to prepare with 
internal review (both 
technical staff and 
communications 
staff), then review 
by sub-task force. 

1st draft prepared   Sub-task force 
reviews complete 
by July 2019 
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Activity Performed By Pre-requisite(s) Timing Status 

(11) Drafter edits 1st draft 
per reviewer’s comments. 
STF review includes; 

a) Review of 
comments/questions 
from sub-task force 

b) Complete read of 
proposed section 

 Review with STF 1st draft technically 
reviewed and approved 
by sub-task force 

STF approved 1st 
draft by October 
2019 

 

(12) AICPA editorial review  AICPA Editorial 
Staff  

1st draft approved by 
STF 

Editorial review 
complete by July 
2019

Meeting with 
Angie 11/16/2018

(E) Expose Guidance 

(13) Approve Guidance for 
Exposure.  

 STF Approval, then 
 PRB Approval 
 AICPA Editorial staff 

review concurrent 
with STF/PRB 

Final proposed 
language determined 

STF December 
2019 (extra time 
between 16 and 
17 to allow for 2nd 
review process) 

PRB January 
2020

 

(14) Issue Guidance 
Exposure Draft.  

 Jennifer Gum  STF and PRB 
approved ED 

 AICPA Editorial Staff 
reviewed 

February 2020  

(15) Review comments 
received in exposure 
process with Task Force.   

 Jennifer Gum 
 STF 

Comments received on 
the ED 

July 2020  

(16) Draft edits to the 
Guidance as needed. 

 Jennifer Gum with 
the help Kim’s 
Group

Comments reviewed 
with Task Force  

August 2020  
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Activity Performed By Pre-requisite(s) Timing Status 

(17) Approve Final 
Guidance.  

 STF, then 
 PRB 

All final revisions made 
to content (except 
editorial)  

STF September 
2020 

PRB August 
2020

 

(18) Obtain final editorial 
review (dependent on 
significance of changes) 

 Jennifer Gum PRB approved Final 
Guidance 

October 2020  

(19) Issue Final Guidance  AICPA Staff All final revisions made November 2020, 
effective for 
reviews 
commencing 
January 1, 2021

 

 
 
Proposed Sub Task Forces 
 

Sub Task Force 1 Sub Task Force 2 Sub Task Force 3 Sub Task Force 4 Sub Task Force 5
Engagement Reviews  System Reviews Common Concepts General Responsibilities Administration
PR-C secs. 220 & 320 PR-C secs. 210 & 310 PR-C sec. 100 PR-C secs. 200 & 300 PR-C secs. 400, 410 & 

420
Staff: Jennifer Gum Staff: Jennifer Gum Staff: Jennifer Gum Staff: Jennifer Dintsch Staff: Justin Long
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Agenda Item 1.9B 

Engagement Profile 

Audit Engagement Risk Assessment 

This section of the engagement profile should be completed by the engagement partner or 
manager (or by the reviewer based on the an interview of the engagement team). 
1. Summarize key factors the engagement team considered with regard to the entity, its 

environment, fraud risk factors, entity level controls, and how this affected the audit 
approach.Provide the working paper references to the following requirements: 

Requirements Working Paper Reference 

Obtained an understanding of the client and its 
environment 

 

Obtained an understanding of internal control relevant 
to the audit, evaluated the design of relevant controls, 
and determined whether relevant controls were 
implemented 

 

Identified and assessed risk of material misstatement at 
the financial statement and relevant assertion level 

 

Determined whether any of the risks identified are a 
significant risk and evaluated whether controls relevant 
to those risks have been suitably designed and 
implemented 

 

Documented the linkage of further audit procedures 
performed with the assessed risks at the relevant 
assertion level 

 

Identified the risks associated with the role of IT and 
documented the linkage of further audit procedures 
performed with the assessed IT risk 

 

2. What are the two to three areas with the highest risk of material misstatement in the 
financial statements? 
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I. General Audit Planning Procedures 

Information Technology Considerations:  

Did the auditor properly identify risks associated with the role of IT? This could 
include the following considerations:

A126

 Identification of the role of IT relative to financial transaction and 
financial reporting [AU-C sec. 315.A53–.A60]** 

 Risk of material misstatement associated with financial transaction and 
financial reporting [AU-C sec. 320] 

 Obtaining sufficient knowledge of the information system, including the 
related business processes relevant to financial reporting [AU-C sec. 
315.A84–.A90]** 

 Obtaining an understanding of how the entity has responded to risks 
arising from IT [AU-C sec. 315.22] 

 Identification and assessment of potentially mitigating controls for those 
inherent risks, including application and general computing controls. 
[AU-C sec. 315.A54–.A60]** 

 The firm possesses, either internally or through the use of a specialist, the 
required expertise to address the risks associated with IT. [AU-C sec. 
300.A18–.A19]** 

 The auditor, directly or through the use of a specialist, sufficiently 
identified and addressed risks associated with IT and internal controls. 
[AU-C sec. 315] 

 

Did the auditor properly identify and document the linkage between further audit 
procedures (test of controls and/or substantive procedures) and the IT risk assessment? 
[AU-C sec. 330] This could include the following:

A127
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 The auditor documented the understanding of the entity and its 
environment. [AU-C sec. 315] 

 The auditor, using a specialist if necessary, used a professional 
possessing IT skills to determine the effect of IT on the audit, to 
understand the IT controls, or to design and perform tests of IT controls 
or substantive procedures. [AU-C sec. 300.A19]** 

 

Internal Control and Control Risks:Risk Assessment Procedures and Related 
Activities: 

 

When developing an understanding of the entity and its environment relative to 
evaluation of the risk of material misstatements and the response to the audit evidence 
obtained, did the auditor 

A139

Did the auditor perform risk assessment procedures to provide a basis for the 
identification and assessment of risks of material misstatement at the financial 
statement and relevant assertion levels,? [AU-C sec. 315.05–.06] This includesing  

 inquiries of management and others within the entity,  
 analytical procedures, and  
 observation and inspection? [AU-C sec. 315.05–.11]

A139

Did the auditor obtain an understanding of the entity and its environment and 
components of its internal control in order to identify and assess the risks of material 
misstatements at the financial statement and relevant assertion levels and to design and 
perform further audit procedures responsive to assessed risks? [AU-C sec. 315.12–.25] 
This includes an understanding of the 

 relevant industry, regulatory, and other external factors, including 
the applicable financial reporting framework.  

 The nature of the entity, including 
o its operations; 
o its ownership and governance structures; 
o the types of investments that the entity is making and 

plans to make, including investments in entities formed 
to accomplish specific objectives; and 

o the way that the entity is structured and how it is financed, 
to enable the auditor to understand the classes of transactions, 
account balances, and disclosures to be expected in the financial 
statements. 

 The entity's selection and application of accounting policies, including 
the reasons for changes thereto. The auditor should evaluate 
whether the entity's accounting policies are appropriate for 
its business and consistent with the applicable financial reporting 
framework and accounting policies used in the relevant industry. 

 The entity's objectives and strategies and those related business 
risks that may result in risks of material misstatement. 

 The measurement and review of the entity's financial performance. 

A140
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Did the auditor obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit? [AU-C 
sec. 315.14] This includes 

 Considering what could go wrong as the client prepares their financial 
statements; 

 Identifying the controls meant to mitigate those financial reporting risks; 
 Evaluating whether controls relevant to the audit were properly designed to 

prevent or detect and correct misstatements; and 
 Determining whether relevant controls were implemented by performing 

procedures in addition to inquiry of the entity’s personnel

A141

Did the auditor understand the auditor’s responsibility to identify and assess the risks 
of material misstatement at the financial statement level and at the relevant assertion 
level related to classes of transactions, account balances, and disclosures sufficient to 
provide a basis for designing and performing further audit procedures? [AU-C sec. 
315.26–.27] 

A142

Did the auditor identify significant risks (including fraud risks) and obtain an 
understanding of the entity’s controls, including control activities, relevant to those 
risks, and, based on that understanding, evaluate whether such controls have been 
suitably designed and implemented to mitigate such risks? [AU-C sec. 315.28–.30] 

A143

Did the auditor assess that it is not possible or practicable to obtain sufficient 
appropriate audit evidence only from substantive procedures related to some risks? If 
so, did the auditor obtain an understanding of the entity’s controls over such risks? 
[AU-C sec. 315.31] 

A144

Did the auditor design and perform substantive procedures for all relevant assertions 
related to each material class of transactions, account balances, and disclosure? [AU-C 
sec. 330.18–.24] 

 

If a significant risk was identified, did the auditor perform substantive procedures that 
are specifically responsive to that risk? Consider whether the auditor performed 
procedures above and beyond their standard audit approach. [AU-C sec. 330.22] 

A145

Did the auditor design and perform further audit procedures whose nature, timing, and 
extent are based on, and are responsive to, the assessed risks of material misstatement 
at the relevant assertion level? [AU-C sec. 330.06] This includes documentation of 

 Overall responses to the risks of material misstatement, 
 Linkage of those procedures with the assessed risks at the relevant assertion 

level; and 
 The results of the audit procedures [AU-C sec. 330.30]

A146

Did the auditor make updates and changes to the overall audit strategy and audit plan, 
as necessary, in response to risks identified during the course of the audit; including 
documentation regarding any significant changes and reasons for such changes? [AU-C 
sec. 315.32] 

A147

 perform risk assessment procedures, including inquiries of management 
and others within the entity, analytical procedures, and observation and 
inspection? [AU-C sec. 315.05–.11] 
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 obtain an understanding of the entity and its environment and 
components of its internal control in order to assess the risks of material 
misstatements at the assertion level and to design and perform further 
audit procedures responsive to assessed risks? [AU-C sec. 315.12–.25] 

 understand the auditor’s responsibility to identify and assess the risks of 
material misstatement at the financial statement level and at the relevant 
assertion level related to classes of transactions, account balances, and 
disclosures? [AU-C sec. 315.26–.27] 

 identify significant risks and obtain an understanding of the entity’s 
controls, including control activities, relevant to those risks, and, based 
on that understanding, evaluate whether such controls have been suitably 
designed and implemented to mitigate such risks? [AU-C sec. 
315.28–.30] 

 assess that it is not possible or practicable to obtain sufficient appropriate 
audit evidence only from substantive procedures related to some risks? If 
so, did the auditor obtain an understanding of the entity’s controls over 
such risks? [AU-C sec. 315.31] 

 design and perform substantive procedures for all relevant assertions 
related to each material class of transactions, account balances, and 
disclosure? [AU-C sec. 330.18–.24] 

 

II. Audit Areas 

 

Highest Risk Audit Areas 

Scan the financial statements and profile information. Given your industry experience, 
identify at least three accounts or audit areas of highest importance to the type of 
engagement. Ordinarily, a reviewer would be expected to identify three or more audit areas of 
highest importance. The size and complexity of the audit may influence the number of audit 
areas identified. If fewer than three audit areas are completed in this section, the reviewer 
should document the facts and circumstances that led them to that conclusion in the notes 
section. Review the planning and risk assessment for each, consider all of the relevant 
assertions, and assess whether the firm came to a reasonable risk rating for each assertion or at 
the account level, which would incorporate those assertions. For each of the accounts or 
audit areas deemed to be of highest importance, complete the subsequent questions along 
with the account-specific questions relating to your selection.
Account or audit area #1 
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Choose an item. 

Risks of Material Misstatement 

Risks of material misstatement exist at two levels: (1) the overall financial statement level and 
(2) the assertion level for classes of transactions, account balances, and disclosures. Risks of 
material misstatement at the assertion level consist of two components: inherent risk and 
control risk. Generally accepted auditing standards do not ordinarily refer to inherent risk and 
control risk separately, but rather a combined assessment of the risks of material misstatement. 
However, the auditor may make separate or combined assessments of inherent and control risk 
depending on the preferred audit techniques and methodologies and practical considerations. 
[AU-C sec. 200.A38; .A40–.A41; .A44] 
 

Ques.
N/A
fn 9 Yes

No 

fn 10  Ref. 
Inherent Risk 

Inherent risk is the susceptibility of an assertion about a class of transactions, account balance, 
or disclosure to a misstatement that could be material, either individually or when aggregated 
with other misstatements, before consideration of any related controls. [AU-C sec. 200.14]
Is the auditor’s basis for the assessed levels of 
risk evident in the working papersWhere risk of 
material misstatement for any relevant assertions 
or significant accounts is indicative of an 
inherent risk assessment set at less than high, is 
there a reasonable basis for that assessment? 
[AU-C sec. 315.03; AAG-ARR 3.23 and 5.70] 
Consider the following: 

A201    

 Documented discussions among 
the engagement team, the key 
elements of their understanding 
obtained regarding each aspect of 
the entity and its environment, and 
any significant decisions reached 
[AU-C 315.12 and .33] 

 A separately documented inherent 
risk assessment, if applicable 

     

                                                       

fn 9 See footnote 7. 

 

fn 10 See footnote 8. 
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Control Risk 

Control risk is the risk that a misstatement that could occur in an assertion about a class of 
transactions, account balance, or disclosure and that could be material, either individually or 
when aggregated with other misstatements, will not be prevented, or detected and corrected, on 
a timely basis by the entity’s internal control. [AU-C sec. 200.14] An assessment of control 
design and implementation is required on every audit, whether or not controls are tested and 
relied on. Specifics regarding the account being reviewed should consider the inherent risks 
and whether specific controls exist to address the inherent risk by assertion. 
Consider the relevant assertions and risks related 
to classes of transactions, account balances, and 
disclosures in the financial statements for the 
account or audit area. Did the auditor evaluate 
the design and implementation of relevant 
controls in this area? [AU-C sec. 315] Consider 
the following: 

A202    

 Documentation includes actual 
controls and not just process 
descriptions 

 In addition, are all the following 
present in the documentation: 

— Who performed the 
procedure and when? 

— Who in the client 
organization was 
interviewed? 

— What evidence regarding 
the control was examined 
during the procedure? 

     

Are any missing or ineffective controls (or the 
absence of controls) over relevant risks assessed 
to determine severity and considered in 
communications with management and 
governance? [AU-C sec. 265] 

A203    

 Complete the following section if control risk 
is assessed at less than high. 

     

If control risk is assessed at less than high, has 
evidence been obtained to support the level of 
reliance planned, as follows: 

A204    
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 If the auditor is relying on a 
service auditor’s report, did the 
auditor substantively meet 
professional requirements 
regarding internal control, 
including those detailed at A135 
of this checklist? [AU-C sec. 402] 

     

 For controls where sampling is 
planned, is the level of testing 
sufficient to support the level of 
planned reliance (considering the 
parameters of risk, tolerable rate, 
expected rate, and population size 

fn 11 ) [AU-C sec. 330.07–.10] 
[AAG-ARR 5.69] 

     

 For controls not involving 
sampling (for example, 
governance assessments) has 
sufficient evidence been gathered 
to support the level of planned 
reliance? [AU-C sec. 330.07–.10, 
AAG-ARR 5.70] 

     

If control test results were carried over from a 
prior period, is the related area and assertion not 
deemed a significant risk? 

A205    

 For any control tests carried over, 
has the carry over been for periods 

     

                                                       
fn 11 Regarding controls, low risk is frequently considered 10 percent risk or less with a tolerable misstatement of 10 
percent or less (see chapter 3 of Audit Guide Audit Sampling). Thus, a minimum sample size for a low control risk 
would be a test of at least 22 items, assuming there are zero expected control deviations. At a 50 percent (for 
example, moderate) risk level, the corresponding sample size would be 7 items. For non-sampling control tests, low 
risk (high assurance) is assessed by the quality and quantity of evidence examined. Assigning significant assurance 
(for example, 50 percent risk or less) based solely on an assessment and walk-through is not supported, but an 
effective controls assessment and evidence supporting the assessment alone may sufficient to support a risk 
assessment at, say 75 percent to 80 percent. Controls in certain high risk or fraud risk areas (for example, GAAP 
revenue recognition) may be designed at lower risk and lower tolerable misstatement levels. 
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no more than two years since 
testing? [AU-C sec. 330.14b] 

 For any control tests carried over, 
has evidence been obtained in the 
current period that the control 
continues to operate as it did in the 
past (for example, inquiries plus 
examination of evidence such as 
observation or a walk-through)? 
[AU-C sec. 330.14] 

     

If more deviations than were planned for in the 
design of a control test are found, was the 
deficiency in controls assessed to determine its 
potential severity? [AAG-ARR 6.64] Note: AU-
C section 265, Communicating Internal Control 
Related Matters Identified in an Audit (AICPA, 
Professional Standards), identifies unplanned 
deviations in a controls sample as a control 
deficiency of some magnitude. 

A206    

Risk of Material Misstatement      

Does the assessed level of risk(s) of material 
misstatement at the financial statement and 
relevant assertion levelfor the account and audit 
area appear to reflect a reasonable judgment 
under the circumstances? [AU-C sec. 315; 
AAG-ARR 1.25 and Table 4-2] 

A207    

Review the work performed in the highest risk audit areas previously identified. and at a 
minimum, complete only those sections of the subsequent checklist. Based off those results, as 
well as your industry expertise, complete the questions related to any additional audit areas 
deemed necessary. In the audit areas reviewed, indicate whether the reviewed firm has 
obtained sufficient competent evidential matter to form conclusions concerning the validity of 
the assertions of material significance embodied in the financial statements as described in 
AU-C section 500, Audit Evidence (AICPA, Professional Standards).

Consideration of the Risk Assessment Standards: While evaluating a “no” answer to the 
following questions, consider if the error or omission was related to non-compliance with the 
risk assessment standards or improper testing procedures.  Consider the guidance in PRPM 
3100 Evaluation of Non-Compliance with the Risk Assessment Standards, if applicable.
Cash      

 Selected audit area      

Were appropriate procedures performed and 
documented in response to the assessed risk of 

A222    
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material misstatement at the assertion level? 
[AU-C sec. 330.06–.33] Procedures at the 
assertion level may include the following:

 Confirmation of cash balances 

 Consideration of restrictions on 
cash balances 

 Confirmation of bank credit 
arrangements, such as 
compensating balances 

 Confirmation of liabilities and 
contingent liabilities to banks 

 Review of reconciling items 
cleared by reference to subsequent 
statements obtained either directly 
from the bank or from the client 
and appropriately tested 

 Review of cash transactions 
shortly before and shortly after the 
balance sheet date to determine 
whether they were recorded in the 
proper period 

     

Were procedures performed sufficient to reduce 
audit risk to low, taking into consideration the 
risk assessment, sampling guidance, and other 
audit procedures performed? [AU-C sec. 330 
and AAG-SAM chapter 4] Consider the 
following: 

A223    

 If 100 percent of the population 
was tested using a substantive test 
of details, was the nature of the 
procedures performed appropriate, 
when combined with other audit 
procedures performed, to reduce 
audit risk to low for all relevant 
assertions? Were any exceptions 
properly addressed? 
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 If large balances were tested using 
a substantive test of details 

— was the nature of the 
procedures performed 
appropriate? Were any 
exceptions properly 
addressed? 

— was the untested balance 
immaterial or tested by 
other appropriate 
procedures, given the 
control environment? 

— when combined with other 
audit procedures performed, 
did this test reduce audit 
risk to low for all relevant 
assertions? Were any 
exceptions properly 
addressed? 

 If a substantive test of details other 
than either a 100 percent test or a 
test of large balances is utilized, it 
is a sample per AU-C section 
530.05. Was the sample size 
adequate to reduce audit risk to 
low?  

 Is the level of assurance placed on 
analytical procedures logical based 
on the type of procedure 
performed and the ability of that 
procedure to explain, with 
precision (for example, to 
tolerances less than tolerable 
misstatement), the observed 
differences after any follow-up 
procedures? [AU-C sec. 520] 
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Agenda Item 1.9C 
 

Summary of RAB Observations 
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
Comparative summary of RAB observations performed by staff during the period from January 1 
through December 31, 2018 and 2017. 
 
An average of three RAB meetings were observed for each of the current AEs during 2018, 
including OTF AE Oversight Visits, where applicable. The OTF and staff combined coverage 
totaled 87 of the 497 scheduled RAB meetings (or approximately 18%). 
   
Summary of RAB Observations 
The chart below summarizes comparative statistics for observations performed by staff with RAB 
observation reports approved during the years-ended December 31, 2018 and 2017. 
 

 
Year-ended 

December 31, 2018
Year-ended 

December 31, 2017 
RAB meetings 69 63 
AEs 34 34 
Peer Reviews 298 253 
Peer Reviewers 218 195 
Based on observers’ comments:  

Acceptance delayed or deferred 58 43 
Feedback forms issued 13 17 

 
 
Analysis of 2018 RAB Observation Report Results and Comments 
 
59 of the 69 RAB observation reports approved for the year-ended December 31, 2018 included 
observer comments.   
 
The following is a summary of comments per reports approved through December 31, 2018: 
 

Comment 
Count 0 1 2-4 5-7 8-10 
AE Reports 10 10 32 12 5 
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The most pervasive comments in those 69 reports approved and issued in 2018 include the 
following (frequency): 
 

Comments 
Frequency 

(# and rate of 
occurrences)

 Peer review documents were not completed in accordance 
with standards or were insufficient for RAB to conclude 40 68%

 FFC, deficiency, or significant deficiency did not include an 
appropriate systemic cause and/or firm response 26 44%

 Technical reviewer failure to identify significant technical 
issues resulted in delay or deferral in 50% or more of the 
reviews in the observer’s sample 19 32%

 Reviewer feedback or pervasive performance issues 17 29%
 Reviewer responsibilities for firm remediation of 

nonconforming engagements 11 19%
 Decision letters not issued or not issued timely 10 17%

 
 
Recurring RAB observation comments: 

 Potential issue regarding auditor compliance with the independence, including 
documentation, requirements of Government Auditing Standards (Yellow Book). 

 Reviewers’ risk assessments were not comprehensive.  Items not addressed include: 
o unique risks associated with employee benefit plan audits when the firm had 

multiple types 
o evidence of multiple office locations, namely in multiple states, and consideration 

of auditing & accounting engagements that may be performed in such offices 
o reliance on quality control materials (QCM) used by the firm, including those 

internally developed, that were not subject to a QCM review or covered by a non-
pass QCM review report 

 Systemic cause missing or conflicted with the firm’s response or other peer review 
documentation. 

 Firm representation letters were inconsistent current guidance, including the illustration 
in Appendix B of the Standards. 

 Report rating inconsistent with other documents included in review working papers 
 Reviewer did not expand scope in accordance with standards and guidance 
 Reviewer performance feedback not initially recommended when: 

o Reviewers did not appropriately aggregate and evaluate matters 
o Reviewers failed to identify non-conforming engagements 
o Oversight resulted in issues not previously detected by the reviewer 
o Reports and letters of response were not in compliance with standard 
o Significant modifications were made to review documents during technical review 

process 
 Matters indicative of nonconforming engagements without documentation supporting 

reviewer consideration 
 Corrective actions and implementation plans inconsistent with RAB Handbook guidance 
 Failure to identify repeat findings and/or deficiencies 
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Other comments: 
 RAB members misunderstanding regarding “delayed acceptance” and “deferral of a 

review” as set forth in the RAB Handbook. 
 RAB members that performed or participated in a review did not recuse themselves from 

the meeting when their reviews were presented. 
 Technical reviewers and RAB members misunderstanding of RAB Handbook guidance 

regarding responsibilities for handling a firm’s consecutive non-pass reports 
 Technical reviewer participation in review presentation and RAB deliberations exceeded 

role established in RAB Handbook guidance. 
 Technical reviewer or RAB recommendations for ‘informal feedback’ where materials 

presented indicated performance findings that should have been communicated on a 
feedback form in accordance with RAB Handbook guidance 

 Technical reviewers inadequately reviewing reviewer performance history and/or failing 
to communicate patterns of performance findings and deficiencies for RAB consideration 

 
Administrative matters: 

 Letters issued were inconsistent with RAB decisions (delay vs. deferral of acceptance) 
 Committee decisions were not entered, and letters were not sent timely following RAB 

meetings 
 Unclear whether communication regarding deferred reviews addressed all items that led 

to the deferral 
 RAB composition was insufficient to decide on acceptance of reviews resulting in reviews 

being removed from RAB meeting agenda 
 
Board Consideration 
None.  For informational purposes only. 
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Agenda Item 1.10 
 

Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA) Model Rules on Peer Review 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
 
The Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA) Model Rules, issued by the National Association of State 
Boards of Accountancy (NASBA), are a set of best-practice regulations that are intended to 
promote uniformity in regulations governing accountancy practices in all of the licensing 
jurisdictions.   Information in the rules directly link to the UAA and are used to implement or to 
explain specific statutory provisions.  
 

 NASBA is proposing changes to the UAA Model Rules related to peer review programs. 
The newly proposed rules would change Article 7 of the UAA Model Rules and:  Contain 
basic definitions and recognize the AICPA and the state CPA societies as approved 
sponsoring organizations. 

 Provide guidance for the selection of Peer Review Oversight Committee members. 
 Clarify requirements firms need to meet by a set date in order to comply with state board 

of accountancy peer review requirements. 
 Specify certain documents related to peer review for firms to submit to state boards of 

accountancy at certain times. 
 
The proposal was developed by the NASBA Compliance Assurance Committee in consultation 
with the AICPA and the joint AICPA/NASBA UAA Committee. 
 
Agenda Item 1.10A is NASBA’s proposal outlining the changes and requesting comments be 
submitted by June 30, 2019. The yellow highlights indicate the changes made to the 8th Edition 
of the UAA Models Rules (Agenda 1.10C - presented for reference purposes only). NASBA’s 
proposed changes are not in track changes. 
 
Agenda Item 1.10B includes track changes representing AICPA peer review staff’s (Staff) informal 
draft comments thus far (which are subject to change). They are mostly editorial in nature. Staff 
will likely respond to the proposed revisions in a letter to NASBA at a later time.  
 
Board Consideration 
No action required at this time. The materials are provided to update the board and other 
interested parties on proposed changes to the UAA Model Rules.  
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To State Boards of Accountancy and other interested parties: 

As approved by the NASBA Board of Directors, we are releasing for comment revisions to 

the Uniform Accountancy Act’s Model Rules that pertain to peer review (compliance 

assurance) programs. Some substantive changes are being proposed to Article 7. Overall, 

Rules 7-1 and 7-2 basically remain the same, and Rule 7-8 and most of 7-9 are unchanged 

but for numbering; however, the rest of Article 7 includes several significant changes that we 

would like you to review. Because these are significant changes, which the NASBA 

Compliance Assurance Committee has carefully worked through, the NASBA Board has 

voted to have the comment period extend until June 30. This should give all Boards time to 

review the changes and perhaps discuss them with other Boards at the Regional Meetings. 

The goal of these changes was to make the Rules more closely reflect current practice than 

the existing Model Rules do. In the proposed changes, the term “peer review program” is 

used instead of “compliance assurance program” and there is no reference to a CARB 

oversight body. But more important than title changes, the Rules being proposed contain 

basic definitions, recognition of the AICPA and the State Societies as approved sponsoring 

organizations, requirement that non-AICPA members be allowed to participate in the 

AICPA’s program, clarification of what needs to be done by a set date, guidance for the 

selection of Peer Review Oversight Committee members, and required submissions to the 

State Board.  Please consider these rules in respect to your Board’s current rules and 

consider where the Model Rule should fit.  

Agenda Item 1.10A
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The NASBA Compliance Assurance Committee, led by John Dailey, Jr., has done an 

incredible job of looking at what we have in the Model Rules now and what we need to have 

in the Model Rules. They have consulted with the American Institute of CPAs teams and the 

AICPA/NASBA Uniform Accountancy Act Committee in developing these proposed changes, 

but the process is not over. After we hear from interested parties during the comment period, 

the UAA Committee will reconvene and review those comments, incorporate any appropriate 

edits, and then make a final recommendation to the NASBA Board regarding whether to 

adopt these changes.  

The UAA Committee would appreciate receiving your input in the form of comment letters 

submitted by June 30, 2019 to lhaberman@nasba.org.   

Sincerely, 
 

   

J. Coalter Baker, CPA 

Chair, NASBA UAA Committee 
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  Agenda Item 1.10B 

ARTICLE 7 
PERMITS TO PRACTICE – FIRMS 

(changes highlighted) 
 
 
Rule 7-1 – Applications. 

 
(a) Applications by firms for initial issuance and for renewal of permits pursuant to 

Section 7 of the Act shall be made on a form provided by the Board and, in the case 
of applications for renewal, shall be filed no earlier than [ ] months and no later than 
[ ] months prior to the expiration date. Applications will not be considered filed until 
the applicable fee and all required documents prescribed in these Rules are received. 
If an application for permit renewal is filed late, it shall also be accompanied by the 
delinquency fee prescribed in these Rules. 

 
(b) A sole proprietor may apply simultaneously for a certificate or a renewal of a 

registration or a certificate and a firm permit. 
 

(c) Applications shall include the firm name, addresses and telephone numbers of the 
main office and of any branch offices of the firm in this State, the name of the person 
in charge of each such branch office, and the names of the partners, shareholders, 
members, managers, directors, and officers whose principal place of business is in this 
State. 

 
Rule 7-2 - Notification of firm changes. 

 
(a) A firm registered pursuant to Section 7 of the Act shall file with the Board a written 

notification of any of the following events concerning the practice of public 
accountancy within this State within thirty (30) days after its occurrence: 

 
(1) Formation of a new firm; 

 
(2) Addition of a partner, member, manager, or shareholder; 

 
(3) Retirement, withdrawal or death of a partner, member, manager, or 

shareholder; 
 

(4) Any change in the name of the firm; 
 

(5) Termination of the firm; 
 

(6) Change in the management of any branch office in this State; 
 

(7) Establishment of a new branch office or the closing or change of address of a 
branch office in this State; and 

 

(8) Issuance of the firm’s first attest or compilation report; or 

Commented [GF1]: Rule 6-11 (not included in the 
Exposure Draft) states that “A certificate holder who issues 
compilation reports as defined in the Act other than through 
a CPA firm that holds a permit under Section 7 of this Act 
must undergo a peer review as required under Rules 7-3 and 
7-4. 
 
We recommend that NASBA revise the references in Rule 6-
11 from old Rules 7-3 and 7-4 to the applicable new Rules 
included here. 
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(9) The occurrence of any event or events which would cause such firm not to be 
in conformity with the provisions of the Act or these Rules. 

 
(b) In the event of any change in legal form of a firm, such new firm shall, within thirty 

(30) days of the change, file an application for an initial permit in accordance with 
these Rules and pay the fee required by these Rules. 

 

(c) In the event a practice unit is sold, dissolved, or merged with the practice of one or 
more other practice units, determination of successor or predecessor practice unit(s), 
peer review year-end(s) and the peer review due date(s) will be made in accordance 
with the sponsoring organization’s guidance. 

 
 
 

Rule 7-3 - Peer review definitions. 
 

(a) “Administering Entity (AE)” – means aAn entity approved by a Board-approved 
sponsoring organization to administer the Board-approved peer review program.. 

 

(b) “Enrollment in a peer review program” means a firm is required to follow all 
requirements of the peer review process, cooperate with those performing and 
administering the peer review, comply with the peer review standards, and 
inform Administering Entities when firm changes occur. 

 

(c) “Peer Review Program” means the sponsoring organization’s entire peer review 
process, including but not limited to the standards for administering, performing, 
and reporting on peer reviews, oversight procedures, training, and related guidance 
materials. 

 

peer review standards. 
 

(e) “Peer Review Standards” means the Board-approved professional standards and 
guidance for administering, performing, and reporting on peer reviews. 

 

(f) “Peer Reviewer/Reviewing Firm” means a certified public accountant/accounting 
firm responsible for conducting the peer review, holding a valid and active license to 
practice public accounting in good standing issued by this state or some other state, 
and meets the peer reviewer qualifications to perform peer reviews established in 
the Board-approved peer review standards. 

committee of licensees approved by the Board for monitoring the Board-approved
peer review program, including sponsoring organizations’ Administering Entities, to
provide reasonable assurance that Administering Entities and respective Peer Review
Committee and Report Acceptance Bodies are functioning in a manner that
effectively enforces the performance and reporting of peer review in accordance with

“Peer Review Oversight Committee” (PROC) – means aA Board-appointed(d) 

Commented [GF2]: NASBA may wish to consider adding 
the word “means” in Rule 7-3(a) and 7-3(d) for purposes of 
parallel structure. 
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peer review standards. 
 
 
 

Rule 7-4 – Enrollment in Board-approved peer review program. 
 

 
 
 

 

review program. 
 

of financial statements within the scope of the review. 
 

place and all materials have been submitted to the Administering Entity.  
 

 
 
 

 

months from the peer review year-end of the previous peer review. 
 

(e) The Board may accept peer review extensions granted by Administering Entities provided 
the Board is notified by the firm within 14 days from the date of the letter from the 
Administering Entity granting the extension. 

 

including, but not limited to, health or military service. 
 

“Sponsoring Organization” means a Board-approved professional association,(g) 

and complete its subsequent peer reviews in compliance with the sponsoring
organization’s peer review standards and related guidance. Ordinarily, subsequent
peer reviews shall be due such that the peer review has taken place and all peer review
materials are submitted to the Administering Entity within three years and six 

compliance assurance program, is a condition for renewal of a permit for firms issuing
attest and compilation reports. The Board requires licensees that issue attest or
compilation reports pursuant to UAA 6(j) or UAA 7(a)(1)(A) and firms that issue such
reports pursuant to UAA 7(a)(1)(C) to be enrolled in a Board-approved peer 

society, or other organization responsible for the facilitation and administration of
peer reviews directly or through its Administering Entities and responsible for the
oversight of the Administering Entities pursuant to the sponsoring organization’s

Enrollment in a Board-approved peer review program, or other comparable(a) 

level of service is performing preparation of financial statements (with or without
disclaimer reports) under Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review
Services (SSARs). However, if the firm elects to enroll in a Board-approved peer
review program, it is required to have a peer review which would include preparation

A firm is not required to enroll in a Board-approved peer review program if its only(b) 

and complete its initial peer review in compliance with the sponsoring  organization’s
peer review standards and related guidance. Ordinarily, a firm’s initial peer review
is due 18 months from the date it enrolled or should have enrolled in a Board-
approved peer review program. The “due date” is a date by which a review has taken

A firm enrolled in a Board-approved peer review program shall schedule, undergo,(c) 

A firm enrolled in a Board-approved peer review program shall schedule, undergo(d) 

Board in writing by the firm no later than the earlier of a firm’s renewal date or peer
review due date (which is determined by the Administering Entity) and shall include
any extensions granted by the Administering Entity. The Board may approve requests
for extensions based upon good cause clearly outside the control of the firm 

Requests for extensions of time to undergo a peer review shall be submitted to the(f) 

(g) For good cause shown, the Board may grant or renew permits for a reasonable

Commented [GF3]: A space is needed after the word 
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period of time pending completion of the firm’s peer review. 
 

not subject to the PCAOB permanent inspection. 
 
Rule 7-5 –Submission of peer review documents. 

 
 

(a) The objective of this reporting rule is primarily to reinforce the Board’s efforts to 
ensure that only appropriately qualified CPA firms are engaged in the offering and 
rendering of services subject to peer review. Based upon its review of the documents 
submitted pursuant to this rule, the Board may consider, pursuant to hearing or by 
consent, additional corrective actions such as probation, practice limits, additional 
continuing education, pre-issuance reviews, more frequent peer reviews, and other 
measures including, in severe cases, discipline against the reviewed firm and any 
individual licensees employed or contracted by the reviewed firm. 

 

COMMENT: The reference in this Rule to possible discipline against “individual licensees 
employed or contracted by the reviewed firm” is not intended to include peer reviewers or their 
staffs with regard to firms they review. 

 

(b) The firm is required to submit a copy of the results of its most recently accepted peer 
review to the Board, which includes the following documents: 

 

(1) Peer review report which has been accepted by the administering entity. 
 

(2) The firm’s letter of response accepted by the administering entity, if applicable. 
 

(3) The acceptance letter from the administering entity. 
 

(4) Letter(s) accepting the documents signed by the firm with the understanding that 
the firm agrees to take any actions required by the Administering Entity, if 
applicable; and 

 

(5) Letter signed by the Administering Entity notifying the firm that required actions 
have been appropriately completed, if applicable. 

 

whichever occurs first. 
 

the Board within 30 days of the administering entity’s acceptance. The firm shall
submit the document in (b) (4) to the Board within 30 days from the date the letter is
signed by the firm or with submission of the firm’s renewal application, whichever
occurs first. The firm shall submit the document in (b) (5) to the Board within 30 days
of the date of the letter or with submission of the firm’s renewal application, 

The firm shall submit the peer review documents in (b) (1) through (b) (3) above to(c) 

(d) The firm shall satisfy this document submission requirement by allowing the 

Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), the Board recognizes the PCAOB’s
inspection process for reviewing practices subject to its authority, which are not
included in the scope of peer review programs. Firms subject to inspection by the
PCAOB are also required to meet the peer review requirements under a Board-
approved peer review program that covers the portion of the practice unit’s practice

For firms required to be registered with and subject to inspection by the Public(h) 

Commented [GF5]: A space is needed after the word 
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administering entity to provide the Board access to the documents via a secure website 
process such as the AICPA Facilitated State Board Access (FSBA). 

 
 
 

Rule 7-6- Approved peer review sponsoring organizations, programs and peer review 
standards. 

 

(a) The Board shall approve peer review sponsoring organizations, program (s) and 
standards. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

administers peer review, so long as nonmembers comply with the applicable peer 
review standards. 

 

 
 

requirements of this chapter. 
 

approval. 
 
 
 

Rule 7-7- Peer review oversight committee. 
 

COMMENT: Predecessor Administering Entities are to engage in candid dialogue with the
appropriate Board(s) about any intent to discontinue administration of the peer review program.
Further, Administering Entities are expected to speak to the board(s) regarding the change in
administration prior to making a final decision. Communication with the Board shall be
documented including a contact name and date/s of the communication in a form to be sent to the
sponsoring organization. Consistency of administration is a primary objective when consolidating
AEs. The intent is for Boards to have the same experience, regardless of an AE’s physical location.

The Board recognizes the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants(b) 

The Board may terminate its approval of a sponsoring organization for cause(c) 

programs. For an organization not specifically identified in these Rules as Board-
approved to receive Board approval for its peer review program and standards, the
organization must submit evidence to the satisfaction of the Board. At a minimum,
the evidence shall include the standards, procedures, guidelines, oversight process,
training materials, and related documents used to administer, perform, and accept
peer reviews. The Board has the authority to request any other
documents/information from an organization about its peer review program in

The Board may approve other  peer review sponsoring organizations and (d) 

Peer Review Oversight Committee (PROC) shall be appointed or adopted by the 
Board to monitor the Board-approved peer review program, including sponsoring

(a) 

following notice and opportunity for hearing. For purposes of this paragraph, “cause” 
includes but is not limited to failure to maintain an ongoing compliance with the

(AICPA) as an approved sponsoring organization and its peer review program and
peer review standards, and the _XXXX Society of CPAs or its successor and other
peer review programs administered by entities involved in the administration of the
AICPA Peer Review Program. These organizations are not required to submit an
application for approval to the Board. As condition of this approval, that sponsoring
organization is required to provide its peer review services to nonmember licensees
whose firms’ principle place of business are located in this the state(s) where it  
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annually. 
 
 

   

 
 

(1) Not have a conflict of interest. 
 

(2) Be subject to removal or replacement by the Board at its discretion. 
 

 

(4) Perform procedures which may consist of, but are not limited to, the following 
activities: 

 

(i) Visiting the Administering Entities of the approved peer review program; 
 

(ii) Reviewing sponsoring organization procedures for administering the 
program; 

 

    (iii) Meeting with an Administering Entity’s Report Acceptance Body during 
consideration of the peer review documents; 

 

(iv) Reviewing the Administering Entity’s compliance with its program. 
 
( c) The Board shall establish procedures and take all action necessary to ensure that 

the above materials remain privileged as to any third parties. 

organizations’ administering entities., to provide reasonable assurance that
administering entities and respective Peer Review Committees (PRCs) and Report
Acceptance Bodies (RABs) are functioning in a manner that effectively enforces the
performance and reporting of peer reviews in accordance with peer review standards.
The PROC or the Board’s designee shall report to the Board at least annually on the
conclusions and recommendations reached as a result of the PROC’s activities at least

(b) PROC members shall: 

(3) Be required to sign a confidentiality agreement indicating they will not divulge any
information to the Board that would identify any firm, licensee, or peer
reviewer/reviewing firm as a result of their monitoring of the peer review process. 
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Rule 7-8- Internet practice. 
 
A CPA firm offering or rendering professional services via a Web site shall provide in the 
Web site's homepage, a name, an address, and principal state of licensure as a means for 
regulators and the public to contact a responsible licensee in charge at the firm regarding 
complaints, questions, or regulatory compliance. 

 
Rule 7-9 - Attest documentation and retention. 

 
(a) Licensees shall comply with all professional standards for attest documentation 

applicable to particular engagements, including, but not limited to, standards adopted 
by recognized standards setting bodies such as the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB), the Comptroller General of the United States, and the 
Auditing Standards Board. 

 
(b) If the applicable standards do not otherwise specify, the retention period for attest 

documentation shall be five (5) years and shall be measured from the report date. 
 

proceeding. 
 

Rule 7-10- Unregistered firm compliance with applicable peer review documentation 
requirements. 

 
Any firm not required to register in this state, but which provides attest and/or compilation 
services as permitted under Sections 7 and 23 of the Act, shall be required to maintain 
records as prescribed by Rule 7-9(b) regarding its participation in a comparable peer review 
program for any period in which the firm provided attest and/or compilation services in this 
state and shall provide copies of such records upon this Board’s written request; provided, 
however, the Board shall not make such a request except upon good cause. 

 
COMMENT: For purposes of this Rule, “good cause” is reasonable cause and not authorization for 
a notice requirement. Good cause for requesting peer review program records should be based upon 
a third -party complaint or other evidence of inadequate professional services of the type that would 
be subject to peer review. 

 

applicable standards because of a pending Board investigation or disciplinary action,
attest documentation shall not be destroyed until the licensee has been notified in
writing by the Board of the closure of a Board investigation or disciplinary 

If attest documentation is required to be kept for longer than provided in the(c) 
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ARTICLE 7 
PERMITS TO PRACTICE – FIRMS 

Rule 7-1 - Applications. 

(a)  Applications by firms for initial issuance and for renewal of permits pursuant to 
Section 7 of the Act shall be made on a form provided by the Board and, in the case 
of applications for renewal, shall be filed no earlier than [____] months and no 
later than [____] months prior to the expiration date. Applications will not be 
considered filed until the applicable fee and all required documents prescribed in 
these Rules are received. If an application for permit renewal is filed late, it shall 
also be accompanied by the delinquency fee prescribed in these Rules. 

(b)  A sole proprietor may apply simultaneously for a certificate or a renewal of a 
registration or a certificate and a firm permit. 

(c)  Applications shall include the firm name, addresses and telephone numbers of the 
main office and of any branch offices of the firm in this State, the name of the 
person in charge of each such branch office, and the names of the partners, 
shareholders, members, managers, directors and officers whose principal place of 
business is in this State. 

Rule 7-2 - Notification of changes by firms. 

(a)  A firm registered pursuant to Section 7 of the Act shall file with the Board a written 
notification of any of the following events concerning the practice of public 
accountancy within this State within thirty (30) days after its occurrence: 

(1)  Formation of a new firm; 

(2)  Addition of a partner, member, manager or shareholder; 

(3)  Retirement, withdrawal or death of a partner, member, manager or 
shareholder; 

(4)  Any change in the name of the firm; 

(5)  Termination of the firm; 

(6)  Change in the management of any branch office in this State; 

(7)  Establishment of a new branch office or the closing or change of address of 
a branch office in this State; and 

(8)  Issuance of the firm’s first issued financial statements and accountant’s 
reports for each level of service described in Rule 7-3; or 

Rules–7-1 
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(9)  The occurrence of any event or events which would cause such firm not to 
be in conformity with the provisions of the Act or these Rules. 

(b)  In the event of any change in legal form of a firm, such new firm shall within thirty 
(30) days of the change file an application for an initial permit in accordance with 
these Rules and pay the fee required by these Rules. 

Rule 7-3 - Successful completion of an approved Compliance Assurance Program as a 
condition for renewal of permit. 

(a)  In furtherance of its duty to protect the public regarding attest services, the Board 
requires all CPA firms offering or rendering such services to be enrolled in, and 
undergo, a transparent compliance assurance program approved by the Board and 
to comply with the applicable compliance assurance standards of that program. As 
used herein, the term “Compliance Assurance Program” includes, but is not 
limited to, “peer review” programs or other comparable programs which have 
been approved by the Board in accordance with the requirements set forth below. 

(b)  The Compliance Assurance functions may be performed by a committee 
established by the Board, qualified contractors approved by the Board or 
substantially equivalent programs [such as the peer review program administered 
by the AICPA] acceptable to the Board. The Board may establish procedures to 
perform the following functions: 

(1)  Review of financial statements and the reports of licensees thereon, to assess 
their compliance with applicable professional standards; 

(2)  Improvement of reporting practices of licensees through education and 
remediation; 

(3) Referrals to the Board of cases requiring further investigation by the Board 
or its designees; 

(4)  Verification that individuals in the firm responsible for supervising 
compilation or attest services, and signing the accountants’ report on 
financial statements on behalf of the firm, meet the competency 
requirements set out in applicable professional standards; 

(5)  Verification that a certificate holder who issues compilation reports for the 
public other than through a CPA firm, who supervises such services and/or 
signs the compilation report on such financial statements, meets the 
competency requirements set out in applicable professional standards; and 

(6) Such other functions as the Board may assign to its designees. 

Rules 7-2 
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(c)  On and after  _________, each applicant for renewal of a certificate under Section 
6 of the Act in the case of a certificate holder who issues compilation reports to the 
public other than through a CPA firm, and each applicant for renewal of a firm 
permit to practice under Section 7 of the Act, shall furnish in connection with their 
application, with respect to each office maintained by the applicant in this State, 
one copy of each of the following kinds of reports, together with their 
accompanying financial statements, issued by the certificate holder or office during 
the twelve-month period next preceding the date of application, if any report of 
such kind was issued during such period: 

(1)  A compilation report; 

(2)  A review report; 

(3)  An audit report; 

(4)  A report of the examination of prospective financial information. 

(d)  The Board may also solicit for review reports of licensees and related financial 
statements from clients, public agencies, banks, and other users of financial 
statements. 

(e)  Any documents submitted in accordance with subsection (b) may have the name 
of the client, the client’s address and other identifying facts omitted, provided that 
the omission does not render the type or nature of the enterprise undeterminable. 
The identities of the sources of financial statements and reports received by the 
Board from other than the licensees who issued the reports shall be preserved in 
confidence. Reports submitted to the Board pursuant to subsection (b), and 
comments of reviewers and of the Board on such reports or workpapers relating 
thereto, also shall be preserved in confidence except that they may be 
communicated by the Board to the licensees who issued the reports. 

(f)  The review of financial statements and reports of the licensees thereon shall be 
directed toward the following: 

(1)  Presentation of financial statements in conformity with Generally Accepted 
Accounting Principles; 

(2)  Compliance by licensees with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards; 

(3)  Compliance by licensees with other professional standards; and 

(4)  Compliance by licensees with the Rules of the Board and other regulations 
relating to the performance of compilation and attest services as herein 
defined. 

Rules-7-3 
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(g)  The reviews of the financial statements and the reports of the licensees shall be 
conducted as follows: 

(1)  Compilation level services will be subject to a desk review; 

(2)  Review level services will be subject to a field review in the offices of the 
licensee; 

(3)  Audit level services and reports of examination of prospective financial 
information will be subject to a field review in the offices of the licensee; 

(4)  Additional reports and financial statements may be selected during the 
performance of a desk review or a field review based upon the size and 
complexity of the reviewed firm as judged by the Board or its designee to 
adequately assess the quality of the reviewed firm’s professional attest 
practice. 

(h)  A firm’s review shall result in one of three findings: 

(1)  Pass; 

(2)  Pass with deficiencies; or 

(3)  Fail. 

(i) In any instance where the Board finds a deficiency in the professional work of a 
licensee, it shall advise the licensee in writing of the deficiency. The Board may 
request the licensee to meet with it to discuss deficiencies. If the Board determines 
that a report is substandard or seriously questionable, the Board may direct that 
a review of the workpapers be conducted by an independent reviewer other than 
the person who performed the review of the report. The findings of any such review 
of the workpapers shall be transmitted by the reviewer to the Board. 

(j) In gathering information about the professional work of licensees, the Board may 
make use of investigators, either paid or unpaid, who are not members of the 
Board. 

(k)  The results of the reviews will be transmitted to the Board’s office within 45 days 
after completion of any review report. 

Rule 7-4 - Equivalent reviews as a condition for renewal of a permit. 

(a)  The requirements of Rule 7-3 shall not apply with respect to any firm or certificate 
holder which within the three years immediately preceding the application had 
been subjected to a comprehensive and appropriately administered compliance 
assurance program as determined and approved by the Board. 
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(b)  An oversight committee shall be appointed by the Board to monitor the compliance 
assurance programs and report to the Board that the programs meet the 
requirements set out in the Act and these Rules. The oversight committee shall: 

(1)  only include individuals who are not members of the Board; 

(2)  have full access to the peer review process which is subject to oversight and 
may be required to sign a confidentiality agreement to have this access; 

(3)  provide the Board with the names of those certificate holders and firms 
which have undergone and have had accepted an equivalent review as well 
as whether such certificate holders and firms are meeting the terms, 
conditions, and remedial actions, if any, required by the reviewing 
organization; 

(4)  establish, as directed by the Board, procedures designed to ensure 
confidentiality of documents furnished or generated in the course of the 
review; 

(5)  coordinate oversight functions conducted within the state with national 
oversight objectives and procedures adopted by the NASBA Compliance 
Assurance Review Board (CARB). 

(c)  The Board shall establish procedures and take all action necessary to ensure that 
the above materials remain privileged as to any third parties, except those 
materials subject to public disclosure as provided herein. 

Rule 7-5 – Submission of compliance assurance reports to the Board. 

(a)  Firms qualifying for exemption from compliance assurance review as provided by 
the provisions of Rule 7-4 shall notify and affirmatively request the administering 
entity performing the qualifying satisfactorily equivalent compliance assurance 
reviews [such as those conducted by AICPA peer review programs and the entities 
administering those reviews] to provide Board access to the reports within 45 days 
after the administering entity’s acceptance of any review report. 

(b)  Regarding any report required to be submitted to the Board pursuant to this rule, 
the reviewed firm must retain, for a period of seven (7) years from the date of the 
report acceptance, all of the following: compliance assurance report [or “peer 
review report”], letter of comments, letter of response, acceptance letter signed by 
the reviewed firm agreeing to take corrective actions, and letter of completion 
indicating that the firm’s compliance assurance review is complete. Upon request 
of the Board, the reviewed firm or individual shall timely submit such 
documentation to the Board; 

(c)  The objective of this reporting rule is primarily to reinforce the Board’s efforts to 
ensure that only appropriately qualified CPA firms are engaged in the offering and 
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rendering of services subject to compliance assurance. Based upon its review of the 
reports submitted pursuant to this rule, the Board may consider, pursuant to 
hearing or by consent, additional corrective actions such as probation, practice 
limits, additional continuing education, pre-issuance reviews, more frequent peer 
reviews, and other measures, including, in severe cases, discipline against the 
reviewed firm and any individual licensees employed or contracted by the reviewed 
firm. 

(d)  For good cause shown the Board may grant or renew applications for a reasonable 
period of time pending completion. 

Rule 7-6 - Internet practice. 

A CPA firm offering or rendering professional services via a Web site shall provide in the 
Web site's homepage, a name, an address, and principal state of licensure as a means for 
regulators and the public to contact a responsible licensee in charge at the firm regarding 
complaints, questions, or regulatory compliance. 

Rule 7-7 - Attest documentation and retention. 

(a)  Licensees shall comply with all professional standards for attest documentation 
applicable to particular engagements, including, but not limited to standards 
adopted by recognized standards setting bodies such as the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), the Comptroller General of the United 
States, and the Auditing Standards Board. 

(b)  If the applicable standards do not otherwise specify, the retention period for attest 
documentation shall be five (5) years and shall be measured from the report date. 

(c)  If attest documentation is required to be kept for longer than provided in the 
applicable standards or Rule 7-7(b) because of a pending Board investigation or 
disciplinary action, attest documentation shall not be destroyed until the licensee 
has been notified in writing by the Board of the closure of a Board investigation or 
disciplinary proceeding. 

Rule 7-8 - Unregistered firm compliance with applicable compliance assurance 
requirements.  

Any firm not required to register in this state, but which provides attest services as 
permitted under Sections 7 and 23 of the Act, shall maintain records as prescribed by 
Rule 7-5(b) regarding its participation in a comparable Compliance Assurance Program 
for any period in which the firm provided attest services in this state and shall provide 
copies of such records upon this Board’s written request; provided, however, the Board 
shall not make such a request except upon good cause. 
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COMMENT: For purposes of this Rule, “good cause” is reasonable cause and not authorization 
for a notice requirement. Good cause for requesting Compliance Assurance Programs records 
should be based upon a third party complaint or other evidence of inadequate professional 
services of the type that would be subject to peer review. 
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Firms Dropped from the AICPA Peer Review Program for Non-Cooperation 

between September 25, 2018 and December 31, 2018  
 

Firm Number Firm Name State 

900010100481 Farr & Farr, P. C. AL
900255179466 George Goymer, CPA AL
900010140941 Gravlee CPA, PC AL
900010100482 Guy & Co., P. C. AL
900008682826 Peggy R. Wall Inc. AL
900010100326 Accountify LLC AZ
900010111726 C. W. Clarke Ltd. AZ
900010107856 Christopher R. Corliss AZ
900255226714 Heritage Certified Public Accountants, PLLC AZ
900255226443 Robert A. Hinkel, CPA PC AZ
900081687716 Samuel N. Delgado CPA, PLLC AZ
900004421950 Schubert & Associates, P.C. AZ
900010130177 Abdul R. Lala CA
900001097474 Anna Marie Gurrola CA
900011555209 Barrett Garcia & Co. CA
900007840347 Blackslate Group LTD CA
900001012522 Carol Jean Curry CA
900007035610 Carroll & Associates, LLP CA
900004914891 Cichella & Tokunaga, LLP CA
900255187784 Craig Workinger, CPA CA
900010149160 Dennis D. Diver CA
900001055945 Dugan CPAs, A. P. C. CA
900010083350 Englander & Associates, Inc. CA
900005627258 Francisco A. Murillo, CPA CA
900255333987 Frederick Accountancy for Small Business (FASB), Inc. CA
900011607393 Henson and Co. CPA's CA
900011532971 Jean and Choi Accountancy Corporation CA
900002254794 John W. Trudell AC CA
900011549429 John, Rich & Company CA
900001162397 Jung & Lee Accountancy Corporation CA
900255193795 Kim & Kang, CPA, AAC CA
900011613189 Law Offices of Patricia Rowe CA
900255193412 Lawrence D. Knight, CPA CA
900010108995 Marilyn S. Doyle CPA Inc CA
900004148338 McClain Accounting Service CA
900005499825 Melissa Petersen and Company CA
900255187143 Mohamed A. Adham, CPA CA
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900006606465 MWD Financial Solutions CA
900005052749 Noell Agnew & Morse, LLP CA
900011944955 Prizer & Flores CPAs & Business Advisors, Inc. CA
900011512209 Ramandeep Sahota CPA, Inc. CA
900010080373 Redwitz, Inc. CA
900000768127 Richard H. Scott CA
900001117516 Sammy T. Chu CA
900010105964 Stanley M. Price & Co, An Accountancy Corp CA
900011525870 Stanton R. Bernstein, AAC CA
900255348468 Steven DRAGESET, CPA CA
900011485390 Strother & Associates, CPA CA
900011457190 Thomas K. Tazarve, CPA CA
900010102322 Travis L Agle, CPA DBA Dekarver And Agle CA
900010073799 Wallace & Wallace, A. C. CA
900010146125 Wasserman, Grossman & Sloan LLP CA
900255188390 William H. Downs, CPA CA
900010138892 William Kevin Aylward CA
900011505029 Winkler & Whittenberg, Inc., CPA's CA
900255347833 Young P Kim, CPA CA
900000800185 Auer Woodley & Reinemer CPAs LLC CO
900010108864 Jeanne M. Surbrugg, P.C. CO
900011627953 Michael D Waggaman CPA PC CO
900010075490 The Wenner Group, LLC CO
900010146341 Patricia J. Foley CT
900010113847 William L. Mainella CPA & Company LLC CT
900001094085 George Bourne Abrams DC
900005908906 Ogdosunmu CPA, PLLC DC
900005658376 Mary E. Lewis-McLaughlin P.A. FL
900001072647 Robert L. DeAmbrose, CPA FL
900010136479 Steiner & Company, PA FL
900010104665 Watkins, Pagano & Associates, P. A. FL
900010102551 Chapman & Chapman PC GA
900010104976 Naegele & Mears GA
900255226275 Thomas Bailey, CPA, PC GA
900001117192 Todd M. Matthews CPA GA
900010113907 Louis A. Caires HI
900255190615 Caputa & Associates, Ltd. IL
900255080233 Daniel Greenman & Co IL
900010100321 Marrone & Associates P.C. dba Philip+Rae & Associates, 

CPAs IL
900010135472 Rosen & Associates IL
900006387674 Thomas M. Tomlinson, CPA IL
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900255271189 Becky Mastey, CPA, PC IN
900011751836 Gary S. Bryant, CPA Financial Services IN
900010032670 Ramusack, White, CPAs, P. C. IN
900010101768 Susan J. Wright IN
900010102391 Gottlieb Flekier & Co., P.A. KS
900001060670 Danny B. Hardin CPA,PSC KY
900255182916 Dye & Medley CPAs, PSC KY
900000525866 Lynch & Lynch CPAs PLLC KY
900007957948 Railey & Associates, CPA PLLC KY
900000758420 Schmitz & Associates, PSC KY
900008735649 Thomas & Co. LLC KY
900000312791 Edward Gorman, CPA LA
900010105548 Schoen & Company, CPAs, L.L.C. LA
900010131446 Ann S. Hughes MA
900010122383 Carlton A. Healey CPA, P. C. MA
900011721072 Carr, Staples & Accardi, PC MA
900255270510 Charles P. Woodward, III, CPA MA
900006492829 Herbert F. Hunter, PC MA
900010153192 James P. Shea PC MA
900010144373 Lynn Durkin MA
900005229272 Mark P. Paquin, CPA PC MA
900008114858 Michael L Hamlin CPA MA
900010100888 Robert W. Luscinski MA
900255186421 W.A. Jackson, CPA MA
900255272925 Harvey Reich, CPA / Paul Browner Chartered MD
900255273633 Lois I. Sowell, CPA MD
900001093134 Marcy A. Kelly CPA, PA MD
900011780675 Ronald H. Thomas MD
900011782577 Steven A. Custead, CPA, PC MD
900011790264 VLK Accounting Services LLC MD
900008967334 AHC Advisors PLLC MI
900005411111 Alan D. Miller, CPA, P. C. MI
900010105254 C.P. Boogren, P.C. MI
900010135925 Charles K. Poor CPA, P. C. MI
900010083357 Dale & Associates, PLLC MI
900255311858 Daniels Group CPA PLC MI
900255226491 Farah & Associates MI
900010137029 Frank W. Ross CPA, P. C. MI
900255226630 Joseph F. Roman PC MI
900010113097 Joseph W. Thompson MI
900005382190 Karen L. Dech, CPA, PLLC MI
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900255226598 Kenneth B. Cook, CPA, PC MI
900010049912 Morrison, Gilmour, Polak & Hillard, P. C. MI
900001021628 William A Vincent, CPA, PLC MI
900011432570 Scott O. Trobec, CPA MN
900011754393 Rebecca Brzuchalski, CPA MO
900001163641 Daniel Scott Wilson MS
900011410830 Michele M Ayers CPA MT
900255182093 Wynne Consulting & Tax PC MT
900005303011 Carlon R. Robbins CPA NC
900010080664 Michael R. Holden, PLLC NC
900010139873 Sandra Y. Cochell NC
900010110101 Smith, Black & Co., P.A. NC
900255347018 Clinton Peterson CPA PC NE
900010105978 Gunderson Accounting P.C. NE
900010014944 Johnson & Associates, LLC NE
900010125037 Robert A. Dawkins NH
900255192358 Alex E. Krasnomowitz, CPA, LLC NJ
900255192410 KS and LZ Accounting LLC NJ
900010033960 Limsky Kypriotis & Co NJ
900010055224 Pisauro, Levy & Palumbo, CPAs, P.A. NJ
900010101765 Spire Group, P.C. NJ
900001060581 Vito Cinefra NJ
900004454346 Elizabeth G. Olivas, CPA NM
900004182841 Gary E. Hellmer, CPA NM
900010154407 Joseph M. Salazar NM
900255188138 Bret Whipple, CPA NV
900255348000 J.Paul Goldenstein, CPA, PC NV
900010062309 Ahrenstein & Schlossberg, CPA's, P.C. NY
900010142896 Benn & Company CPAs, PLLC NY
900010145265 Edgar James NY
900010080159 George Rehn, CPA NY
900010033270 Hulse & Company CPA's PC NY
900010105706 Johnsen & Manzella, LLP NY
900010148153 Kera & Company LLC NY
900005843795 Singer & Falk CPAs PC NY
900001092027 Stephen M. Brown, CPA NY
900010070118 Swift and Swift NY
900010102220 Wheeler, Pepper and Company CPA's PLLC NY
900010081050 Donald A. Hohenbrink OH
900010123850 Jennifer S. Hunter CPA, Inc OH
900255152373 Kane & Kane, Ltd. OH
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900004050987 Keeping Score, Inc OH
900255186453 M. Kathryn Greene OH
900255227376 Rahe & Company CPAs OH
900010148973 SBS Unlimited, Inc. OH
900009451542 Scott A. Arnold, CPA, LLC OH
900003802562 Thomas J. Keptner CPA OH
900006550744 Brennan and Company CPA, P.C. PA
900010131017 Gavigan & Company, P. C. PA
900005910735 Krout & Associates, LLC PA
900001152599 Leon R. Walter PA
900000582986 Michalik & Daniels, Inc. PA
900010123070 Orris W. Sheldon P. C. PA
900003821568 Rita Mayhew, CPA PA
900001064124 Stanley F Goldman PA
900010145944 Thompson & Myers PC PA
900005191023 LPG CPA, P.S.C. PR
900010104136 Moorhead, Nicolini, and Associates, CPA, PA SC
900255180204 Robert G. Thompson, CPA, PA SC
900007417137 Bryant CPA Firm TN
900011675654 James R. Belew, CPA TN
900001169502 Blakeslee, Monzingo & Co. TX
900010016075 Charles Gary Murrow CPA PLLC TX
900010114853 David A. Schueller, L.P. TX
900010093956 E. Young & G. Young P. C. TX
900001085528 Figer & Company TX
900003835221 John B. Crozier III, P.C. TX
900255183384 Neal A. Walker, CPA PC TX
900010093500 Norberto Perez, C.P.A. TX
900009447434 Sueann Porter CPA PLLC TX
900004590575 Tom S. McWhorter,CPA TX
900255190257 Wade R. Moran, CPA TX
900255189137 Accounting First UT
900010091558 Morris Casperson CPA, LLC UT
900010096488 Nelson, Murri & Co., P.C. UT
900010147991 Niederhauser & Davis, LLC UT
900010098888 Squire & Company, PC (Pinnock, Robbins, Posey, Richins, 

PC on Letter) UT
900010154191 Cocchiaro & Associates VA
900255347076 Floyd Associates, PLC VA
900010155070 Hal Noyes CPA VA
900010154244 Khalid Yousif & Associates VA
900255193411 McDemus & Co., LLC VA
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900255193039 Paul Mellen CPA, P.C. VA
900010123153 Robert W. Hansen CPA, P. C. VA
900255347973 Tax Temple Financials LLC VA
900010146095 PK Petrykowski, CPA WI
900010114134 Stoker & Seehafer S. C. WI
900010071604 Thomas S. Timmers S. C. WI
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Firms Whose Enrollment Was Terminated from the AICPA Peer Review Program since 
Reporting at the October 2018 Meeting 

 
 

 

Failure to complete a corrective action: 

The AICPA Peer Review Program terminated the following firms’ enrollment in the AICPA Peer 
Review Program for failure to cooperate. The firms did not complete corrective actions designed 
to remediate deficiencies identified in the firm’s most recent peer review. 

Edward Richardson, Jr. – Southfield, MI 
James E. Powers – Memphis, TN 
Donald E. Rutt, CPA – Kingwood, TX  

 

 

Failing to submit signed Matter for Further Consideration forms and Finding for 
Further Consideration forms: 

The AICPA Peer Review Program terminated the following firm’s enrollment in the 
AICPA Peer Review Program for failure to cooperate. The firm did not timely submit to 
its administering entity documents required to complete the acceptance process of its 
peer review. 

James P. DeBiasi CPA, P.C. – Revere, MA 

 

 

Failing to complete its peer review after it has commenced: 

The AICPA Peer Review Program terminated the following firm’s enrollment in the 
AICPA Peer Review Program for failure to cooperate. The firm did not timely submit to 
its administering entity documents required to complete the acceptance process of its 
peer review. 

Karen J. Tucker CPA PLLC – Oklahoma City, OK 
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Consecutive non-pass reports in system reviews 

The AICPA Peer Review Program terminated the following firms’ enrollment in the 
AICPA Peer Review Program for failure to cooperate by failing to design a system of 
quality control, and/or sufficiently complying with such a system, that would provide the 
firm with reasonable assurance of performing and reporting in conformity with applicable 
professional standards in all material respects, such that the firm received consecutive 
pass with deficiency or fail reports.  

 

Richard L. Armour, CPA, PC – Memphis, TN 
D. R. Garrison CPA, P.C. – Saint Helens, OR 
John C. Capps CPA PC – Maypearl, TX 
John B. Evans, II, CPA – Houston, TX 

 

Firm terminations are also published on our website at: 

https://www.aicpa.org/forthepublic/prfirmterm/2018peerreviewfirmterminations.html 
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Agenda Item 1.15B 
 

Approved 2019 Association Information Forms for Associations of CPA Firms 
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
As of January 3, 2019, the Associations Task Force has accepted the 2019 Association 
Information Form (AIF) from 17 associations of CPA firms on behalf of the Board with 1 AIF 
delayed due to additional information requested from the association.  One association requested 
permission to assist its members in forming review teams which is identified by an asterisk below. 
 
  Association Name 

Allinial Global 
Alliott Group 
BDO Alliance USA 
BKR International 
CPA Associates International North America Inc.* 
CPA Management Systems, Inc. T/A INPACT Americas 
CPAConnect 
CPAmerica International 
CPA-USA Association 
Firm Foundation 
Integra International 
Leading Edge Alliance, The / LEA Global 
Moore Stephens North America 
MSI Global Alliance 
Nexia International 
PrimeGlobal North America 
RSM US Alliance 
 

 
PRIMA Impact 
PRIMA is being updated to reflect the approval of the 17 associations for 2019. 
 
AE Impact 
Administering entities were notified via email of the 17 associations that have been approved for 
2019. 
 
Effective Date 
Upon ATF approval and notification of AEs.  
 
Board Consideration 
None.  For informational purposes only. 
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Updates to the AICPA Peer Review Program Question & Answers 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
Staff updates the Peer Review Frequently Asked Questions document annually.  This document 
provides answers to common questions asked by firms going through the peer review process.  
Proposed changes to the document are included on the following pages.  For ease of use, only 
those pages with proposed changes have been included for consideration.  These changes have 
also been discussed by members of the Education and Communication Task Force. 

If interested, the entire Peer Review Frequently Asked Questions document can be accessed at 
the following webpage: 

https://www.aicpa.org/interestareas/peerreview/resources/faqs.html 

Effective Date 
Revisions will be published subsequent to the January Board meeting. 

Board Consideration 
None.  Board members and other interested parties may request changes to the Peer Review 
Frequently Asked Questions at any time by contacting prptechnical@aicpa.org or through our 
various other communication channels:  

https://www.aicpa.org/interestareas/peerreview/community/links/sources1.html 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ABOUT 
THE AICPA PEER REVIEW PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

This question and answer document provides information about the AICPA Peer Review 
Program. Included within this document are peer review questions commonly asked by 
current or potential reviewed firmsfirms undergoing a peer review. It will assist those firms 
to understand requirements related to peer review and provide other general information 
and resources about peer review.  

In addition to this document and the resources mentioned, firms are invited to attend the 
following courses to better assist them with preparing for their peer reviews and 
understanding the peer review program and process: 

Upcoming Peer Review: Is Your Firm Ready?  
This 8-hour course is designed specifically to prepare a firm for its peer review. It focuses 
on how to create a strong quality control environment, as well as how to prevent some of 
the most common significant deficiencies noted in peer reviews. It also provides 
information on selecting the proper peer reviewer/review team. 

A Firm’s System of Quality Control 
This course provides a comprehensive review of a firm’s system of quality control and 
emphasizes tailoring a quality control system for your firm’s accounting and auditing 
practice that is appropriate and effective.  It includes creating an environment focused on 
quality and continuous improvement through quality control monitoring and reviews 
policies and procedures for each of the six elements of a quality control system.  This 
course is also recommended for firms that are subject to a corrective action. 

Additional information about the courses above can be accessed through aicpastore.com 
or aicpalearning.org 

Access free Practice Aids Establishing and Maintaining a System of Quality Control for a 
CPA Firm’s Accounting and Auditing Practice: aicpa.org/qc4me 

PRIMA 
This document contains many references to the Peer Review Integrated Management 
Application (PRIMA) system and parts of the peer review process that need to be 
completed in PRIMA. The PRIMA Knowledge BasePRIMA Help contains an extensive 
catalog of instructional videos and articles that describe how to complete these processes 
within PRIMA. The Knowledge Base PRIMA Help can be accessed by selecting the ‘Help’ 
link in the upper right corner of the PRIMA Home Page. 

Additional information about the courses above can be accessed through aicpastore.com 
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or aicpalearning.org 
 
Access free Practice Aids Establishing and Maintaining a System of Quality Control for a 
CPA Firm’s Accounting and Auditing Practice: aicpa.org/qc4me 
 
TechnicalContact us if you have questions about the peer review program! may also be 
directed to: 
 (919) 402-4502 or prptechnical@aicpa.org 
 

 
Comments and suggestions may be addressed to: 

AICPA Peer Review Board 
Attention: Peer Review Team 

220 Leigh Farm Road 
Durham, NC 27707 

 
Back to top 
 

PEER REVIEW ENROLLMENT REQUIREMENTS 
 
What is the AICPA’s practice monitoring requirement? 
 
In order to be admitted or to retain their membership in the AICPA, members of the AICPA 
who are engaged in the practice of public accounting in the United States or its territories 
are required to be practicing as partners or employees of firms enrolled in an Institute 
approved practice-monitoring program or, if practicing in firms not eligible to enroll, are 
themselves enrolled in such a program: 

  if the services performed by such a firm or individual are within the scope of the 
AICPA’s practice-monitoring Standards and  

 the firm or individual issues reports purporting to be in accordance with AICPA 
professional standards. 

 (Depending on how a CPA firm is legally organized, its partner(s) could have other 
names, such as shareholder, member, or proprietor.) 
 
A member can meet the requirement if his or her firm is enrolled in the AICPA Peer 
Review Program (Program).  
 
Firms are required to have their review administered by the National Peer Review 
Committee (NPRC) if they meet any of the following criteria: 
 

a. The firm performed or played a substantial role in (as used by the Public Company 
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)) an engagement under PCAOB standards 
with a period-end during the peer review year. 

b. The firm is a provider of quality control materials (QCM) (or affiliated with a provider 
of QCM) that are used by firms that it peer reviews. 
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Firms that are not required to have their review administered by the National PRC may 
choose to do so. However, such firms are subject to the National PRC’s administrative 
fee structure and should familiarize themselves with that structure prior to making such a 
decision. 
 
Back to top 
 
How many firms are enrolled in the AICPA Peer Review Program? 

Approximately 27,000 firms are enrolled in the Program and are required to have a 
review of their accounting and auditing practice at least once every three years.  

Back to top 

Once enrolled, when should my firm expect to have its first peer review? 
   
A firm's due date for its initial peer review is ordinarily eighteen months from the date it 
enrolled in the Program, or should have enrolled, whichever date is earlier.  
 
A firm's subsequent peer review ordinarily has a due date of three years and six months 
from the year-end of the previous review. Firms should also check with their state board 
of accountancy for any peer review requirements.  
 
In determining the appropriate due date, the firm’s AE will consider the firm’s (or 
individual’s) practice, the year-ends of their engagements, the report dates of their 
engagements, when the engagements were performed and the number and type of 
engagements to be encompassed in the review. 
 
If a firm resigns from the Program and subsequently performs an engagement that 
requires a peer review within three years and six months of its prior peer review year-end, 
the firm should reenroll in the program. The due date for the firm’s current review is the 
later of the due date originally assigned or 90 days after reenrolling.  
 
If a firm resigns from the Program and subsequently performs an engagement that 
requires peer review after its next due date has passed, the firm’s current peer review is 
due 18 months from the year-end of the engagement (for financial forecasts, projections, 
and agreed upon procedures 18 months from the date of report).  
 
Back to top 
 
What is the impact on my firm’s peer review when my firm completes its first 
audit engagement after the completion of my Engagement Review? 
 
When a firm, subsequent to the year-end of its Engagement Review, performs an 
engagement that would have required the firm to have a System Review, the firm should 
(a) immediately notify the AE by updating its enrollment information within PRIMA and (b) 
undergo a System Review. Refer to Appendix A for a chart that illustrates which 
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engagements require firms to have a System Review instead of an Engagement Review. 
Performance of even one of these services would subject your firm to the applicable type 
of peer review. In this situation, the System Review will ordinarily be due 18 months from 
the year-end of the engagement (for financial forecasts, projections and agreed upon 
procedures 18 months from the date of report) requiring a System Review or by the firm’s 
next scheduled due date, whichever is earlier. However, the AE will consider the firm’s 
practice, the year-ends of engagements and when the procedures were performed, and 
the number of engagements to be encompassed in the review, as well its judgment, to 
determine the appropriate year-end and due date. Firms that fail to immediately inform 
the AE of the performance of such an engagement will be required to participate in a 
System Review with a peer review year-end that covers the engagement. A firm’s 
subsequent peer review ordinarily will be due three years and six months from this peer 
review year-end. 
 
The firm should consult with its AE and/or AICPA staff in the following situations to 
determine if the firm will be required to undergo a System Review: 

 If the firm is scheduled for an Engagement Review that has not yet commenced 
and will issue a report that will make the firm subject to a System Review 

 
Can my firm still use the peer review quality control checklists (4,300/4,400) as my 
quality control document? 
 
A firm should use other resources to document its system of quality control as these 
checklists are longer be maintained or updated by the AICPA. The Program checklists 
4,300, Documentation Questionnaire for a Sole Practitioner with No Personnel and 4,400, 
Documentation Questionnaire for Firms with Two or More Personnel were eliminated from 
the Peer Review Program Manual as of 01/01/17.   
 
What types of review teams are available to conduct my peer review? 
 
You may choose the type of review team you would like to conduct your firm’s peer 
review.   
 
For any type of review, you have at least two options: 
 
 Firm-On-Firm Review  

You hire another qualified CPA firm to conduct the review. This option gives you a 
degree of personal assurance that the reviewer’s qualifications fit your firm’s needs.  
It also gives you more control over the cost of the review; 

 
 Association Review 

You ask the association to which your firm belongs to assist in forming a review team.  
That association must be authorized by the PRB to assist in the formation of such 
review teams.   

 
For Engagement Reviews, besides the two options listed above, there is a third option: 
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 CART (Committee-Appointed Review Team) (CART) Review – For Engagement 
Reviews in certain states, you may ask the AE to assemble the review team. Once 
a team is selected, the AE prepares an engagement letter that includes an 
estimate of the number of hours it will take to perform the review and the reviewer’s 
billing rates.  Billing rates are set by the AE, not by the reviewer. You are not 
required to accept reviewers that your AE selects. This option is not available from 
all AEs. 

 
A review team is comprised of one or more individuals, depending upon the size and 
nature of the CPA firm’s practice. A reviewing firm must determine its capability of the 
review team to perform a peer review. This determination includes assigning peer 
reviewers with appropriate levels of expertise and experience to perform the review.  
Before accepting a peer review engagement, the reviewing firm should obtain and 
consider information about the firm to be reviewed, including certain operating statistics 
concerning size, nature of practice, industry specializations, and levels of service. A 
System Review team, a review captain on an Engagement Review and, in unusual 
circumstances any additional reviewers on an Engagement Review, ordinarily should be 
approved by the AE prior to the planning and commencement of the peer review. 
 
How can I find a list of firms interested in performing peer reviews? 
 
The AE may be able tocan supply you with a list of firms in a geographic area that you 
specify that are interested in performing reviews of other firms.  The AICPA also maintains 
a reviewer search feature on the Program website that you can use to search for 
reviewers by state, industry or size of firm.   
 
How should my firm prepare for a subsequent peer review? 
 
In preparing for its next review, your firm should: 

 
 Read the report and any findings from your firm’s previous peer review. If 

applicable, be certain that you have taken the proposed actions outlined in 
your letter of response from the previous review. 

 
 Perform and document ongoing monitoring procedures to make sure prior 

deficiencies have been corrected. 
 

 Review your qQuality cControl dDocument making sure your documented 
policies and procedures are appropriate based on the size, structure and 
nature of your firm.  

 
How are engagements selected for a System Review? 
 
The Standards require engagements selected for review should provide a reasonable 
cross section of the reviewed firm’s accounting and auditing practice, with greater 
emphasis on those engagements in the practice with higher assessed levels of peer 
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review risk. Examples of the factors considered when assessing peer review risk at the 
engagement level include size, industry area, level of service, personnel (including 
turnover, use of merged-in personnel, or personnel not routinely assigned to accounting 
and auditing engagements), communications from regulatory, monitoring, or enforcement 
bodies; the results of reviews or inspections performed by regulatory or governmental 
entities; extent of non-audit services to audit clients, significant clients’ fees to a practice 
office(s) and a partner(s) and initial engagements.   
 
In addition, at least one of each of the following types of engagement should be selected 
for review: 

 Engagements subject to Government Auditing Standards (GAS),  
 Audits subject to the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA),  
 Engagement subject to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation Improvement 

Act (FDICIA),  
 Broker-dealers, and 
 Examinations engagements of service organizations with the issuance of a Service 

Organization Control (SOC) 1 or 2 report (SOC 1 or SOC 2 engagements). 
 

Additionally, if the engagement selected is an entity subject to GAS but not subject to the 
Single Audit Act and the firm performs engagements of entities subject to the Single Audit 
Act, at least one such engagement should also be selected for review. The review of this 
additional engagement must evaluate the compliance audit requirements and may 
exclude those audit procedures strictly related to the audit of the financial statements. 
 
If a firm performs both carrying and non-carrying broker-dealer engagements, at least one 
carrying engagement should be selected. Non-carrying broker-dealer engagements may 
also need to be selected based on the reviewer’s risk assessment. If a firm only performs 
either carrying or non-carrying broker-dealer engagements, then one must be selected. 
 
Finally, if a firm performs both SOC 1 and SOC 2 engagements and a proper risk 
assessment determined that only one SOC engagement should be selected, ordinarily a 
SOC 1 engagement should be selected over a SOC 2 engagement. 
 
What is a corrective action plan?  
 
During the peer review, if a reviewer finds a matter that rises to the level of a deficiency, 
the deficiency or significant deficiency will be described in the peer review report.   When 
a firm receives a report with a rating of pass with deficiencies or fail, the RAB ordinarily 
should require some type of remedial, corrective action as a condition of acceptance 
regardless of whether the firm appears to have an understanding of professional 
standards. 
 
A corrective action plan is tied to the reporting process and the acceptance and 
completion of the peer review.  It is considered a part of the working papers and 
administrative files when a corrective action plan is required by the peer review 
committee. Firms are expected to agree to and complete any such corrective action plans 
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as a part of cooperating with the AE and the board in all matters related to the review.  
Failure to cooperate with the AE or the PRB may impact the firm’s enrollment in the 
program. 
What are the differences between implementation plans and corrective actions? 
 
An implementation plan is an action(s) that may be required by the report acceptance 
body (RAB) of the AE’s peer review committee in response to a finding that does not rise 
to the level of a deficiency. Such findings are included on Findings for Further 
Consideration (FFC) forms and are not included as deficiencies in the peer review report.  
Corrective action(s) should be required by the RAB in instances where the firm receives 
a peer review report rating of a pass with deficiencies or fail. Corrective action(s) or 
implementation plan(s) impact the reviewed firm’s peer review acceptance and 
completion in different ways, however the cooperation of the firm with regard to either 
may impact the firm’s enrollment in the Program (see next page). 
 
[This question is scheduled to be deleted as the previous two questions in the document ask 
“What is an implementation plan?” and “What is a corrective action?”  The answer to the question 
above essentially reiterates the answers to these two previous questions.] 
 
Should my firm expect an implementation plan for every FFC? 
 
No. The decision of whether to require an implementation plan and deciding on what 
actions or procedures are appropriate is a matter of professional judgment that each 
report acceptance body makes based on the applicable facts and circumstances. 
Generally, if the finding is not a repeat finding or associated with an engagement that 
must be selected that was not performed or reported on in conformity with professional 
standards in all material respects (System Reviews only), no implementation plan is 
ordinarily suggested by the RAB. To reduce delays during the peer review documentation 
evaluation process, the firm should ensure that its responses to each finding addressed 
on the FFC Form(s) are comprehensive, genuine, and feasible prior to submission to the 
AE.  In order to ensure its response is comprehensive, genuine and feasible, the reviewed 
firm should describe: 
The firm’s actions (taken or planned) to remediate findings in the firm’s system of quality 
control, 
The firm’s actions (taken or planned) to remediate the engagements identified on the FFC 
form as nonconforming, if applicable 
The timing of the implementation.   
 
What are the characteristics of the three main types of SOC engagements? 
 
The three main types of SOC engagements are: 

 SOC 1® - SOC for Service Organizations: ICFR examinations (performed in 
accordance with AT-C section 320, Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a 
Service Organization Relevant to User Entities’ Internal Control Over Financial 
Reporting and the AICPA Guide Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a 
Service Organization Relevant to User Entities’ Internal Control Over Financial 
Reporting (SOC 1®)) 
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 SOC 2® - SOC for Service Organizations: Trust Services Criteria examinations 
(performed under AT 101AT-C section 205, Attest Engagements, and the SOC 
2® Reporting on an Examination of Controls at a Service Organization Relevant 
to Security, Availability, Processing Integrity, Confidentiality, or Privacy AICPA 
Guide) 

 SOC 3® - SOC for Service Organizations: Trust Services Criteria for General 
Use Report examinations, reviews, or agreed upon procedures (performed under 
AT AT-C section 205 and the SOC 2® Reporting on an Examination of Controls 
at a Service Organization Relevant to Security, Availability, Processing Integrity, 
Confidentiality, or Privacy AICPA Guide 101, Attest Engagements) 

 
SOC 1 Engagements 
A service organization control (SOC) 1The purpose of the report in a SOC 1 engagement 
is to provide management of the service organization, user entities, and the independent 
auditors of user entities’ financial statements with information and a service auditor’s 
opinion about controls at a service organization that are likely to be relevant to user 
entities’ internal control over financial reporting. The report enables the user auditor to 
perform risk assessment procedures and, if the report is a type 2 report, to use the report 
as audit evidence that controls at the service organization are operating effectively.report 
is a report on controls at a service organization relevant to user entities’ internal control 
over financial reporting. Under SOC 1, a service organization provides a very detailed 
description of its controls that are relevant to user entities’ internal control over financial 
reporting. A practitioner may perform either a Type 1 or Type 2 SOC 1 engagement. The 
service auditor reports on whether the description is fairly presented, whether the controls 
are suitably designed, and in a Type 2 SOC 1 engagement, whether the controls were 
operating effectively. A SOC 1 report is a restricted-use report, intended for use by user 
entities of the service organization and their financial statement auditors. SOC 1 
engagements should not be used for reporting on controls over subject matter other than 
financial reporting. SOC 1 engagements are required to be examinations, are subject to 
a System Review, and are must select engagements. 
 
SOC 2 Engagements  
The purpose of the report in an SOC 2 engagement is to provide service organization 
management, user entities, business partners, and other specified parties with 
information and a service auditor’s opinion about controls at the service organization 
relevant to security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality, or privacy.Many 
entities outsource tasks or functions that are unrelated to financial reporting to service 
organizations. SOC 2 reports are intended to meet the needs of a broad range of users 
that want to understand internal control at a service organization as it relates to the 
security, availability, or processing integrity of the service organization’s system, or the 
confidentiality or privacy of the data processed by that system. These reports may be 
restricted in use but are intended for use by stakeholders (e.g., customers, regulators, 
business partners, suppliers, directors) of the service organization that have a thorough 
understanding of the service organization and its controls. Similar to SOC 1 
engagements, SOC 2 engagements provide for both Type 1 and Type 2 reports. Unlike 
SOC 1 engagements, the primary users of SOC 2 reports generally are not user auditors 
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but rather management of the user entities that use the reports to make operational 
decisions. SOC 2 engagements are required to be examinations, are subject to a System 
Review, and can be a must select engagement. 
 
SOC 3 Engagements  
The purpose of the report in an SOC 3 engagement is to provide interested parties with 
a service auditor’s opinion about the effectiveness of controls at the service organization 
relevant to security, availability, processing integrity, confidentiality, or privacy. Because 
of the different reporting requirements, a SOC 2 report is appropriate only for specified 
parties with sufficient knowledge and understanding of the service organization and the 
system, whereas a SOC 3 report is ordinarily appropriate for general use.The subject 
matter in a SOC 3 engagement is essentially the same as it is in a SOC 2 engagement, 
and the criteria for evaluating controls is the same as it is in a SOC 2 engagement. 
However, SOC 3 reports are designed to meet the needs of users who want assurance 
on the controls at a service organization related to security, availability, processing 
integrity, confidentiality, or privacy but do not need the detail included in a SOC 2 report. 
SOC 3 reports do not contain a detailed description of the service auditor’s tests of the 
operating effectiveness of controls and the results of those tests. Instead, SOC 3 reports 
are general-use reports, which mean they may be used by anyone and therefore can be 
used by the service organization to market its services to potential customers. SOC 3 
engagements can be examinations, reviews, or agreed-upon procedures. SOC 3 
examinations are subject to a System Review but are not must select engagements. If a 
firm’s highest level of service is a SOC 3 review or agreed-upon procedures engagement, 
the firm would be eligible for an Engagement Review. 
 
I’m having difficulty finding a review team member with appropriate SOC 
experience. What are my options? 
 
Consistent with other must select engagements, if a firm performs SOC 1 or SOC 2 
engagements, someone on the review team should have experience with these types of 
engagements. Peer reviews of firms that perform SOC 1 engagements will require a team 
member with SOC 1 experience; similarly, peer reviews of firms that perform SOC 2 
engagements will require a team member with SOC 2 experience. Due to the specialized 
nature of SOC engagements, the Board has determined that a specialist may be able to 
assist the team captain in lieu of a team member with SOC experience. The specialist 
should meet the criteria established by the AICPA in order to be approved to assist the 
review team in reviewing SOC 1 or SOC 2 engagements. Refer to Appendix B for the 
SOC specialist criteria. 
 
Firms can use the reviewer search at peerreview.aicpa.org/reviewer_search.html to 
identify a SOC specialistreviewer that meets the qualifications to review these 
engagements. 
 
When a specialist is used, the team captain, as always, is responsible for supervising and 
conducting the review, communicating the review team’s findings to the reviewed firm and 
AE, preparing the report on the review, and ensuring that peer review documentation is 
complete and submitted to the AE on a timely basis. The team captain should supervise 
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and review the work performed by the specialist. The team captain will furnish instructions 
to the specialist regarding the manner in which materials and other notes relating to the 
review are to be accumulated to facilitate summarization of the review team’s findings 
and conclusions. The specialist may be required to be available or participate in the exit 
conference.  
 
How do I become a peer reviewer? 
 
To become a team captain (on a System Review) or review captain (on an Engagement 
Review): 

 Meet all the reviewer requirements. A full list of requirements is located in 
Appendix B and can also be downloaded at How to Become a Peer Reviewer. 

 Peer reviewers must complete a peer review resume by logging into the Peer 
Review Integrated Management Application (PRIMA). Once you enter your 
resume you can bewill automatically be listed in the online searchable database.   

Review the documents provided in the Practitioner's Tool Kit to help promote your peer 
review services and develop your practice.  
 
Team Captain or Review Captain 
 
In addition to adhering to the requirements in paragraph .31 to be a peer reviewer, a 
System Review team captain must be a partner. For an Engagement Review, the review 
captain is not required to be a partner. The team captain, or the review captain in limited 
circumstances, is required to ensure that all team members possess the necessary 
capabilities and competencies to perform assigned responsibilities and that team 
members are adequately supervised. The team captain or review captain has the ultimate 
responsibility for the review, including the work performed by team members.  
 
Also, team captains and review captains should have completed peer review training that 
meets the requirements established by the board (see Interpretations). For additional 
team captain qualification requirements, see the interpretations.  
 
Additionally, to initially qualify as a team captain on a System Review or as a review 
captain on an Engagement Review, you must: 
 

1. Complete the online peer reviewer curriculum Becoming an AICPA Peer 
Review Team or Review Captain. The online peer reviewer curriculum is a series 
of modules that are similar to self-study on-demand courses. The modules must 
be taken sequentially, and each module contains a final exam that is designed to 
comply with NASBA CPE Standards and is similar to competency assessments 
in other on-demand self-study CPE courses. 

 
2. Complete the Becoming an AICPA Peer Review Team or Review Captain: 
Case Study Applications in a live seminar format. This course features realistic 
case studies that encompass the most important elements of a system review, as 
well as several case studies pertaining to an engagement review. 
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The Becoming an AICPA Peer Review Team or Review Captain: Case Study 
Applications must be completed within the 12 months after the completion of the peer 
reviewer curriculum. 
 
The following outlines the ongoing training requirements for reviews commencing after 
May 1, 2016: 
 
To maintain the qualifications of a team captain or of a review captain, you should 
participate in one of the following peer review training options within twelve months prior 
to the commencement of a review. Peer review training options include: 
 

1. Attending the general session of the annual Peer Review Conference. 
 

2. Completing the AICPA Peer Review Update on-demand self-study course. This 
course is an advanced reviewer training course that will be updated annually and 
cover recent changes to peer review guidance in addition to how recent changes 
in auditing or accounting standards impact peer review. This course will contain a 
final exam that is designed to meet the NASBA CPE Standards. 

 
3. Attend an alternative course or conference session that has been approved by 
the PRB. For purposes of the ongoing training requirement, these alternative 
courses and conference session will be selected by the PRB. The Board will not 
consider courses submitted by reviewers seeking consideration for an alternative 
course of their choosing.  
 
4. Participate in the AICPA Peer Review Update live seminar course. This course 
is an advanced reviewer training course that will be updated annually and cover 
recent changes to peer review guidance in addition to other key areas of the peer 
review process that warrant additional emphasis. 
 
5. Participate in the AICPA Peer Review Advanced Course live seminar course. 
This one-day course is designed for experienced reviewers who want to heighten 
their peer review skills. It contains an analysis of the latest Standards as well as 
materials focused on the areas of peer review guidance which reviewers find the 
most problematic. 

 
Other Peer Reviewer or Reviewing Firm Qualification Considerations 
 
Communications from regulatory, monitoring, or enforcement bodies relating to 
allegations or investigations of a peer reviewer or reviewing firm’s accounting and auditing 
practice, and notifications of limitations or restrictions on a peer reviewer or reviewing firm 
to practice, may impact the peer reviewer or reviewing firm’s ability to perform the peer 
review. The peer reviewer or reviewing firm has a responsibility to inform the AE of such 
communications or notifications (see Interpretations).  
 
If required by the nature of the reviewed firm’s practice, individuals with expertise in 
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specialized areas may assist the review team in a consulting capacity. For example, IT 
specialists, statistical sampling specialists, actuaries, or experts in continuing 
professional education (CPE) may participate in certain segments of the review.  
 
Some review teams may also need to engage a SOC 1 or SOC 2 specialist to assist the 
review team with reviewing SOC 1 and/or SOC 2 engagements. SOC specialists must 
meet specific criteria and have prior approval before an AE can approve them as part of 
a review team. 
 
An individual serving as a SOC 1 or SOC 2 specialist on a System Review must be 
associated with a firm that has received a report with a peer review rating of pass for its 
most recent System Review that was accepted timely, ordinarily within the last three years 
and six months. To become an approved specialist, the specialist candidate should 
complete a peer reviewer resume and indicate that they would like to serve as a specialist.  
 
An individual serving as a SOC 1 or 2 specialist on a System Review should at a 
minimum:  
 

a. Be currently active in public practice at a supervisory level for managing SOC 1 
and/or SOC 2 examinations. To be considered currently active, a specialist should 
be presently involved in the SOC practice of a firm supervising one or more of the 
firm’s SOC engagements.  

b. Be associated with a firm (or all firms if associated with more than one firm) that 
has received a report with a peer review rating of pass 1 for its most recent System 
Review that was accepted timely, ordinarily within the last three years and six 
months. 

c. Not be associated with an engagement that was deemed not performed or 
reported on in accordance with professional standards in all material respects on 
the specialist’s firm’s most recently accepted peer review.  

d. Possess current knowledge of professional standards applicable to SOC 1 and/or 
SOC 2 examinations, including Type 1 and Type 2 reports, qualified and 
unqualified reports, carve in/carve out engagements, and engagements with and 
without relevant user entity controls.  

e. Have at least five years of recent experience in the practice of public accounting 
with a minimum of 500 hours of SSAE 16/SOC 1 and/or SysTrust/SOC 2 
examinations.  

f. Have provided the AE with information that accurately reflects the qualifications of 
the specialist, which is updated on a timely basis.  

 
Other Important Website Links 
 

                                                        
1 A peer review report with a rating of pass was previously referred to as an unmodified report (with or without a letter 
of comments). If a firm’s most recent peer review rating was a pass with deficiencies or fail, the firm’s members are 
not eligible to perform peer reviews.   
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General Accounting Standards Board: gasb.org 
 
Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board: fasab.gov 
 
Government Auditing Standards (Yellow Book): gao.gov/yellowbook/overview  
 
Office of Management and Budget (Grants Management):  
whitehouse.gov/omb/grants_circularswhitehouse.gov/omb/ 
 
Information on State Boards/Societies: 
aicpa.org/advocacy/state/statecontactinfo.html 
 
Public Company Accounting Oversight Board: pcaobus.org 
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 Agenda Item 1.15D 
 

Compliance Update - Firm Noncooperation  
 
 

Why is this on the Agenda? 
This is an informational item to keep Peer Review Board (PRB) members informed about firm 
noncooperation activities. 

Firm Noncooperation 
 Firms whose enrollment will be dropped from AICPA Peer Review Program (AICPA PRP) 

are sent to PRB members for negative approval and subsequently reported in PRB open 
session materials.  

 Drops and terminations are reported in monthly communication to state boards of 
accountancy and (since January 2018) available on Extranet for administering entities 
(AEs). 

 Firms with AICPA members whose enrollment in the AICPA Peer Review Program is 
terminated are published on the AICPA.org website and included in the PRB open session 
materials. 

 Below is a summary of firm terminations over the past several years: 
 

Firm terminations 
Year # 

2015 23
2016 41
2017 18
2018   41
Total 123

 
 This summary reflects both: 

o hearing panel decisions to terminate, including those within their available 
appeal period and, 

o firms that agreed to the charges and were terminated without a hearing. 
 This summary does not reflect: 

o later decisions by an appeal mechanism to reverse or modify those 
decisions. 

o cases that are mediated, or the underlying cause is resolved (stopped 
hearings). 

 
Completeness Activities 
Objective: Research publicly available data to verify that all firms that should be enrolled in peer 
review are enrolled and to verify that all engagements that are within peer review scope are 
included in the population subject to peer review. Firms without AICPA members are also included 
in the scope of these ongoing activities. 
 
Our most recent completeness project seeks to identify firms performing Employee Benefit Plan 
(EBP) audits via the Department of Labor (DOL) database and assess whether the firms are in 
compliance with peer review requirements. 
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Status: All research has been completed and firms have been contacted. Staff is currently 
monitoring approximately 75 firms in process of undergoing a peer review which includes an EBP 
audit within scope. Final statistics as of December 31, 2018 are below: 
 
 
 

 

Total Firms 

(rounded) %

In compliance 4840 94%

Not in compliance 325 6%

Total unique firms 5165

Firms Not in Compliance 

(rounded) %

Referred to Ethics 110 34%

Remediation in process 75 23%

No recourse 70 22%

Report Recalled 45 13%

Remediated 25 8%

Total not in compliance 325  
 

o Referred to Ethics: Firms which were requested to enroll and submit a peer review, if required, 
but have not done as requested.  

o Remediation in process: Firms which enrolled in peer review subsequent to receiving our 
enrollment invitation letter and are in the process of undergoing a peer review which includes 
an EBP audit. This also includes firms who were contacted because the performance of the 
EBP audit triggered the need for a step-up System Review. 

o No recourse: Firms which were previously not in compliance, but there is no recourse because 
for example, the firm has merged, has been sold, has quit performing EBP audits or has a 
more recently accepted peer review. 

o Report Recalled: Firms whose peer review report has been recalled and the firm has been or 
will be subjected to a hearing panel to determine if the firm’s enrollment in the Peer Review 
Program should be terminated or if it should be allowed to have a replacement review. 

o Remediated: Firms whose current peer review was in process and initially excluded 
consideration of an EBP audit; but EBP was reviewed prior to that review being accepted by 
the RAB. 
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